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Office Memorandum • united states government

ro : SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-80638) (19) date: 7/12/57

FROM SA JAMES P. HALLERON

SUBJECT: CP, USA MEMBERSHIP
IS-C

Source

Reliability

Date of Activity

Date Received

(Protect by T symbol)

Who has furnished
reliable information
in the past

6/19/57
,

7/3/57

Received by SA[

Location

The information contained in this report should
not be disseminated outside of the Bureau unless it is

paraphrased to protect the identity of the informant.

By report dated 6/26/57* I

*

I furnished
information concerning the CP membership in the Bronx,

N.Y. area.

The following is the report ofl

Report ^
Communist Party U.S.A. June 26, 1957

'Activities

I I told me that he had a talk with I L

member of the Bronx County board of the C.P., on the
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Date: 7 /2/57

Transmit the following message via Air-Tei.

Registered Mail

CPUSA - ORGANIZATION
IS - 0

CPUSA -

IS - C
-MEMBERSHIP.

C'INH

* SAC

DIV. 1

DIV. 2

~U~.DK 4
SEC. 1

SC10. 2

(Priority or Method of Mailing)

TO: DIRECTOR, FBI ( 100-3-69 )_( 100-3-68) .

PROM: SAC, PHILADELPHIA ( 100-31723 )( 100-32208

)

SE& 24
— ^.SEC. 15

f

~-3EC 1

S

-.'wS£G>

-.SEC.

On .7 /1/57 ,. who has furnished reliable informa-
tion in the. past, orally advised SA B. PERKOWSKJ, Jr-., that he
had- a private discussion with DAVID DAVIS, CPEPD, District
Chairman, • on 6/29/57. DAVIS told informant he was disturbed
following his .attendance . at the National. Resident Committee
(National Executive Committee) meeting held the previous -week'
in New York - City .

-

b7D

4 - BUREAU (RM)
2 ,- 100-3-69
2 - 100-r3-68

l6}~ NEW YORK (RM)
'

' X " CPJJSAi^0RGANI*ZAEI0N;A
-V ---CPUSA -^MEMBERSHIP

- 1 .

1 - JOHN GATES
1 - WILLIAM Z.
1 - SIDNEY STE

OSTER

5 - PHILADELPHIA



PH 100-31723
Pi 100-32208

DAVIS stated that WILLIAM Z. POSTER proposed and

BENJAMIN J. DAVIS , Jr., supported a national summer recruiting
drive for the OP. SIDNEY STEIN commented that the Party had

better spend its time in regaining lost members . STEIN said
a situation exists in New York where clubs and sections are

holding meetings, but do not consider themselves CP members

and do not invite CP leaders to attend, dthough the leaders

are being advised that these meetings are being held.

STEIN added that in the period since the 20th Congress,

CPSU, the CP membership in the Bronx had dropped from 1100 to 200

members

.

DAVID DAVIS also said that at this meeting POSTER and

BENJAMIN DAVIS attacked JOHN GATES, accusing him of attempting to

organize a new Party separate from the CP.

FOSTER said he intends to raise the question of a national

recruiting drive for the CP at the next National Committee meeting

of the CP (7/27,28/57).

Care must be exercised in disseminating the source of

this information for protection of the informant.

HENNRICH
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OF.PICE MEMORANDUM - UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

: SAC

: SA ROBERT C. NORTON

DATE: 7/18/57

SUBJECT '

: INFORMATION FURNISHED BY
SECURITY INFORMANT

ccs

:

Washington Field (REGISTERED MAIL)
100- ORGANIZATION^ DIST. #4
100- MEMBERSHIP
100- FUNDS
100-20644 I

65-1131
100-2686

11 -New York (REGISTERED MAIL)
100- WILLIAM Z. FOSTER
100- JOHN GATES
100- ALBERT BLUMBERG
100- BEN DAVIS ^
100- EUGENE DENNIS
100- ' ORGANIZATION^?CP . USA
100- ^-MgffiSHIpW

. 100 _ ^-DEFEgTEE^GP^MEMBERS
100- NEGRO QUESTION
100- YOUTH
100- DAILY WORKER

100-12076 GEORGE MEYERS
100-10975

I

100-12412
100-10584
100-13646
100-8342
100-11953
100-13563
100-18823

|

100-12117 JOHN GATES
100-95 ALBERT BLUMBERG
(CONTINUED NEXT PAGE)
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BALTIMORE COPIES CONTINUED

- 100-1560 BEN DAVIS
100-3021 EUGENE DENNIS
100-204671 ~l

100-12209 EAST BALTO. DIST. #4 -

I00-178I9 NORTHWEST j DIST. #4
.

100-12 il64 ORGANIZATION, DIST. #4
100-4090 BALTO. DIST, #4
100-12170 MEMBERSHIP
100-14569 DEFECTED CP MEMBERS
100-12485 NEGRO QUESTION
IOO-II951 YOUTH
100-13098 LINE
100-12948 DAILY WORKER
100-12458 FACTIONALISM
100-12470 NATIONAL GROUPS
IDO-12070 SECURITY MEASURES
100-17820 HCUA
100-12595 WHITE COLLAR SECTION
100-20308 PROFESSIONAL SECTION
100-11950 STEEL j DIST. #4
100-12510 STRATEGY IN- INDUSTRY
100-11640 FUNDS



The documentation for this information is as follows

:

Identity
of
Source

Date of Activity
and/or Description
of Information

Date
Furn. Agent Location

6/26/57 District 7/3/57 ROBERT C.
Board meeting NORTON

(Written)

CARE SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THIS
INFORMATION IN ORDER THAT THE IDENTITY

'

OR THE INFORMANT MAY BE FULLY PROTECTED

r,ho text of the informant's statement is as follows:

"Baltimore, Maryland
July 3, 1957

"On June 26, 1957* a District Board meeting for the
Communist Party District which comprises Maryland and
Washington, D. C., took place at GEORGE MEYERS' home.
Those in attendance were I I

GEORGE MEYERS, and
| j

- "The meeting got underway at 9:20 PM. At this time
GEORGE MEYERS opened the meeting by stating he would give
a brief report on the National Executive Committee
meeting of the CP which took place in New York City
on June 22, 23* 1957 • MEYERS, himself, is a member
of the National Executive Committee.

"MEYERS reported that the first point on the agenda
at the National Executive CP Committee meeting was the
recent Supreme Court decisions concerning Communists,
part of which involved the freeing of the CP members
in California who were up on Smith Act charges. MEYERS
said .that the National Executive Committee voted unani-
mously in support of the Supreme Court rulings. MEYERS
said it was generally felt that the time afforded a good
opportunity for the CP to start functioning more openly.
MEYERS said that everyone who attended the National

b7D

Jo 6

B7C

-2 -



b7D

Executive Committee meeting was told, to go back to their
respective areas and have discussions with local leaders
and the membership at large so that everyone would have
a clear picture with regard to the recent Supreme
Court decisions. All of the members preser.it at the
committee meeting hailed the decisions ofthe Supreme
Court as a victory for the Communist Party, and con-
sidered it a turning point for the Communist Party.

"At this National Committee meeting WILLIAM Z. POSTER,
Chairman Emeritus, urged all Party leaders to try and
break out of their isolated positions and get the
Communist Party into motion as soon as possible. •

"MEYERS. said the second point on the agenda at the
National Executive Committee meeting was Organiza-
tional Work. It was urged that Party apparatus all
over the country should get together and discuss or-
ganizational work. No one at the National Executive
Committee was prepared on this point, and they were
unable to tell how many members they had in their
respective areas, how many had left the Party, and
other details regarding administrative work within their
respective CP areas. It was then decided that this
point on the agenda would be brought up at a National
Executive Committee meeting in about two months . Mean-
while, the persons in attendance were to go back and
prepare for the committee meeting by determining how
many active members they had in their respective areas,
how many individuals had left the CP, the number of
Negroes active in the CP, and the number of Negroes
that had left the CP. It was requested that individuals
who had left the CP be interviewed in order to determine
their reasons for leaving the Party.

"GEORGE MEYERS commented to the District Board at this
point that he felt very badly because he was unable to
give the National Executive Committee a clear picture
of conditions in this area. He said he did not know
how many members were active in ' Washington or in
Maryland. He said he did not know how many had left
the Communist Party recently from this area, nor did he

-3 -



"know the feelings of the individual Party members.

'GEORC-E MEYERS then requested the other members of the
District Board there present to make a survey in order
to find out how many members at the present time were ,

active in CP work in this area., and other details
requested by the National Executive Committee,

.
,
at this point stated that at the next

District Board meeting she would be able to give GEORGE
MEYERS a picture as to how many paid-up CF members

. - I
1

I

there were in Maryland, and who was in Washing-
. _ V J

| _|
ton, v m C*, would be able to supply the information as
to the status, of the membership in the Washington, D, C.
area.

I spoke up at this point and said he did not
think that it would be necessary to. contact | |

over in Washington, D. C., at this time since he aid
GEORGE MEYERS could obtain that information for them-
selves on their next trip to D. C., which would take
place before July 1, 1957.

"GEORGE MEYERS then resumed his report on the National
Executive Committee meeting of June 22, 23, 1957.
MEYERS said that the third point on the agenda of the
National Committee meeting was Youth. MEYERS said
that a long report was made, but that it boiled down
to a question as to what the Party wanted to do with
youth. MEYERS said it was obvious that it was decided
to make youth a big issue in the Party. He pointed
out that there was nothing going on at the present time
on this subject, but that each person who attended
the National Executive Committee meeting was told to go
back to his respective CP area and determine what youth
organizations were functioning in their areas who had
no connection whatsoever with the CP, and try to con-
tact these organizations.

"At this point MEYERS asked those present at the District
Board meeting to check into youth organizations in
this area that would be interested in discussing
socialism.

"MEYERS then went on to report on the fourth point



"on the agenda at the National Executive Committee
meeting. MEYERS said that this concerned the Daily
Worker. It was proposed at the National Committee
meeting to cut down the Daily Worker to four pages,
but no decision was made on this point. Some of
those present at the National Executive Committee
meeting said that articles written and put in the
Daily Worker at the time of the Hungarian revolt last
fall were false, and were made at a time when the true
facts regarding the Hungarian situation were not known.

"After GEORGE MEYERS finished his report on the National
Executive Committee meeting, the floor was thrown open
for discussion.

'

I I said that she felt that the general
picture with regard to the CP at the present time looks
much healthier since the Supreme Court decisions of
June 17, 1957* She- commented that these decisions
would build morale for CP members in this area. | |

then pointed out that a number of things had occurred
in the past year which cost the CP a number of members.
She said a number of CP members in the Northwest and
East Baltimore areas left the Party right after the
KHRUSHCHEV statement at the Soviet 20th Congress, then
the Russian attack on the Hungarians caused more people
to leave the Party, and the Daily Worker articles at
that time and later made the average reader aware of a
split in CP leadership at the highest level. Lastly,
a number of CP members left the CP in this area following
the HCUA hearings

.

1

1 stated that past leadership of the .

CP in Maryland had caused isolation of its members,
and that CP leaders in this area have put no pressure
whatsoever on CP sections to do any work.

"I I
then commented that there had been a Chinese

couple in this area who had been in the CP but had left
because they had been slighted by some CP members.

I asked how that had taken place,
j

replied that the CP had asked- the Chinese CPUpiS to

-5 -
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"recruit Chinese people into the Party and meet in
their own CP section. The Chinese couple was offended,
and shortly thereafter left the CP. I

did not state when this above occurrence had taken
place

.

"
I

~1 commented that all sections and clubs
should discuss the Supreme Court decisions as soon as
possible.

1
|

said she would survey all the Northwest-
and Eastern sections and groups , and urge all clubs and
sections to elect District Committee members as soon
as possible. She said that after the District Committee
meets with the District Board, a much clearer picture
could be given regarding the feelings of the various
individuals who are members of the CP in this area.
She commented that some people in the CP want to work
.and ask for .work. She said one person, a man like

|
has no section or club but wants to do CP

work. She felt that the District Board should take
responsibility into its own hands, and make assignments
for persons who are in that position.

"With regard to the youth organizations, I

~1

said that this is an important issue, but at the present
time discussion on the matter is enough, and we should
check very carefully before recruiting youth into the
CP, She pointed out there is a question as to what
constitutes youth, and asked how old a person has to be
before he is no longer considered to be a youth. This
question was not answered by anyone present.

"
I I then made the statement that the two main
points that seem to have been raised at the National
Executive Committee meeting were organizational work
and the Supreme Court decisions. He said it was obvious
that a program for work be set up.

agreed with the views of those who had entered
tne discussion before him. He pointed out that the
Supreme Court decisions are the most important item

-6 -



"in building the CP. With regard to organizational
work. I I said we should re-examine Party work for
two years previous* and then plan for the future. I I

said that the real reason the Party has lost members
is- because of a lack of leadership on the part of the
functionaries in this area . I I said that security
was the only thing that mattered* and that a number of
comrades on the former District Board were whdfeheartedly
in favor of the security outlook.

then said that he had contacted
| |

and told him that at the District Board meeung or
June 20* 1957 .*

a motion had been passed leaving' a
place open for him on the District Board as a re~ore-
sentative from steel. [~ |said that I

had pointed out to| Ithat at this time he did not
want to meet with the District Board because he is
trying to reinstate himself in his Job and raise money
for the victims of the HCUA hearings of May* 1957 *

I Ifurther told I Ithat he hoped if he did
participate in District Board activities it would not
have the same atmosphere as that of the previous
District Board.

1 then said that a number of white collar
workers and professional people in the city of Baltimore
left the Party because of actions taken by the steel
clubs in the past. She explained that the steel clubs
and Party leaders in the past had gotten together and
decided that s teel clubs should be isolated from other
Party groups. I ~l further stated that the white
collar and professional people felt that this was wrong
because being thus isolated* the CP steel members
were not able to get all of the facts with regard to
other CP activities* and other CP groups were unable
to get any information with regard to what was occurring
in steel.

"It was annare>nt to the writer that l I did not
like| criticism of the isolation of
the steel clubs.

| |
said it would not be correct

to discuss the steel situation at this time; He urged
the District Board members not to close the door on

-7 -



but added If we were unable to getl
we might get|

|
to serve as a member Oh

the District Board.

then asked GEORGE MEYERS j 'What is the secre-
tary position? 1

"GEORGE MEYERS asked, ‘What do you mean?’

I said. 'At the last meeting you mentioned
electing, a Chairman and a Secretary .

1

" MEYERS replied, 'I'm not too clear on the duties of
the Secretary myself.'

At this point I Imade a motion that GEORGE MEYERS
be elected as Chairman of the District Board, and

l be elected as Secretary of the District
Board

.

"GEORGE MEYERS replied he did not feel that he should
accept the position of Chairman at this time since many
in the Party did not like him personally.

1

|
asked

|
| whether the Chairman and

Secretary position^ would be for the District Board
alone or for the whole district.

"BOB LEE replied, 'I don't know.'

I ]said that since this is the administra-
tive body of the Party, she is of the opinion that she
and MEYERS would be responsible for all the activities
of the district along with the activities of the District
Board if she and MEYERS were elected Secretary and
Chairman, respectively, for the District Board.

I Ithen made a motion that GEORGE MEYERS
and

l lbe accepted as Chairman and Secre-
tary of the District Board by acclamation.

"MEYERS and

.

accepted the ornce'.
were elected by acclamation, and

be
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b 6

b7C
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b7C

bo
b7C

b 6

b7C
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had been to"GEORGE MEYERS said that he and
, ,

uv
Washington* D. C.* on June 24* 1957.* during the evening
and had contacted four people. MEYERS said there was
not much discussion* and no one person had a great
deal to say. MEYERS said that he had outlined the
written proposals which he had submitted to the Dis-
trict Board members at the meeting of June 20* 1957.
The Washington* D. C., CP members said that they want
time to discuss his proposals. MEYERS said he also
had given a brief report to the Washington* D. C.*
C? members as to what had gone on at the National
Executive Committee meetings on June 22 * 23 * 1957.

I I said at the above meeting f
band had been present* along with

[_

and her hus-
-- « Tand another

The three men did not have much to say. I 1

and GEORGE MEYERS during the time of the
J and'

' - “

man.
told
above meeting that ! I andf"

,

been over to see her regarding the financial situa-
tion of the HCUA victims . She told MEYERS and l I

had

that[ and[
cide how the money was to be divided,.

were trying to de-

| *

| said he would meet with the steel defense
committee of the CP and bring a report to the District
Board meeting* which was to take place on July 1* 1957 .

"GEORGE MEYERS made an announcement that there will be
three members of the .National Executive Committee in
Baltimore on July 8* 1957* to discuss organization.
MEYERS said he was expecting JOHN GATES and ALBERT
BLUMBERG. He said that he wanted BEN DAVIS or EUGENE
DENNIS to come, but felt that it would be unlikely
since they require court permission to, leave New York.

"GEORGE MEYERS then discussed a letter which he had
I I (this is the way the

writing* which was in longhand, appeared to the writer)
which concerned an open discussion on socialism. MEYERS
stated that the reply from the individual to whom he
wrote the letter was to th£ effect that the individual

b6
b7C
b7D

b6
b7C

-b 6

b7C

b6
b7C

4
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4 *

Jo7D

agreed with some of MEYERS 1 statements and disagreed
with others,, but did not believe that this would be
the right time to discuss such matters."

£his memo has been compared with the informants original
statement and it is accurate in substance.

1'or the information of other offices. may be de's-— — ^ j i i w ^ '

embed as having furnished reliable information in the
past.

b7D

Jopy of this report is going into the file of
I I both at Baltimore and Washington Field since it was
ihe opinion of informant, as orally expressed to SA ROBERT

WVDmrYNT <7 /o /trnr 1, _ J, J, , _ I
—

*

— 1NORTON on 7/3/57, that the person
,

'
1

— ^ ^ v Ii cj.ci j. cu

I

0 as
l I WljQ was in Washington, jl>. u." was identical with

referred

a copy of this report is going into the file ofl
since informant, on 7/3/57, orally advised SA ROBERT C.
NORTON that it was his opinion that the I I who might
cerve as an alternate to]

\ on the District
Board was I I

A copy of this report, -is banner assignorl ±c. files of
[ J

1
both at Baltimore

unu wasnmg-con Field, since it was the opinion of informant,
as orally expressed to SA ROBERT C. NORTON on 7/3/57, that
these three names above were three of the four persons
GEORGE MEYERS and| |met with in Washington. D. 0

:

on 6/24/57.

fLT
G°P£ o;

T
this report is going into the file of wtt.t.tam l.

NEUMAN since it is believed thaf r

identical with
is

be
b7C

b6
b7C
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b7C

.b6

b7C
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(
Stato Cousmittoo of 18 —' 18 olootsd, 8 hod not/baon elected.

Chaimaa • Otl* Hood
Sbm. s#o » Ban r.»w<ti

TNuurtr - Am
Officers • sat iMTtttritti To mat la titmu and
mo,that daeisions ora oarrlad out. SC to wot onoo

»/

< <

This Mt up la to ha rariawad in fell.

ConnittooB - Organisation - Otis
Eduoat ion - Boon* Bobby, Ban L

, T.0.- Lou Johnson
I people responsible far praaa nasyelgi -
®“bo»b »• UDoe assigned to work with group.

A?L club - ?»8 paopla mat In different ualona. -

Packing oluh • anhtn oproad batmen carious locale, cities, ata. - club dissolved.

Dorohestor - 8 olubs eaaprlse sootlon, — 2 7 ’'rrv*

Industrial- 4 oluba cowpoee motions?—
;

'

Baxbury - 2 olubs * l is not functioning —

Ifldtomn • language paopla
, __ - f

TTluthrop-canlsm-Raeero - 10 paopla In ana alub. • ,

Ualdona oluh
j

.

Brookline- lolub \-

Sewton - 1 alub - not functioning — g'~^' .*
,

Waterbury - 1 club -net functioning

Frafossionol • 1 olub. <.

, -
r

,
,

*\? J-Si '
\i.

s _
- . ,

City onmittee of 10 paopla * eenedthm at f ln shares
Bdltk.8aa.Mk

.
- ’

;
‘

"
4/ -

Springfield • 1m*u "

Varoaatar ~ about 6 paopla * amk raapanaibU* ~ (P* ^

Lmaaea * nothing loft - 12 raalpad * sotlfiad a f*« aiatto aoctlma*
„

'

_
- '

•>.,
'

j/
*

*

'

Bhodo Island - about IB paopla who do naet,

Kaw Bedford • 4 - 6 paopla - nothing functioning.
. : .

‘

(Think stoolla la going to Conn Aron How Bedford )

mi River - snail functioning organisation - noctly old tlnsrs - good contests - teenetere
- -

'
’

,

' " textile
*

Bow Hanpahiro - Cbasa fanlly

Varwont > about 6 f paopla# /

!
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•xP°ri8no» shown th»t 17 0990 oo^hmowM.

win
.“roor*tlo systea - loading to — x.7^^***. Contrailsa” has areatedW*° in P«^r * lot of heads wwld rou!

'’* '*** P*rty ’« in P*»r. If War^ 1# 00M °f p*0pl# *<> -sum full rooponalbllltor.
SfflM n+ 1.1. _ >

v «u
- ^p* i« soing to load anyahoro.

”** 11 *”* that Mving with

^5.r.
1

u
I

»,Sf“(l0.d‘;,j2 S.S5*“ '‘111** U ... <-- . 4.
rooponolbilitar and that i« haSf^i***?!LlJ?

0®P* “ >uah aa refusing to Mbs*
***

ao« thought tolhiir
S<«^ *l«f th. lino ooSboJyT^lTlSoo

r laat Dl«trirt*0anmlttoo^aoot2g^alao

yWy
:ffM« it, but should toastantLr **— *• wa should aot

Pf«s Is to giro ths sisaUraKip ths foots,
* *** mV *° mil ***• rtori** i* tho

££3 * „»,*« T* ” •»**«- »»Wiou.'

« ss aasftsys seas.

11s ^-hes****»£ «*
wfai«dt our ooTados oaTSt

*

"Hhod of wtrk^

fo?1** "-JJrtBT hjj» boon through a terrible crisis and we don*t has* all tho --yrtTor tho future, Tho oontor of course is how to build a ^Vttor!!i.^ ?*"—*
o* 3ST oa Pilgriwago was still seea of tho old, db mat lsamal^!^ .l*?**,*>l,t ,

di»pl«r
W» nsod larger and looser foras of organisation in whioh

i

d 1>WT gear,
aadidsoiogloal orientation rather thaatrying to ltt| OTor^^LTdoTSta^i^

1^**1
f?2"

1Li^ of •«"*«»• i« th. loadorS?io«SlJr tSZu mt&Sfig&ZLmaking dooisions end going out to toll tho Matterchip »tat to da sMthhare not fbund a substitute.
p imm

.
»"•*•(!*«

There has never been bitterness - people want to hoar everybady'e point of view,

i2L.” ^ **£ *^11 !* i»°i«ted group. 0«r problea is still he* do as sat out mJm \isolation. We have two-fold Job, -
99 ** - ou* °* tdd

]

1) Cot out of isolation. We don't havw all th# answoro. Part of it is how wo fight f*r



.'or legality, our relation* to other socialist groups* Hoe 4* deal with our oea asBmrshlp*
<>ar leadership and membership are groping far ewers* Hobody ha* qulok solution* « Millions

I have aooepted the idea that we are a oonspiraoy not only because the govern—at W$M say*
so- hut also booause of what we did* •

There are many who left and many who say they are stlolcing, but tbs old enthusiasm end ,

oonfidenoe is not there* It has been undernined by events* not by our discussion* We /

. lived on a oertain arrogsnoe that we had all the answers* Bow — are ready to listen I

\ to others but the "others" don't know that — have changed* I

It la difficult to say whom we oan-vrin back* Those who left thinking seamthing n— mill I

be organised oan be won baok if the Party shows its ability to sake the turn promised
at the Convention* upon our ability to develop the proposed Party Program* I

The debate around it will be good* Does not knew hern districts are handling fuestions /

of full-timers. Hero wo went to the extre— of.no full-timers* There is e basis* W*
j

are a small district* Together with this there was the particular feeling agal—t Hike* I

The problem of leadership is great* Be have the problem of giving leadership he s J
soattsred membership. —

'

Hike - Agrees with re—rk that Sid and* in

bssdeay*we are not out of th* woods* Ha f*

of tho— who left us providing — have a —
—11 enough to taokle our xy proble—« ,

n response te the guections* Vhlla .noting the
feela — oan rebuild and bring basksdagr.

.

new approach* ' itels that'—T*et srgnaiasd

l) The majority of th* leaderahip hae no eoataot with the Party*

comrades are cm th* City Comsittsa* This is the —salt tf sis
filissu Does not know «*ho Is leading the Parly in Beaton today?

of th* leading
had rank aad

— geiMC ta agkta that all2) It is true that — want to refresh leadership* M aim
tho— who led in the past are mo longer of uy use?

Bobby- Hi* own fooling is that the Party niU ba a functioning srgpnlsatl— b>**« —
tfT&w biggest socialist organisation with most wparisass*. dMrfpft »*lttl* Mnfldsa

in him—lf aad If irnfidsass in tto pespls U <fcU
,

r**»,1fc**
1 "*J*

»**I>*

linriV-T and otsts— our diffi*ulti*a7But — asst load with eoafldsas** ast by .

saying — don't kacm - at least — —si sey Lst us try this or tin* ssthsd#-
—

^

IfiZt*. we "are do—loping a "•
the —riMinhip* It was a slear out desisloa la ths Caanatlaa against having WUmaa
Isadsrshlp bassos* oonradss—st rs—la thfea tbsir leadership* If ha was la lsatsa hs

—SdbTon ths City Comsltt— ty earning ha* hie way late It, ty wlaalag dn«n la

tto aUh* The Distriot Co—dtte* 1* iaproriag*

Ths Bdusation ffi—ritln Is fuastlaning*

Ths QPg* Cbw^btia^la gsttlag togetesr*

.

Otis - OS* 1MISdlahs prsbl— te tie up^ ^
fgHaa be salved. Ms ether trsbl— U hew_ts rebuild nhsre.ths srg-isshlsalii^

Slish sport. But a full-tt— parson did net step It firms falling apart'..tag m.mm*
-1- It ty a fiai^umr. -

she ooafldsn- that - oan rebuild. There la a groat future

^rsa-lenlalsa. The experts-* of other eemrtrles sh— lt aad egMigg1



I iL^eno*full^timor^^Fow h^VT™*10
?
w#* °f tho °Plnion «** wo ahould haws at )

;

/ ,
leadership out of whU **£213^ non-full-ti*^

[ , 32tS£ ST!." S.JSLS
loadorasfn”

5
?
00^4^” "*re aot mMlber* of Branches. Thore are roryirg opinions about

well arrant. "t

th8
*.?

roo
’J^ ?

oin® Jb*> the ooarades will earn their war* IT# havo a
V and rosS^t f*

,®otioa
J

”*•**• L* * sroat doling that Ann ahould bo on thTcity Ccmrtttee
i

^ ^ ^ h«r work* TT® will rtiolTi thoit nuHtiotiia w* v* iMLifatmt
I In f

^

ooi our involve the whole Party if necessary. Instead of the at *

I
Tr»C wait a whilo before wo put on H full oar part*tim ' ttaanlo ftm

I tfiilo. to Boaton - it ia not Ilka Bobby soya, that it la alasIs- a wHiir ri.*imim
j!*^*^p*

^J*
1" olub there aro ssuay dlffcronooa but it la being dU^j^iiT^^*

2STSS TI
7* "?'! ^°?tod V «lub to City Coraaittooatta At the City OMdttee cm oem-adeU "?^d * that sotaobody elac bo oloetod. 3. w^baSTtotSa^ubTS

4

aaload fo* aowobody else to bo .looted and eoaebody alee waa .looted* But theof ooarades of s.c. on c.c. ia necessary. . Am should be an it*
UMflnnian

Ssit * ’H« need to alialnate gap between leadership and nude and file*

Ukaj-Belioroa that what wo need ia a oadua Tireadi where wo ean dlaauaa IdaaswithatffcWing thought the loaa for* la still for a political aaaoaistiaa and will be fur Marother toinge, hut believes ha and other* met have the right ta think, ejeak. "^ ^Itinii-all mat hare the right to a reepoetfttl hearing.
,W* 7* •“WH

Balloraa the proponents of D.O. are non falling into tho trap of rank md fills*. .antetotalca issue with Bobby beoauao Bobfcy kites laovea tho iapmeslan that ha mat"atart£nm aeratoh. But doaa not agree « doaa not believe ttet ha 1* J
Hinff11il

On Footer Article • "Whatever laborious pn
doaa the drain with mi.

Sue « City Cooadttoo

1) Footer haa dona sons things that ha mat be out of his alad* But still Ste
ho is an# of the aost solid loaders wefaav*.
2) Hike's attitude is one of atressiag 'there is as laafaralita"
S). Still can't aae poaseful tfauwition.

' 7
\ 1 - 5

Thpgr belong to mss. amt
i• Share have been ae Ieeoa

Dorohaatar • 8 olub* meting regularly*
,

'

1" olub la uads up of 10 people - older Isaiah oomwudM: • with a lb*
younger. Ho loss#*. .

•"
. .

1 olub of 'm* about 10 naribors - Jewish am* Thpy balo^ to —** as*i
l olub of wonra - aoatly ia asao org. •

t

maters, Share have been ae Ieee
in thi* section - throughout the dlaaiiteTte. .

Heat of thaac 27 ora old tinere or ia over 80 yamailr as la the fhrty ~ with aae or
, two 6 - 10 yeara*

Host oan't see poaoeful transition, political aasooiatioo, or theaa other new. .

1 quostiona. , .
. . . ..

^
,• ^

Fools sorry for Kike beoause really he is moh better than others wa haw. had
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' Oullna for report on party organization.

> Objective—— How to unite end rebuild the party.

Mors favourable ciromnstanaes.
;

•) we ere getting organized in the center end in the

districts*

b) The growing expression of desire to work oat e

;
method of functioning in the fees of continuing

.differences* .

e) Beginnings of mass work*

d) The Supreme court decisions*

e) (tar convention decisions provide the basis

for overcoming our Isolation*

new decisively important to get an aocurate picture of the State of our organisation

toexasdne ooncretsly the reasons for our opetinuwing losses and»oh''that'1^iS'fisd‘ ^ ...

I OriTlaw england. Organisattcoallydbd the poUUsiv|p^r'^Ff|';i.' I'
•'•
;v

Bnjwtant partgr; Cadres and aeabsrs*

I
41?* -188 Umam at least about 60—Many of those rertsini -V,

Sd-jMSte.iSHi tnMHs fsBcsP; 1 ,v 4%

Ivlestlsssesj
pips Boxbory dubs—7 drbpped^-5 on f«noS

Springfield It dropped oat 5
:i fsnos

Inrssco It resigned

.
-Berth shots 4 dropped 'oat. , j.

©f the reat pf the organisations*

Mowton—-Ittddlo daas group of 8 in maeas org* On f«no*
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I rbury dub mot functioning
, Worcester club npt functioning, New bedfcrd dab not

fctioning. Kali river small functioning organisation with good contacts In the labor
• r.My

,

'

.

' "
.

... ^ •

|

Fairl7 wolll functioning organizations

”"eh*“'r^*1*!*-.“ 1——Uttl. m.. l>ta

Korth Shors IE active—nesting regularly —attention to Q.E. organised forum

i Rhode Island functioning club of 12

Jersey eetimatee. Maintain 600 in Party as of now thoogh quit. a number are net
1

rtaln of their future status* losses laf*.
.. /•.

Essex SO, Perm 16,' Hidson 10,paesaio,15, union 7,18ddleeesr 8,Berg«r 5,

.
'

.. Uarcar 10, Casden 6 •'tv'V-;.'

Js* Estimate 40Q# remain—000 losses la last period, Wiped out imortousiy/la^tbm.v^l^^

people, Wiped out in Teaohars 86. and other l*esd£'^
bet the 180 are ef mere recent vintage* •

imass work

1) Eserjrwhere-lgrge percentage of conradee in mass erg,

S) H bomb ceapaign has caught on , in many sections of the Party

8) Pilgrimage and civil rights generally «MMMf receive considerable attention

|
4).m some cases

** a- v'\

$ fL 4 ftc< /M
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INTERNAL SECURITY - C

SYNOPSIS:

'Quarterly Period
April 1 to June 30T~1957 j_

The National Office of CP USA removed from
101 West 16th St., to 23 West 26th St., NYC,
on April 12, 1957. Informant states staff
is to "drift" to Chicago. First meeting of
full National Committee held April 27-28, 1957,
56 having been elected.' National Executive

,

Committee of 20 elected, with WILLIAM Z. FOSTER
named Chairman, .Emeritus . : -At NEC meeting
held May 22 and

J
'

23, 1957’," National Administrative
Committee consisting of 7 secretaries electdcJ:
EUGENE DENNIS, National Affairs; SID STEIN,
Organization; BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, Negro. Affairs;
JAMES E 5 JACKSON, Southern Affairs; HY LUMER,
Education and Publications; FRED FINE, Labor
Affairs; JOHN GATES, Public Relations, with
DENNIS as Chairman and STEIN as Secretary.
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NY 100-4931

SYNOPSIS CONTINUED

STEIN reported at June 22 and 23, 1957
NEC meeting on serious internal -

situation of CP, indicating serious losses
and doubt and lack of confidence in leadership
and in CP besetting those remaining. National
Committee members advised by STEIN on June
6, 1957* that Committee was to meet July 27 and
28, 1957 and discuss as major points Party
organization and fight against H bomb. By
letter dated May 23, 1957* FOSTER suggested
measures for consideration by NEC to halt
exodus from CP, urging rallying call
to members and ex-members to join in
rebuilding and reactivating CP to be followed
up with organization of meetings of such
persons to unite them around banners of hard-
pressed CP. Income of CP, USA January 1, 1957
to April 30, 1957 $72,367.55 with expenditures
of $61, 384. 21 j as of April 30 , 1957 its
assets were $16 , 934.96 and liabilities
$27,265,00. Informant reports DENNIS has
installed barbecue grill in his office for
burning of CP documents,. Informant reports
that FOSTER, following National Committee
meeting of April 27 and 28, 1957* saw CATES
as actual CP leader due to cowardice and
duplicity of DENNIS, a "right-winger".
FOSTER not elected on first balloting for.
NEC and his first reaction was to resign
from CP. On May 5 * 1957* FOSTER described
DENNIS as leader of "wavering, vacillating"
middle group, and a menace to CP, and political
(CQward. He described GATES as courageous
and firm but an opportunist. Informant
reports DENNIS on April 30, 1957* had said
CP members have forgotten their international
duties, DENNIS- criticizing May Day declarations
for lack of slogans or demands against
imperialism, of sympathy for socialism or
Latin American countries. At June 22, 1957

-la-
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NY 100-4931

SYNOPSIS CONTTNTTTCD

meeting of NEC, DENNIS announced formation
of Foreign Affairs Committee with himself
as Chairman. At National Committee
meeting April 27 and 28 , 1957, criticism
made m report oh "Daily Worker” of
tendency to equate US and USSR and of
its attitude towards socialist countries
NEC approved report. Editorial in "Daily
Worker” June 25, 1957 on UN report on
Hungary refers to it as "a crafty blow at
peaoe , having purpose of disrupting mood
of peaceful settlement of international
differences and fanning of anti-Soviet
hatred. National Administrative Committee
letter June 5, 1957 or} mass activity of
CP stated participation in movement to
ban H bomb testing had been examined andmajor attention was being given issue . By >letter May 14, 1957 1 I as Chairman, i

National Press Committee, solicited CP
orders supplement to May 19,

1957. Worker" consisting of 4 pages on H
bomb

i J editorial on June 6 , 1957 "Daily Worker"urged President Eisenhower to join with USSR to
end nuclear tests and ban nuclear weapons.
NEC meeting of April 29 and 30, 1957, agreedto move Trade Union Department to Chicago, .

with work on East Coast to be coordinated
irom NYC, Informant reports CP attempting
to recoup losses in labor and seeking way to make
most of racketeering revelations. Old industrial
concentration plan is contemplated but with
S?iro

m°2e ?
t to Set into key industries.

DAVIS at April 27 and 28, 1957 NC meeting
Pilgrimage of Prayer saying

that CP would support it as individuals.
Daily Woerker" of June 19, 1957 reported

that WILDIAM D. PATTERSON, in reacting to televisioninterview of KHRUSHCHEV, said he was a

-lb -
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SYNOPSIS CONTINUED

Communist because he could see only
ljjniited concessions to Negroes under
capitalism and could find expression
as Negro*-' and American, only through
social struggle. EARL DURHAM reported
to NEC meeting June 22. and 23, 1957 that
Committee oh Youth ^e,aded by himself,
was to meet soon iam-^N&tiMal Conference
on Youth had been postponed until Pall.
"Daily Worker" of May 3, 1957* indicated
scheduling of 6th World Festival of Youth
and Students in Moscow July 28 to August
11, 1957 and claimed number of American
students plan to attend. "Draft Resolution
on Farm Problems", passed out at. April
27 and 28, 1957 NC meeting, admitted CP-
neglect of farm question and need indicated
for research on economic conditions and
class divisions among farmers. "Farm
hevolt" seen as growing and becbming
effective as farmer-labor alliance is
strengthened around anti-monopoly
program. Resolution on cultural work
adopted by NC on June 20, 1957 claims
CP has dealt inadequately with culture
and urged: recognition of importance of
culture -in life of every people and nation,

. understanding of American life and
cultural heritage, opposition to politi4&l
censorship,, breaking away from narrow
doctrinaire conception of artist in Party
and formation of National Cultural Committee

resolution on Jewish question, adopted
by NC on June 2Q 1957, confidence is
expressed that CPSU, in correcting errors
of Stalin period, will give full expression
tb cultural -..'nqeds< and desires of Jextfish
'people and thtfs enhance rolfe of USSR as
beacon not only for Jews, but all oppressed.

—lc —
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SYNOPSIS CONTINUED

"Morning Freiheit" on June 2, 1957*
announced paper had collected $183*000
in -drive for $200,000, but pointed out
1957 drive had started with debt of
$65,000. HERBERT APTHEKER, teaching
'class, on May 14, 1957* on "Religion
and its Faults", asserted that "this so
called religion" was being used to keep
the masses in check' - that religion is
opiate of the people. "The Truth About
Hungary" by APTHEKER, published in
April, 1957,was said to show "legitimate
complaints of the masses were distorted"
into uprising aimed at destruction of
socialism and intensifying cold war.
352 page "Proceedings at the 16th National
Convention, CP USA" published in May, 1957.
Memo prepared for submits ionto NAC reflects
that New Century Publishers printed 7*000
copies of "Political Affairs" in April, 1957*
•down almost 3*000 from 1956 monthly average;
deficit of "Mainstream" in 1957 expected to be
$12,500. HY LUMER elected Chairman of
Education Department at NEC meeting April 29

:ahd J 30; 1957 . At meeting in Eastern; Pennsylvania
and Delaware district of CP on June 11, 1957*
LUMER said that many CP members, even in
leadership, have not had Marxist training;
that it is necessary to read basic Marxist
classics to understand new CP approach to
question;- of socialism in US today. Informant
reports -2CP considering purchase of building
accomodating about 400 for new "Worker's"
-School

,

noe<;
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MEMBERSHIP
(Bufile 100-3-68)
(NY file 100-80638)

This section has been
JOSEPH V. WATERS.

prepared by SA

nr » i 0H 0n
^l

J
^
n
^

21 » 1957, T-13 furnished a copy
J£ted Mdy 23 ’ 1957 ' Erected byUILLIAH Z. FOSTER to the NEC in which he set forthmeasures to be considered by the NEC at Its

Partv°ma?"] ,S
a
S
e ' by whioh the exodus from the

o?S? SLS 5?
lted

* ?°STER suSgested that amongother
, things there be initiated a broad and

SJfS
S
J
erit

f
ampalgn on a national, state and local

d£n-™Jq°
r
f
tur

S
to the Papty those who had recentlydropped out. He suggested triple attention toyouth, remarking that in all their activitiesthe recruitment of young men and women must bethe first order of business.

POSTER declared that In view of the cooditi nnesand problems facing the Party, that the Sec
°°ndltlons

should immediately issue a rallying statementcalling on members and ex-members to Join

sho1̂ ?S
USd

J
n
fi

and
^
rea9tlvatins the cp - This

be followed up, he said, with an active2?lgn the press and the -organization of

and
t
at

g
|i?

f
i^?er

f
ex-members in all localities

rj?? ?J • S
11 levels to round up the membership

and sympathizers around thebanners of the hard-pressed CP.

T-6 has advised on May 31, 1957, that I 1

wa
Administrative Secretary and Treasurer,

?
letter to be entitled,

™°bLda^i * wbich letter would representan attempt to register Party members" and accomplishthe return of those who had left the party.

be
b7C
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II. individuals

The following named individuals, mentioned inthis report, may be identified as follows:

JAMES ALLEN

JOHN LAUTNER, a CP member for over 20 years,
of h

i
s
4.
expulsion from ^e CP in January,

1950, was Chairman of the New York State Review
S^«?i0n

i.f
dvised in 1953 $ that JAMES ALIEN wasformerly editor of the Daily Worker" and head of theControl Commission of the CP, USA,

T-4 advised on February 13, 1057. that
attended the 16th National Convention of theop, USA, held in New York City, February 9-12, 1957,as a delegate from the Southern Region.

HERBERT APTHEKER

. ,, . .
HERBERT APTHEKER testified on July 14, 1954

United States versus Kuzma, et al,for violation °f the Smith Act in the United States
Philadelphia. He testified that he was

1939
mt>er °f the CP and had Peen a member of the CP since

T-6 advised on March 21, 1957, thatl
the staff of the CP National Office to serveas inside man in charge of finances"

.

ERIC BERT

.
Par>tng 1954, T-28 advised that ERIC BERT was anew member of the National Farm Commission of the CP, USA,
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and that he attended meetings of this Commission during
July and October, 1954.

On March 8 , 1955, T-30 advised that ERIQ BERT
was the new permanent Washington, D.C. correspondent for
the "Daily Worker".

ALBERT BLUMBERG

BLUMBERG was convicted in United States District
Court, Philadelphia, Pennsylvania, on March 7 , 1956 ,for violation of tho Smith Act in that ho was a niomber of
the Communist Party, knowing that it taught and advocated
the overthrow and destruction of the United States
Government by force and violence. The conviction is
being appealed.

The "National Guardian" of October 22 , 1956 ,page 11 , column 2 , identified ALBERT BLUMBERG as National
Legislative Director of the CP.

GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY

, _ ^ ^ The "Daily Worker' 1

, February 13 , 1957,
identified GECRGE BLAKE CHARNEY as one of the 20 members-
at-large of the National Committee of the CP^ USA elected
at its 16th National Convention, February 9-12, 1957.

1 .
"Dafly Worker", May 6, 1957, page 3, column

1 , reported that CHARNEY was one of 20 elected to the CP
National Executive Committee at a National Committee
meeting held April 27 and‘ 28, 1957 .

CHARNEY wes convicted in the United States
D
i
S5:

ic
S

New York > °» Wir 31 , 1956 , for violation
of the Smith Act. His conviction is on appeal.

- 115 -
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JOSEPH CLARK

. .
The "Dally Worker '4 February 23, 1955, pare 1,column 4, announced that JOSEPH CLARK, who was that

publication's correspondent in the.'JSoviet Union, would
move to the post of "Daily Worker" Foreign Editor.

CHARLES (BOB) COE

nrrts , , ,
T~28 bas advised on April 14, 1952, that

00E was known to the informant as a member of the National
Farm Commission, CP, USA.

BENJAMIN J, DAVIS, JR.

.. , _
.^Tke "Daily Worker" of February 13, 1957,identified BENJAMIN J. DAVIS, Jr. as one of the 20

members-at-large of the National Committee of the CP, USA
at 1-fc;s 16th National Convention, February 9-12,

The "Daily Worker", May 6, 1957, page 3,column 1, reported that DAVIS was one of 20 elected to
the ,CP National Executive Committee at a National Committeemeeting held April 27 and 28, 1957.

DAVIS was convicted in
Court, New York, on October 14, 1949.
the Smith Act.

'

United States District
for violation of
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DAVE DAVIS

T-31 has reported on April 29 , 1957, that
DAVE DAVIS was a member of the National Committee of the
CP, USA.

The "Daily Worker", May 6 , 1957, page 3,
column 1 , reported that DAVIS had been elected one of 20
members of the National Executive Committee at a meeting
of the National Committee on April 27 and 28, 1957.

DAVIS was convicted on August 13 , 1954, in
United States District Court, Philadelphia, for violation
of the Smith Act. This conviction is on appeal.

EUGENE DENNIS

The "Daily Worker" of February 13, 1953T,
identified EUGENE DENNIS as one of the 20 members-at—large
of the National Committee of the CP, USA elected at its
16th National Convention, February 9 to 12 , 1957.

The "Daily Worker", May 6 , 1957, page 3,
column 1, reported that DENNIS was one of 20 elected to.
the CP National Executive Committee at a National
Committee meeting held April 27 and 28 , 1957 .

DENNIS was convicted in United States District
Court, New York, on October 14, 1949, for violation of the
Smith Act

.

TOM DENNIS

On April 29, 1957 * T-ll identified TOM DENNIS
as a member of the National Committee of the CP, USA,

DENNIS was convicted February 16, 1954, in United
States District Court, Detroit, for violation of the Smith
Act. The conviction is on appeal.

-117 -
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WILLIAM E. B. DU BOIS

T-9 advised in June, 1950 * that W.E.B. DU BOIS,
although on friendly terms with the CP for a number of

.

years, did not actually join the CP until about 1944.

EARL DURHAM

The "Daily Worker" of February 13* 1957*
identified EARL DURHAM as one of the 20 members -at-large
of the National Committee of the CP, USA elected at its
16th National Convention, February 9-12* 1957*

The "Daily Worker", ‘May 6, 1957* page 3*
column 1, reported that DURHAM was one of 20 elected to
the CP National Executive Committee at a National Committee
meeting held April 27 and 28, 1957*

b6
b7C

' T-I4 on October 13* 1956, described ! |

I as switchboard operator at the office of the
CP* USA.

HOWARD FAST

The "New York Times", February 1, 1957*
reported that FAST had been interviewed on the day
before and had said he had disassociated himself from the
Gommunist Party and no longer considered himself a
Communist

.

The "Daily Worker", February 4, 1957* page 2,
column 2* noted that the "New York Times" article on
FAST had been verified. It was also stated that until
June, 1956* FAST was a columnist for the paper.

- 118
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FRED FINE

The "Daily Worker" of February 13, 1957,
identified FRED FINE as one of the 20 members-at-3a?ge
of the National Committee of the CP, USA elected at
its 16th National Convention, February 9-12, 1957.

t * /£?
"Daily Worker" , May 6, 1957, page 3, column

1, reported that FINE was one of 20 elected to the CP
National Executive Committee at a National Committee
meeting held April 27, and 28, 1957.

FINE was convicted in United States District
S
0
???'' A

N
f
w on July 31 3 19563 violation of the

smith Act. The conviction is on appeal.

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN

. . ^ „
The "Daily Worker", January 1, 1951,

identified ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN as a member of the
National Committee of the CP, USA elected at its 15th
National Convention in December, 1950.

The "Daily Worker", May 6, 1957, page 3,column 1, reported that FLYNN was elected, subject to her
acceptance, as one of 20 to the CP National Executive
Committee at a National Committee meeting held Aoril 27
and 28, 1957,

* '

FLYNN was convicted in United States District
Nf
w on January 21, 1953, for violation of the

Smith Act.

JAMES W. FORD

Th® "Daily Worker", June 27, 1957, reported
that FORD, a three times Vice Presidential Candidate"
and veteran Communist leader" was deceased.

- 119
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WILLIAM Z. POSTER

. ... ,
The "Daily Worker", February 13 , 1957 .

WILLIAM Z, FOSTER as one of the 20 members—
at-large of the National Committee of the CP, USA
elected at its 16th National Convention, February 9-12,
1957.

Daily Worker", May 6, 1957, page 3, column
1, reported that FOSTER was elected Chairman Emeritus

°2® of 20 eleoted to CP National Executive Committee
a National Committee meeting held April 27 and 28,

1957 •

„ „ POSTER was indicted in United States District
c°yji\

N
!
w York ' on July 20 ' 1948 ^ for violation of the

bmitn Act. He has not been tried because of his health.

OP, USA.

m~55> on April 24, 1957, adyised that,
is a member of the National Committee of the

NAT GANLEY

T-4, on April 29, 1957, identified NAT GANLEYas a member of the National Committee of the CP, USA.

„ GANLEY was convicted on February 16, 1954, in
Court

, Detroit, for violation
of the Smith Act. The conviction is on appeal.

JOHN GATES

Tnmr ***»« 2?®
"Dai

J
y

+.!!
or^r"^ february 13, 1957, identifiedJOHN GATES as one of the 20 members-at-large of the

National Committee of the CP, USA elected at its 16th
National Convention, February 9-12, 1957 .
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The "Daily Worker", May 6, 1957, page 3,
column 1, reported that GATES was one of 20 elected to
the CP National Executive Committee at a National
Committee meeting held April 27 and 28, 1957.

GATES was convicted in the United States
District Court, New York, on October, 14, 1949, for
violation of the Smith Act.

SIMON W, GERSON

T-31, on April 29, 1957, described SIMON W.
GERSON as a member of the National Committee of the
CP, USA,

MAX (MAC) GORDON

On September 30, 1955, T-29 has advised that
MAX GORDON was acting business manager of the "Daily
Worker" . T-29 stated GORDON has been a Communist for
many years and would still have to be a CP member to hold
the above position.

GILBERT GREEN

The "Daily Worker", January 1, 1951, identified
GILBERT GREEN as a member of the National Committee
of the CP, USA elected at its 15th National Convention in
December, 1950.

GREEN was convicted in United States District
Court, New York, on October 14, 1949, for violation of the
Smith Act.

GUS HALL

The "Daily Worker", January 1, 1951, identified

j
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column 1 , reported that HEALEY was one of 20 elected
to the CP National Executive Committee at a National
Committee meeting on April 27 ard 28 , 1957.

HEALEY was indicted December 21,Los Angeles for violation of the Smith Act.
a second trial.

1951 , at
She awaits

HOSEA HUDSON

„„ - .
has advised on September 14 , 1956, that

CP °USA
USUSt ^ 1^56 , HOSEA HUDSON was a member of the

JAMES E. JACKSON. JR .

. , *.4 ** .
^e "

DajL1y Worker" of February 13, 1957,identified JAMES E. JACKSON, Jr., as one of the 20
members-at-large of the National' Committee of the CP,

t7io
le

?nc7 National Convention, February 9

The "Daily Worker", May 6, 1957, page 3 ,

JS™ i,
4-f

ep°?ted thab JACKSON was one of 20 elected to
n

6 National Executive Committee at a NationalCommittee meeting held April 27 and 28, 1957 .

. JACKSON was convicted in the United States

SlLiCL r °? f
uly 31 * 1956 > for violationof the Smith Act. The conviction is on appeal.

ANTHONY KBOHMAREK

KRCHMflRffK* a o
U
o
Apri

i T~11 Ascribed ANTHONY

CP usa
^ aS a member National Committee of the

TTr
.. , Q4- ±

llj 1990 * KRCHMAREK was convicted in
5J

abe
? Vi&bvXois Court, Cleveland, for violation ofthe Smith Act, His conviction is on appeal.

t 12^5 —
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ALBERT LANNON
M ' 1

1 1 •*!- i | | || |.

_ T-56 on Mar
LANNON as CP National

*^h 19, 1957,. Identified ALBERT
Waterfront Organizer.

ro,1TVf. W(Mt
was, convicted in United States District

Sh'Ao?! ' 0n January 21 ’ 3953 ' for violation of ?he

CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

, , . . ,
Tile "Pally Worker", February 13, 1957

J^E*"*®*?* m of Llo SerMt-
it^lfiS* ™» 7°?al Co™llttee of the OP, USA elected atvs loth Natiori&u, Convention, February 9-12 , 1957,

_ Tb©- "Daily Worker", May 6, 1957, Dace

0
01S h S??rte? £

hat LIGHTPOOT was oneof SO 4leoted
n° 4?ju

^a^fonal Executive Committee at a NationalCommittee meeting held April 27 and 28 , 1957.

^ TTn,. A . JfGHCFOOT was convicted January 26, 1955, in
of thfsSth Aori^SJ

r
i
C
J

Court * Chicago, for violation
Partv W^LA

?J i
he was a membep of the Communist

and de5^no??r>
tha

5 iu
tausht and advocated the overthrow

and Siol^nna
1

rp£
f the Vnlted Spates Government by forceand violence. The conviction is on appeal.

ALBERT JASON "MICKEY" T.TMA

a<5 »
2^i 1957 a T-4 described MICEEY LIMAas a member of the National Committee of the CP, USA.

1
The "Daily Worker", May 6, 1957, naee 31 , reported that LIMA was elected one of the 20

Con2!?t?J!
f th® National Executive Committee at a NationalCommittee meeting on April 27 and 28, 1957.

^xonai

tort
LIMA was indicted at Los Angeles on December 211951 for violation of the Smith Act. He awaits a new Lia!
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The “Dally Worker" . February 13, 1957,
identified

!
I as one of the 20 members-at-

lafge of the National Committee of the CP, USA elected at
its 16th National Convention, February 9-12, 1957.

HYMAN LUMER

T-ll, on April 29, 1957, identified HYMAN LUMER
as a member of the National Committee of the CP, USA.

The "Daily Worker", May 6, 1957, page 3,
column 1, reported that LUMER was one of the 20 elected
to the CP National Executive Committee at a National
Committee meeting held April 27 and 28, 1957,

\

announced that
of "The Worker

The "Daily Worker" of January 15, 1957,
]had been appointed Editor

1

Ti-57 has advised on April
I
had been elected as a member

State CP Committee on the New Jersey
March 31, 1957.

3, 1957, that I

of the New Jersey
CP Convention on

GEORGE MEYERS

The "Daily Worker" of February 13, 1957,
identified GEORGE MEYERS as one of the 20 members-at-large
of the National Committee of CP, USA elected at its
16th National Convention,February 9-12, 1957,
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The "Daily Worker", May 6, 1957, page 3,
column 1, reported that MEYERS was one of 20 elected to
the CP National Executive Committee at a National
Committee meeting held April 27 and 28, 1957.

^ MEYERS was convicted April 1, 1952, in United
States District Court in Baltimore for violation of the
Smith Act.

TOM NABRIED

On April 29, 1957, T-4 identified TOM NABRIED
as a member of the National Committee of the CP, USA.

On August 13, 1954, NABRIED was convicted in
United States District Court, Philadelphia, for violation
of the Smith Act, The conviction is being appealed.

STEVE NELSON

051 APril 29, 1957, T-31 reported that STEVE
NELSON was a member of the National Committee of the
CP, USA.

NELSON was indicted January 18, 1952, in United
States District Court, Pittsburgh for violation of the
Smith Act. He is awaiting a’ second trial.

WILLIAM L. PATTERSON

advised on April 18, 1957, that he knew
WILLIAM L. PATTERSON to be a current CP member and
former National Executive Secretary of the CRC.

T-15 has advised on Septembg-r H, 1956, that
also known as

|

had been observed

b6
b7C
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performing clerical duties at the office of the CP, USA,

PETTIS PERRY

tt « , « _ ,

^ January 21, 1953# PERRY was convicted in
United States District Court, New York, for violation of
the Smith Act,

CP, USA,

T-31, on April 29 , 1957 , identified
as a member of the National Committee di me

„ .
I Iwas convicted in United States District

Court, Philadelphia, on August 13, 195^, for violation of
the Smith Act. His conviction Is being appealed.

Jo 6

hlC

PAUL ROBESON

T-22 advised that in June, 1955, the Council
on African Affairs dissolved and at the time of dissolution
PAUL ROBESON was Chairman of the organization.

,

T-9 advised in June, 1950, that PAUL ROBESON
was known to him, prior to 1945, as a concealed
Communist.

4, on October 16 , 1956 , described
as a clerical employee of the CP, USA.

be
b7C
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CARL ROSS

.. ^
"Daily Worker", February 13 , 1957 ,identified CARL ROSS as one of 20 members-at-large of

?5LNatlonal Cominittee of the CP, USA elected at its
loth National Convention, February 9-12 , 1957 .

The "Daily Worker", May 6 , 1957, page 3,
on*™

1

? 1* reported that ROSS was one of 20 elected to the
CP National Executive Committee at a National Committee
meeting held April 27 and 28, 1957 .

MICHAEL RUSSO

•nTToon
0n April 29, 1957, T»4 reported that MICHAEL

RUSSO was a member of the National Committee of the CP, USA.

The "Daily Worker", May 6 , 1957, page 3,
c
2

reP°^ted that RUSSO was elected one of 20 members
of the National Executive Committee at a National Committee
meeting on April 27 and 28, 1957.

on Ma^ 29> *956 at Boston for
violation of the Smith Act.

MORRIS SCHAPPES

The "Daily Worker", April 3 , 1957 , page 7,column 5, reported that SCHAPPES was elected to the NY
State Committee of the CP at the NY State CP Convention
held March 30-31 , 1957 .

WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN

,t
T"31 adv*sed on April 29, 1957, that WILLIAM

SCHNEIDERMAN was a member of the National Committee of the
CP, USA.

SCHNEIDERMAN was convicted in United States

- 128 -
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Court, Los Angeles, on August 5, 1952 forviolation of the Smith Act. He awaits a new trial.

eur.

19, on October 13, 1956, indicated thatwas associated with EUGENE DENNIS as his

trgeplfcef^^ to^hflffe^ was
WILLIM FoW '

aS eur-s®cretary for

NED "NEMMY" SPARKS
'

^ T-16, on October 30, 1956, furnished
WaS a °eml,er 0f the

JACK STACHEL

identified jSk

1

T-20 advised on June 11, 1957, thatl
Jwas elected to a five person secretariat at a

129 -
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convention of the Harlem section of the CP held on June 8,
1957.

JOSEPH STARQBIN

"The Nation", issue of August 25, 1956,
published a letter signed JOSEPH R. STAROBIN. The
editorial comment appearing immediately prior to the beginning
of this letter stated that the author of the letter, JOSEPH
R. STAROBIN, was for 12 years, prior to 1954, foreign
editor of the "Daily Worker" and is the author of "Paris
to Peking". In his letter, STAROBIN wrote, in part:
In my own case, long-developing differences of view

came to a head shortly after I returned from abroad some
three years back, and I did not resume activity or
membership." (in the CP.)

SIDNEY STEIN -

The "Daily Worker", February 13, 1957,
identified SID STEIN as one of 20 members-at-large of
the National Committee of the CP, USA elected at its 16th
National Convention, February 9-12, 1957.

The "Daily Worker," May 6, 1957, page 3,^ reported that STEIN was one of 20 elected to the
CP National Executive Committee at a National Committee
meeting held April 27 and 28, 1957.

c . . -n- FFS W£^ convi°ted on July 31, 195& in United
Staces District Court, New York, for violation of the
Smith Act. The conviction is on appeal.

JOHN STEUBEN

. .
The "Daily Worker", May 10, 1957, reported the

demise on May 9, 1957, of JOHN STEUBEN and noted he had
been a Communist for thirty years prior to his resignation
•from the CP in the past winter.

- 130 -
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T-ll advised on April 29, 1957, that I I

I I is a member of the National Committee of the
Communist Party, USA.

The "Daily Worker" . May 6, 1957, page 3,
column 1, reported that I I was one of 20 elected to
the CP National Executive Committee at a National
Committee meeting held April 27 and 28, 1957.

I I was convicted in United States District
Court, New Haven,, on March 29, 1956, fpr violation of the
Smith Act* This is on appeal.

ROBERT THOMPSON

The "Dally Worker" , January 1, 1951, identified
ROBERT THOMPSON as a member of the National Committee of
the CP, USA elected at its 15th National Convention in
December, 1950.

THOMPSON was convicted in United States
District Court, New York, on October 14, 1949, for violation
of the Smith Act.

PAT TOOHEY

On June 24, 1957, T-28 advised that PAT TOOHEY
was then a member of the National Committee of the CP, USA

ALEXANDER TRACHTENBERG

On July 31, 1956, TRACHTENBERG was convicted
in United States District Court, New York, for violation
of the Smith Act. The conviction is on appeal.

:b6

b7C
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T-17 has advised on April 4, 1957, that
1 was elected to the New York State CP

Committee at a convention held March 30 and 31 , 1957 .

. . _ .
jwas convicted for violation of the Smith

Act on February 11 , "1956, at the United States District Court,
Cleveland, Ohio, The conviction is being appealed.

be
b7C

WILLIAM WEINSTONE

T-ll
WILLIAM WEINSTONE
of the CP, USA.

on April 29, 1957, identified
as a member of the National Committee

WEINSTONE was
District Court, New York,
of the Smith Act.

convicted in United States
on January 21 , 1953 , for violation

MAX WEISS

,-tqo
T"n has

,
advised in November, 1956 , that MAXWEXS3 wa,s then a member of the National Committee of the

CP, USA and was National Educational Director.

. 4. ,
^ISS was indicted in United States District

Chicago, on May l4, 1954, for violation of the
Smith Act. He has not yet been tried.

JOHN WILLIAMSON

4,3 , J?16 "Daily Worker" of January 1 , 1951 ,gff mWAMSQK as a member of the National
Committee of the CP, USA elected at its 15th National
Convention m December, 1950 ,

4 , . TT .. WILLIAMSON was convicted October 14, 1949.in the United States District Court, New York, for violation
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~
He was released from prison on March

„3
, 7^ WILLIAMSON was granted permission to leave the

United States voluntarily under warrant of deportation
and departed the United States for England on May 4, 1955,

HENRY WINSTON

... ,
The "Daily Worker”, January 1, 1951,

identified HENRY WINSTON as a member of the National
Committee of the CP, USA elected at its 15th National
Convention in December, 1950.

_ . „ WINSTON was convicted in United States District
£ur^Xw

n
Y
?
rk * on October 14, 1949, for violation of

the Smith Act.

CARL WINTER

« . ,
The "Daily Worker”, February 13, 1957,
CARL WINTER as one of 20 members-at-large

J
h® National Committee of the CP, USA elected at the

loth National Convention, February 9-12, 1957,

The "Daily Worker," May 6, 1957, page 3,column 1, reported that WINTER had been elected one of
20 members of the National Executive Committee at a meeting
of the National Committee held April 27 and 28, 1957.

_
. „ WINTER was convicted in United States District

S
0
?52i

,
A
N

!!:

w York ' on Oetobe2:’ 14 , 1949, for violation of theSmith Act.

ISADORE WOFSY

wrB9CV T**
3}^911 May 27 , 1955, described ISADORE

WOFSY as nominal treasurer of the CP,
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1
T~ 44 reported on March 11, 1957 that [

1 attended a meeting of the New York State CF
Committee on March 9, 1957.

Z. FOSTER.

JV18 has advised on June 4, 1955, that
_lwas then the secretary-chauffeur of WILLIAM
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III. GLOSSARY OP ORGANIZATIONS AND PUBLICATIONS

in ^^Lf0ll0
^ins.0rsani2atlons and publications mentionedin this report may be characterized as follows:

AMERICAN FORUM FOR SOCIALIST EDUCATION (AFFSE)

bo 8,11 ar^icle appearing in the May 13. 1957,
?'

?

e
i

°f the
P|fly Worker/' page 1, column 2, A. J. MUSTE,well known pacifist, announced the formation of the AFFSE

nS/° ^ article ' the American Forum seeks to promote
*?2ry*a^L s

?
r
i?P

s trammeled political discussions among allelements that think of themselves as related to historic
S

socialist and labor traditions* values and objectives .

.

# .however* deep and bitter their differences may have been!”

eomnrH-foo 258
*
artJ,0l

S vf:f
lecfcs bhab a fortY~ member nationalcommittee had been established and according to MUSTE, these

as indlviduals a^d not as delegated representativesvi any group.

according to this article, stated that theAmerican Forum is not a membership organization and does notpr pose to promote united action by various parties or grouns.mergers or new organizations. s p

c?a^hLa
«^?

le
4-r

ef
l?

cts
^
that amonS other Purposes theAFFSE seeks to call attention to the various publications of the

or
Pf°Ple engage in discussion; to publish bulletins
£? reSional and national conferences;

n?
to

?
h
f

bul
J
dinS °t new morale and ethic, a spiritof fair play, labor militancy, determination and hope amongthe progressive and radical forces in this country.

ARMENIAN PROGRESSIVE LEAGUE OF AMERICA (API/A)

c , .

Designated by the Attorney General of the UnitedStates pursuant to Executive Order 10450.
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CIVIL RIGHTS CONGRESS (CRC)

Designated., by . the Attorney General of the UnitedStates pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

COUNCIL ON AFRICAN AFFAIRS

pi, .
Designated by the Attorney General of the UnitedStates pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

"DAILY WORKER" fDW^

An East coast daily Communist newspaper.

JEFFERSON SCHOOL OF SOCIAL SCIENCE

Designated by the Attorney General of the UnitedStates pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

"JEWISH LIFE”

1. 'Among typical examples of the Communist
press & publications.' (Published by the
Morning Freiheit Assoc., Inc.) (Calif.
Committee on Un-American Activities Report.
1948, p. 49 & 225).

"2. A Communist international publication
distributed by the Communists ’ Progressive
Book Shop in Boston, Mass.
(Mass. House Committee on Un-American
Activities, Report, 1938, p. 281)."

LABOR PROGRESSIVE PARTY OF CANADA

- .
has described the Labor Progressive Party ofCanada as the Communist Party of that country.

*

** 1.36
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LABOR YOUTH LRAflTTB

4.
Designated by the Attorney General of the UnitedStates pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

"MAINSTREAM"

1. Cited as the successor to New Masses.
'a Communist magazine.

*

(Committee on Un-American Activities,
House Report 1953 on the Congress of
American women, April 26, 1950, originally
released October 23, 1949, p. 75 J also
cited in House Report 1694 on Organized
Communism in the United States, May 28,

p 98 jn
ieinally released August 19, 1953,

"MORNING FREIHEIT "

The "DW ,, for December 9, 1948. nae:e 7 column 1

laneu^po
ref

?
r
f
ed to the "Morning Freihe!t"

7
as the Jewishlanguage Communist newspaper.

"NATIONAL GUARDIAN"

TTn A*,^4
Th

f i?
4
?^?,ePort of the California Committee on

A
?'
tlvl

J
:i

2
S
4
elted the "National Guardian" as apublication, launched in New York in 1948, aiming at national

Stalinist°in
b® fr0m ltS incePtion notoriouslyDuairnist in its staff, writers, management and content (1q4qS^fAS:^e8

3
e^™ ilndins ™lfo„ (^9

NEW CENTURY PUBLISHERS

official Communist Party. publishing house,which has published the works of William ZPoster and Eugene Dennis, Communist Party
chairman and executive secretary, respectively,
as well as the theoretical magazine of the
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"‘party known as Political Affairs and the
Constitution of the Communist Party, u.S.A.

'

(Committee on Un-American Activities,
House Report 1929 on the Communist Party of
the United States as an Advocate of Over-
throw of Government of Force and Violence,
May 11, 1948, pp. 7 and 34.)"

"POLITICAL AFFAIRS"
'

,

"1. ‘Cited as an ‘official Communist Party monthly
theoretical organ.' ‘Political Affairs,
formerly known as The Communist, „"a ‘magazine
of the theory and practice of Marxism-
Leninism published monthly by the Communist
Party of the United States of America," now
calls itself "a magazine devoted to the
theory and practice of Marxism-Leninism.

"

Its chief editor is Eugene Dennis, executive
secretary of the party.

*

(Committee on Un-American Activities, House
Report on the Communist Party of the United
States as an Advocate of Overthrow of Govern-
ment by Force and Violence, 1920, May 11,
1948, pp. 5 and 36,* also cited in Rouse
Report 209 on the Communist Party of the
United States as an Agent of a Foreign power.
April 1, 1947, p. 2$.)"

"THE WORKER"

The weekend edition of the "Daily Worker."

"DRAPER"

-
"Lraper" is an Armenian language publication owned

oy on© apla •

YUGOSLAV AMERICAN COOPERATIVE HOME. INC.

.. .

Designated by the Attorney General of the United
States pursuant to Executive Order 10450.

- P -
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- OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE
: 7/19/57

FROM:

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-4931)

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
IS - C

Enclosed are seven copies of a renort ofSA JOSEPH V. WATERS, 7/19/57, NY. CopiL oHhis reportSi61 for all Offices In accordance
P

with specific Bureau instructions.

n .i.j ,, ^so enclosed are two copies each of pages
p?r5

lnent information was developed during
OP® OSA:

P °n 1,6 fo:Uowl«S activities of the
^

Underground Operations
Colonial Matters
Women Matters
Veterans 1 Matters

There are also
sets of pages setting ou
pertinent period of CP,
Relations. One copy of
sent as an enclosure to
is set forth separately

;

report because it tends

> enclosed for the Bureau two
it information obtained during the
USA entitled: International
pages on this subject matter is
each office. This information
from the details of the above
to identify T-4.

2- Bureau (100*3 ) (ENCLS. 24) (rm)
1- ALL OFFICES (ENCLS. 3) (RM)
1- NY (100-4931)

K 1

JVW:vd #19
(54)

1 JULl

9
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_ . ,

Set out 3-S a part of this memorandum is
a

i3^.
°f informants, and their identification, who are

utilized in the report.

Also enclosed are seven copies for the Bureau
and one copy to each office of a memorandum, suitable
for dissemination, setting out the reliability of these
informants

.

LEAD

NEW YORK

At New York. New York

Wiii f°ii°w an<i report pertinent activities
of the CP, USA, for the quarterly period, 7/1/57 to 9/30/57.

REFERENCE

Report of SA JOSEPH V. WATERS, 4/19/57, NY.

- 2
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INFORMANTS

IDENTITY DATE OF ACTIVITY AND/OR
Off SOURCE DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION

T-l
NY 1697-S*

IE-P

T-3

WILLIAM Z. FOSTER Invited to attend
reception at Hungarian Embassy.

FOSTER received letter from

Statements of WM. Z. FOSTER On his
election as Chairman Emeritus of CP.

Comment of WM. Z. FOSTER on meeting of
5/10/57.

WM. Z. FOSTER statement that he was
through with EUGENE DENNIS

.

WM. Z. FOSTER statement that it is only
matter of time before political action
association is again mentioned.

Statements of WM. Z. FOSTER that EUGENE
DENNIS is leader of middle group and wants
only to be leader of the Party; that JOHN
GATES is courageous, firm personality.

Furnished letter from CP of Sweden

Furnished letter from CP of France re
American imperialism.

BEN DAVIS spoke in support of Pilgrimage
to Washington

4/17/57 letter of FRED FINE on reporting
for NC meeting of 4/27 and 28/57.

b6
hlC

b7D

3
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IDENTITY
OF SOURCE

T-3 ( continued

)

T-4
CG 5824-S*

DATE' OF ACTIVITY AND/OR
DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION

5/8/57 letter of SID STEIN on NEC
meeting.

DENNIS’ Plans to establish Foreign
Affairs Committee.

DEM HARRIS desires meeting with Mexican
CP on farm matters.

Info, re: criticism of DW at NC meeting
4/27, 28/57.

Report on the CP of Canada and|
criticism of CP, USA.

Report on the CP’s of Mexico and Latin-
America.

Info, re: possible establishment of Office
of International Secretary.

Made available a letter on the letterhead
of New Century Publishers, announcing a new
book by W.E.B. DU BOIS.

Letter dated 5/14/57, addressed to " fin
Districts and signed

| l

Chairman National Press Committee".

Letter dated 6/5/57, addressed to "All
State and District Committees" and signed
National Administrative Committee".

BEN DAVIS in charge of Negro Work.

CP to participate in Pilgrimage on 5/17/57,

Associates of Rev. KING appealed to CP for
support.
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IDENTITY
OP SOURCE

T-4(continued)

DATE OP ACTIVITY AND/OR
DESCRIPTION OP INFORMATION

BEN DAVIS spoke in support of Pilgrimage
to Washington,

JAMES ALLEN planned tour of Midwestern
cities to set up a CP literature apparatus
on a national scale.

Documentation of WILLIAM L. PATTERSON,
JAMES ALLEN, MICKEY LIMA, TOM NABRIED,
MICHAEL RUSSO, NAT GANLEY,

Made available "Draft Resolution on Farm
Problems" April, 1957,

Reason for election to NEC of WM, Z, FOSTER,
SID STEIN and EARL DURHAM.

Scheduling of meeting of NEC on 6/22 and
23/57,5 meeting of Appeals Committee on
6/22/57 J meeting of National Committee on
7/26/57,

Proceedings at 6/23/57 session of NEC
meeting.

Remarks of WM. Z. POSTER on 4/28/57 on
proposals for leadership*

Statement of EARL DURHAM on failure of
Party leaders to cooperate and on loss of
members

,

"Daily Worker" report.

Remarks of EARL DURHAM at N.E.C, meeting
6/22, 23/57 on Party r s Youth matters.

Furnished letter from to
be
b7C
b7D
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IDENTITY
OF SPURTS

T-6
NY 694-S*

T-9
LOUIS BUDENZ
(by request)

DATE OF ACTIVITY AND/OR
DESCRIPTION OF INFORMATION

Status of HYMAN LTJMER and NED SPARKS
" "

I I and ISADORE WOFSY
'and!

tl

Documentation of

LPP of Canada

Increase in wages at CP, USA Office.
EUGENE DEMIS installed grill in office.
BEN DAVIS resigned from Negro Commission.

Made available document captioned:
"Resolution on Cultural Work"

"Resolution on the Jewish Question in the
USSR"

.

\ preparing "roll call" letter to
register members and win back defeetees.

Observations of WM, Z. FOSTER on N 0 C a

meeting of 4/27 and 28/57 .

Info, re: Establishment of CP Schools.

Documentation of MORRIS CHILDS

Jefferson School of Social Science Library
moved to 34 W. 15th St., NYC, and
renamed Social Science Library.

Announcement of continuation of JSSS classes.

Documentation of W.E.B. DU BOIS and PAUL
ROBESON.

b6
b7C

b6
b7C

b7D

6
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IDENTITY
OP SOURCE

nn-in

T-ll
CG 5824-S*

DATE OP ACTIVITY AND/OR
DESCRIPTION OP INFORMATION

Made available a letter dated
5/14/57# signed byl

be
b7C
b7D

Foreign Affairs Committee established at
NEC meeting, 6/22, 23/57.

MORRIS CHILDS selected to be fraternal
delegate to LPP Convention.

DENNIS considering sending representative
to Soviet Union.

Made available a letter on the letterhead
of New Century Publishers announcing book
by HERBERT APTHEKER, "The Truth About
Hungary"

.

HYMAN LUMER, member of the National
Administrative Committee, in charge of
Education and Publications.

Invalidation of 4 ballots made possible
election of BEN DAVIS to NEC.

Activity of FRED PINE in connection with
removal of CP to Chicago.

Assignment of MORRIS CHILDS, THOMAS NABRIED
and PAT TOOHEY to National Appeals
Commission and scheduling of first meeting
of Commission on 5/23 or 24/57.

WM. Z. POSTER does not care if only few
left in Party.

Information re: Trade Union Department,

Document entitled: "The Challenge Before The
American Labor Movement".

7
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IDENTITY
OP SOURCE

T-ll (continued)

T-32

T-13

*

T-14
NY 1726-S*

DATE OP ACTIVITY AND/OR
DESCRIPTION OP INFORMATION

Letter on CP, USA letterhead dated 6/5/57

Info, re: Establishment of CP Education
Department

.

]mas; WEISS,Documentation of
HYMAN LUMER, TOM DENNIS, WILLIAM WEINSTONE,
ANTHONY KRCHMAREK.

CP National Office Financial Statements

5/7/57 memo of WM. Z. POSTER to Co-
ordinating Committee on cleansing Party
of factionalism.

Description of 23 West 26th St., NYC

CP National Office Payroll Data

5/23/57 letter of WM. Z. POSTER re recruiting.

Made available a memorandum to the National
Committee re: the financial condition
of "Mainstream" and "Political Affairs"

.

Material re S.R.C.

Letter dated 5/4/57 re: Farm Matters.

Letter dated 5/11/57 re: Youth Resolution.

Documentation of

b6
b7C

b7D

b7D

b6
b7C

Location of CP National Office at 101 West
16th Street, NYC

8
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IDENTITY
OP SOURCE

T-15

T-16
NY 1850-S*

T->17

T-18
NY 1317-S*

T-19

T-20

T-21
Confidential
Source I I

I
\
Port

Agent;, National
Maritime Union,
822 Broad St.,
Philadelphia,
Pa.

t-pp

DATE OP ACTIVITY AND/OR
DESCRIPTION OP INFORMATION

Documentation of

Documentation of NEMMY SPARKS

b6
b7C
b7D

Documentation of

Made available a letter dated 5/17/57,
on letterhead of "Mainstream"

Made available a mimeographed letter
4/26/57, on letterhead of "Daily Worker",
and signed

CP defense office to be removed from 11
Park Place to 23 West 26th St., NYC

b6
b7C
b7D

Documentation of b6
•b7C

Transfer from Ohio to National Office
of HYMAN LUMER.

Documentation of
b6
blC
b7D

Made available a letter dated 5/29/57,
from the CP of Eastern Pennsylvania and
Delaware, enclosing leaflet entitled: be
"House Cleaning by Labor, Not House b 7 c

Wrecking by Congress".

Documentation of PAUL ROBESON

- 9 -
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IDENTITY
OP SOURCE

T-23

T-24
NY 1989-S*

DATE OP ACTIVITY AND/OR
DESCRIPTION OP INFORMATION

Letter dated 5/27/57, addressed to "All
State Chairmen and Secretaries" and
signed: "Comradely yours, EUGENE DENNIS,
National Administrative Committee".

Existence and Responsibility of SRC
Existence and Function of Secretariat of SRC
Information from SRC meeting 6/25-26/57
Information re SRC Funds

Documentation of
| |

Information pertaining to Security Measures
of SRC

Letter signed by HY LUMER and document:
"Discussion Guide on CP Constitution".

1956 CRC Financial Statement

Class on Topic, "Religion and its Faults",
conducted on 5/14/57,

Class on American History, held on
1/29/57.

Documentation of CHARLES COE, ERIC BERT and
PAT TOOHEY

Committee to reconstruct CP*s Farm
Commission, 4/29/57

Book on American Agricultural Situation.

b7D

b6
b7C

b7D

b7D

b7D

b7D

10
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IDENTITY DATE OP ACTIVITY AND/OR
OP SOURCE DESCRIPTION OP INFORMATION

T-28 (continued) NEC meeting 5/23/57 and 5/24/57 re
Farm Matters.

CP farm commission meeting, 6/21/57.

Staff of CP to "drift" to Chicago, with
hope of setting up office there within
nine months.

EARL DURHAM made chairman of Party's
You&h Commission

Proceedings at 5/22 and 23/57 meeting of NEC.

Furnished 5/29/57 letter of SID STEIN
giving account of 5/22 and 23/57 meeting of NEC.

Info, on Appeals Commission.
Furnished 6/6/57 letter of SID STEIN.
Report on 6/22/57 session of NEC meeting.
WM. Z. FOSTER emerging victorious in
dispute «ith JOHN GATES.

Info re: CP Labor Activity

T-31
CG 5824-S*

Documentation of MAX (MAC) GORDON.

Documentation of ERIC BERT.

4/12/57 letter of FRED FINE re: removal
of CP office to 23 West 26th St., NYC.
Opposition to removal of CP office to
Chicago and possibility of removal to
Chicago department by department.

Selection of sub—committee on leadership.

Proposals to be made by sub-committee on
leadership.

b7D

b7D

11
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IDENTITY DATE OP ACTIVITY AND/OR
OF SOURCE DESCRIPTION OP INFORMATION

T-31(continued) NC trying to find method to co-opt
JACK STACHEL to that Committee.

Recommendations to be made by sub-committee
on leadership on CP officers.

Meeting of NEC on 4/29/57.

Letter of 6/5/57 from National
Administrative Committee

.

Decision of Committee on Leadership for
National Convention regarding those
released from Jail.

Items to be taken up at NEC meeting on
5/22/57.

Opposition of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT to EUGENE
DENNIS as Secretary of NAC,

CP Position re: American Forum for
Socialist Unity.

Comments of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT on
factionalism in CP.

Documentation: ISADORE WOFSY,
SIMON ¥. GERSON
JOSEPH ROBERTS
STEVE NELSON
DAVE DAVIS
WILLIAM SCHNEIDERMAN

T-32
NY 1743-S* 4/5/57 memo of FRED FINE noting agenda

of NC meeting on 4/27 and 28/57

3/7/57 letter of I I

Notice of CP removal CO 23 West 26th St..
NYC on 4/12/57

bo
b7C

12
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IDENTITY
OP SOURCE

T-^

T-34

T-36

T-37

T-38

T-39
NY 1704-S*

T-4o
NY 1694-S*

DATE OP ACTIVITY AND/OR
DESCRIPTION OP INFORMATION

b7D

4/5/57 letter of FRED PINE replying
to criticism of NAC minutes.

b7D

NC meeting on 4/27 and 28/57
b7D

EARL DURHAM spoke at Youth conference
6/26/57 j in Philadelphia, Pa.

Furnished 6/5/57 letter of NAC on
developments in CP.

HY LUMER 1 s comments re: Education
Program

b7D

On 5/14/57, CARL WINTER called by
National Conference of Communist Youth
by early Pall.

b7D

FRED PINE speech in San Francisco
on 6/25/57 on Youth situation

b7D

Remarks of GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY on 5/1/57

Greetings from "Jewish Life"

Re: meeting to be held 5/10/57.

Documentation of I I

Comment by WILLIAM Z. POSTER on holding
of meeting at Statler Hotel.
Statement of. WM.Z, POSTER that he was in-
structed to fight for mass movemeht-not Party.

- 13 -
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IDENTITY
OP SOURCE

DATE OP ACTIVITY AND/OR
DESCRIPTION OP INFORMATION

T-4l b7D

1 1

T-42

Proceedings at meeting on 5/10/57.
b7D

1
Proceedings at meeting on 5/10/57.

T-43
PH 83'-S* Info, re NEC meeting to be held on

T-44

5/23/57.

b6

• Documentation of l

b7C
'K7n

T-45
CSNY 971-S APLA expenditures;

T-46

"Lraper Day" observances;
20th Convention APLA, with 33
delegates to attend convention.

b7D

T-47

Fund drive of "Morning Freiheit".

b7D

T-48

Yugoslav-American Communists

b7D

T-49

Info, re: Party work in Auto Industry

b7D

Info re: National Auto Commission
*

T-50 b7D

T-51

Info, re: National Steel Commission
b7D

T-52

Information re: activity of FRED FINE
in CP labor matters.

b7D

1 11 1
Information re: CP Labor Committee and
Electrical Commission

14
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IDENTITY DATE OP ACTIVITY AND/OR
OP SOURCE DESCRIPTION OP INFORMATION

T-5^ b7D

T-54

J
Documentation of HOSEA HUDSON

b6

Documentation of bb
t-re; b6

Documentation of bn

T-56 b6

Documentation of 1

b7c
1 .b7D

T-.Ei7
b6

"] Documentation of bn

Symbols T-4, T--11 and T-31 have been utilized
for CG 5824-S* in order to better protect the identity
of this source.

Careful consideration has been given to the
use of T symbols and such have been used only in those
instances where the source must be concealed.

Pisur on 5/10/57; was conducted by SAS
DENNIS J. BARRY. Jr» . ROBERT H. BERTKE, I I

I and JAMES F. MITCHELL.

Pisur on 6/22/57 was conducted by SAS

]
and JAMES P. MITCHELL.
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UNITED STATES DEPARTMENT OP JUSTICE
FEDERAL BUREAU OF INVESTIGATION

201 East 69th Street
New York 21, New York

COMMUNIST PARTY, USA
INTERNAL SECURITY C

All Informants mentioned in the report of
Special Agent Joseph V. Waters dated New York, July
J-9* 1957* have furnished reliable information in
the past, or were in a position to furnish reliable
information.



E MEMORANDUM*0 F F I C * * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO i DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DATE* *t5^7

PROM ? jSAG, CHICAGO (100-3374.1)

SUBJECT? COMMUNIST PARTY - USA
ORGANIZATION
INTERNAL SECURITY - 0

EXTREME CARE MUST BE UTILIZED IN HANDLING AND REPORT-
ING THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION. SINCE THE LIMITED NUMBER OF PER-
SONS INVOLVED TENDS TO DISCLOSE* THE IDENTITY OP THE INFORMANT '.

'

CG j?82Zj.-S-», on July 16, 1957, made available tb SA
JOHN E. KEATING a dictaphone memo belt, the transcription of
which is located in Chicago file A/134.-4.6-3808 The following
information is contained in' this transcription?

2 *»

10 >
Bureau (REGISTERED)
New York (REGISTERED)
(1
(1

(1
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1

USA,
USA,-
USA,
USA,
USA,

100

-

8O64.I.) (CP
100-87211 ) (CP
JW^662k) (CP

M&6MG2?
100 -81752 ) (CP
100-14.606 ) (JOE CLARK)
100-8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (#19)
100-9365) (WILLIAM Z„ FOSTER) (#19)
100-18065) (JACK STACHEL)
100-50090) (SID STEIN) (#19)

Chicago
(1 - A/l34--4.6-38o8a)

Organization) (#19)
Factionalism) (#19)
International Relations) (#19)
Membership) (#19)
Brief) (#7-2)

JEKrkw *Y



'CG 10Q

-

337^1

SID STEIN, National Organization Secretary of the Com-
munist Party - USA, was working on a draft of a report on organ-
ization on Sunday afternoon, July llj., 1957. He plans to deliver
this report to the National Commit-tee meeting scheduled to be
held on July 27-28, 1957 « He had finished the preface and the
thesis of the report and was interested in obtaining suggestions
and/or criticisms concerning this report.

In this report, STEIN claims a membership of 10,C00
for the entire Party. He retains the thesis of the report that
he made to the last meeting of the National Executive Committee.

- This thesis -is that the Party ..needs to-be rebuilt and that there
is a need for auxiliary forms of organization.

STEIN stated that Jie thinks that the time has come for 1

a showdowin with, the extremist forces. This showdown would be L;
with the Leftist forces first of all, and then also with the ! '

Right wing forces, if they persist in the direction of JOE CLARK.

STEIN also stated that before a .report on organization
can be given, it is necessary to make clear that the Communist
Party - USA will not subordinate itself to the general policies
and the concrete policies of the Soviet Union. He said that we
are going to reject the FOSTER thesis -that we have to endorse
or give a blank check to the KHRUSHCHEV leadership or any other
leadership, for that matter, of the Soviet Party or any other
Party. -

'

'

According to STEIN, the time has come to speak frankly
and to explain that our Party went on the rocks as a result of •

this mechanical endorsement of everything Russian. If we want
. to rebuild and even. regain some of the lost influence, we have - ;

to do it on the basis of American circumstances and American con-
'

ditions. While we may be, sympathetic to the Soviet Union, we L.
are not to give them an endorsement of everything. L

In response to a suggestion for a diplomaticApproach
to

.
this showdown, since the Party may not be ripe for '^'3|?EIN v,vl_

- said that, as far as possible,
t

he would use the main resolution
of the 16th National Convention as a platform but that there .

,

will be no compromise. He said 'that he is going to make' the - : r
proposal that if the majority agrees with FOSTER* s viewpoint
or .any other viewpoint except this viewpoint of the present ,

.

;

majority of the National Executive Committee, then the new

i

i on 2 “ "

i

* ^

j
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majority ought to take over the leading posts in the Party and
run the Party, He said that maybe they will run the Party into
the ground, but he thinks that the' present leadership cannot
continue to argue andwrangle without this showdown, come what
may.

STEIN also stated that he now favors the moving of the
entire Party headquarters to Chicago and he hopes that it can be
and will be accomplished very soon.
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Comment a of CG £82l.i.°S-:;-

SID STEIN stated that FRED FINE* s opinion concerning
a showdown is similar to his„ He also stated that JACK STACHEL
feels the same way, although STACHEL agreed with me that he
would approach a showdown diplomatically, since the Party might
not be ready for it. STEIN also stated that DENNIS feels the
same way about a showdown but he would proceed with some caution.
STEEN thinks that the majority of the National Committee will
agree to this thesis of a showdown.

While STEIN may modify his report and take some of the
sting out' of it, the main thesis will remain -- that is, that
the Communist Party *=> USA should not subordinate itself mechan-
ically to the policies of the Soviet Union. If the majority of
the National Committee disagrees with this thesis, those pre~ .

sently holding leadership positions will relinquish them.
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

DATE : 7/^/5TO : DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

FROM : SAC, NEW YORK (100-80641)

SUBJECT: CP, USA ORGANIZATION
IS-C

| |
who has furnished reliable

information in the past, on 7/3/57, furnished photographs
of documents maintained at CP National Headquarters, 23
West 26th St., NY, NY.

Included in the photographs ftarnished by the
informant was a four page summary of a discussion by
various CP functionaries on organization. When compared
to information furnished by CG 5824-S* as set out in
Chicago letter to Director, 7/8/57, it appears that this
discussion took place at the National Executive Committee
meeting held at CP Headquarters in NY on 6/22, 23/57.

The particular material furnished by
is apparently restricted to that part of the National
Executive Committee meeting that delt with SID STEIN 8

s
report on the organizational situation within the- CP
at the present time.

The material furnished by
is set out in full below.

on 7/3/57

The original negatives of these -photographs
are maintained in NY 100-80641-1B345.

If this material is disseminated, it should
be carefully paraphrased to protect the identity of the
informant

.

2 - Bureau (100-3-69) (RM)
f. /• 1

s
,*' 1 *
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COPIES CONTINUED

2 - Baltimore (RM)
(1 - 100-12464 )( CP-USA ORGANIZATION)
(1 - )( GEORGE A e MYERS)

2 - Boston (RM)
(1 - 100- )

(CP-USA ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100-l6l60) (MIKE RUSSO)

3 - Chicago (RM)
(1 - 100-

)
(CP-USA ORGANIZATION)

(l - 100-3470) (MORRIS CHILDS)
(l - 61-8675 (CLAUDE LIGHTPOOT)

2 - Cleveland (RM)
(1 - IOO-I7257 J

(CP-USA ORGANIZATION)
(l - 100- ) (HY LUMER)

2 - DS'fcfiOJE'P (RM)
(1 r 100-2050) (CP-USA ORGANIZATION)
(l - 100-13420) (CARL WINTER)

2 - Minneapolis (RM)
(1 - IOO-I878-PK CP-USA ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100-6379) (CARL ROSS)

2

2

Newark (RM)
(1 - 100-
(1 - 100-2975

(CP-USA ORGANIZATION)

Philadelphia (RM)
(1 - 100-31723) (CP-USA ORGANIZATION)
(1 - 100-2427) (DAVE DAVIS)

13/ - Ndw York
CP - 100-80638

)
(CP-USA MEMBERSHIP) (#19 )

(1 - 100-26603) (CP-USA DISTRICT #2) (#19)
(1 - 100-50806) (GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY) (#12-15)

NEW YORK "COPIES CONTINUED' ON PAGE 5
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NEW YORK COPIES CONTINUED

I

I - 100-23825) (BEN DAVIS, JR.) (#19)
1 - 100-8057) (EUGENE DENIS) (#19)
1 - 100-9365) (WILLIAM Z. POSTER) (#19)
1 - 100-17923) (JOHN GATES)
1 - IOO-I6785 ) (JAMES JACKSON)
1 - 100-18065 )' (JACK STACHEL)
1 - 100-50090)

(

SID STEIN)
1 - 100-18673) | |

1 - 100-9595) (WILLIAM WEINST'ONE)
(1 - 100-80641)
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"Foster;

1
)

2 )

3 )
4 }

5 )

6
7

8 )

9 )-

10 )

li)

Glad that Party is getting hack to work.
Sid's report is inadequate.
His proposal for fringe org. should be rejected,

measures?
natlonal Problem. Sid is proposing administrative

He made proposals on how to get out from present
situation.
The basic way is to develop a national movement.
To carry through an ideological rehabilitation of the

We must call to the attention of the Party
systematically its positive achievements.
The ideal time was right after the Convention. Howwe have a new opportunity as a result of the SupremeCourt decisions.

£
dd ^ays we must have an American program. Yes. butthis is part though of international situations-?.

'

Considers Sid's report just dabbling, with all due-
respect to Sid. Nobody would be inspired by the kindof report that Sid made. *

"Ben :

Have just begun to take up Party organization,
made a report but have not discussed it as yet.

George has

"Will W

1) £eels that Sid was one-sided in emphasizing Americanproblems as against such issues as Hungary. These issues,are important for us to tackle.

p!J?
eed a F?u?ded out campaign to rebuild the morale of the

etc - on we are needed, why we shouldget support of the people,We need seminars, discussions, etc.
Organizational form needs repairing, lack of political
.clubs, neighborhood orgs. With regard to those who
waiver, we have a two-fold task - one is to give
T

:L

r7fu
;Lo

f
d
f^

1
^
defense '

0;f‘ Hungary, Soviet Union, etc..
Without that we cannot sop waiverings. Failure to-answer has torn comrades from their moorings. But we

-4-
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must be patient. Not administrative, but win them for
our ideas. Must warn against special organizations,
that Sid raised. Instead he proposes effort to
rebuild regular organizations.

"Claude
Wants to discuss one point that Sid raised ‘the disease of
generalization.* Some comrades made general remark ’the
report is no good*. Instead of seeing what is positive and
what is negative. Our members see us as generalizers not
as solvers of concrete problems. Agrees that our moorings
were shaken by events. But it would be a mistake not to
see i that unless we can show how each comrade can play a role.
People left us for many reasons. One point is being said,
that our Party is morally bankrupt. But our difficulties
arise not only in mistakes of foreign policy, but also in
what we did. In the report to the NC we must answer the
question of what will be the method of our work now as
opposed to our previous campaign method. In connection
with the H bomb campaign, we must see what is the additional
contribution that CPccan make in the mass movement. What do
we add that would not be there without us. Against calling
people ’waiverers* who stuck through cold war*

"Dave D
Last night had meeting of DC with this point discussed.
Key question posed by Sid why they left us has not yet
been fully explored, A different kind of member left us
in the past year than previously. The end of exodus has
not yet been fully reached. A lot are on the fence.
Insists that we don’t try to give easy and quick - all
ideas should be explored. Seconds the point made by Sid
of creating atmosphere of living together. We still
don't have a proper atmosphere.

"E. Pa. lost half of its membership prior to 1956, and 150
in last 12 months. Sid raised an important point that we
have more in mass org, but less who see the need for the
Party. One of the reasons is that the Party organizations
do not discuss the work of these comrades in relation to
our mass work. The industrial clubs stand up better. The
key aspect of building anti-monopoly coalition has not been
developed to the point of showing how each Party member can
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participate in this task* Sid did pose the main problemsbefore us. He is connect in emphasizing both the need for
answers as well as the broader ideological

foundation* • Is glad that we are > beginning to estimate thesituation concretely.

"Jim J.
’

Feels that many of the questions raised in report are
important. Would suggest that in report we pose —

1) who are the people who left - from a class point
of view.

2) what do the people on the fence want?

In his (pinion no single formula will provide the answer.
In the South have found that some comrades are dissatisfied
because the Party is pre<-occupied with problems of the
Negro but neglect the problems of the white masses. In
some places the comrades are dissatified with character of
leadership.

"George W.
Sid’s report opens up one of the most Important discussions.
Believes Sid tackled most of these questions in a positive way
(or Is in agreement). Have made beginnings towards
rebuilding. But stark reality is that remnants of factionalism
and serious crisis remain.

Losses are continuing - even after the national convention -
at first these was general reaction * positive. But then,
factionalism interevenecl — and many comrades lost confidence
that decisions of the convention will be carried out.
Figures..,.

"Qarl W .

Comrade Stein presented the report In effort to get views
of NEC, We should receive it in that spirit. Believes many
of the points raised are valid and are borne out by the
discussion. Statistics are not applicable generally t for
instance, in Michigan r* Our main losses was long ago - Many
left because of no contact, scattered character of
organization, etc .-

-6~
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In the last year had some losses, hut more comparable to
those of Jersey rather than- those of New England. Losses
are not mainly due to political differences. No more than
30 left on grounds of political differences. No losses
amongst professionals. Have lost people in industry
because of inability to show them how to function in this
period.
Two field organizers could do much to rebuild the Party.

At the same time very important questions are being raised
1) welcomed our supplement on H bomb but didn't want it

around their organizations.
2) Group of shop workers didn't want DW supplement on

5th Amendment to be distributed. This is first reaction,
later they relented somewhat.

3) Believes in some places auxiliary forms of organization.
But auxiliary must . not become substitute nor in
opposition to. Otherwise it can be dangerous.

4) We must restablish more respect for organization - Dues,
participation, etc. Not de-emphasize, but emphasize

organizational requirements.
5) Emphasize current issues especially economic.
6) Distinguish ourselves in fight for civil liberties -

recognizing we are at turning point, b6
b7C

T) Good portion of drops are industrial, but from
community club s

,

2) Many who dropped are those who made widest contacts.
3) Reasons given are lack of confidence that we will

develop independent approach - or carry out convention
policy.

4) Reservations as to the ability of the Party to maintain
itself in the fire of differences.

Sid raised it in report. We have to work out methods.
5) No problem in getting comrades to accept on state level.
Problems in the counties. Have solved this on basis of some
comrades accepting as chairman of county committee. £>ome

-7-
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"comrades are carrying on despite reservations. Sid has a
point when he emphasizes need for discussing in the Party
concrete issues that face the people and the Party.

"Carl R.

Report was welcome, necessary and good because it laid the
main problems on the table and pointed in the right direction.
Believes it can be improved by making it more encompassing
and balanced* Membership in Minn is the same, we have not
lost. We should expand our work now. Would like to see the
comrades from National Center to come out into the districts,
speak from platforms to the Party and non-Party people. What
does the membership expect from leadership?

1) We should be intimately acquainted with our membership
and give leadership to our clubs.

2) Morale is a big problem. Not only for the Party but for
every individual as well to find their way back into the
mass movement. If we help them o.k., if not they will
leave.

3) Want leadership by example participation in the work -
like on the DW,

4) Our membership feels that Party is illegal but they
want somebody’ to function legally, appeal for and speak
for the Party.

5) Expect leadership to have non-Party contacts.
6) Comrades are confronted with important theoretical

problems, on which they want help from leadership.

"George Ch

Considers Sid 1 s report to be of the greatest importance.
Considers it to, be a good report - and helpful. Wishes we
could end meeting with motions - though realizes report was
exploratory.
What Sid said is $ru.e. To recognize the scope of the problem
is not defeatist. Looses, low morale, inability to show
who is in and who is out. In section after section the
majority is out of the Party and the new pehnomen — on the
fence. Most of the factors for losses have T5Fen given ~
Would place emphasis on lack of perspective for our Party
in our country. Exhortation will not do it. In this period
we have had a renewal of interest in the mass movement. Bub
in the positive desire there is the negative - lack of

-3-
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"confidence in ability of Party to give leadership. Problem
n -ij ^enY membership when active in mass organization.
Believes Sid outlined the three main approaches -
1) How we provide a new ideological foundation based on

convention decisions.
2) Question of atmosphere; agrees with what Sid said -

something should be said about Conrade Poster who makes
it difficult to re-win —

3) Very strongly in favor of finding forms for consolidating
the Party - and not in such careful manner as Carl. ....

"Hy L.

Actual resignations 18« Total of membership not fully known*
Two questions -

1) How many have left? 2) How many remain ? Would guess
that membership remains intact from 1956 period.
Status of Party organization -
a) Cleveland is functioning as well as a year ago,
b) Outside of Cleveland, because of inadequate leadership
there is breakdown, in some areas. Party ceased to function.
c) Problem of functioning in small industrial cities is of
a special character... Security, and problem of leadership
which cannot -be solved from the outside.
d) in view of the fact that not many left, special forms
are not necessary.
e) There is general drop in morale-- partly due to events -
partly to lack of activity ! Let’s do*
f) Outline on housing question is part of effort to develop
activity;

, .

g) There is the problem of resolution of ideological
differences. We can't live with them indefinitely. Must
find resolution and establish a pommon position,
h) The resolution of differences and living together
requires development of our theoretical work,

"Ben D.

The report of Comrade Morris, is one of the most important.
We have to give more attention to South and Latin America.
On the report of Jackson, it was a thoughful report. Many
aspects he would like to think about. On Sid's report -
undobutedly the topic he raised is 'it*. It Is the key
point. It didn't Intend to be comprehensive. His opinion
is that repopt didn't deal with such fundamentals as -r

1) Why do we need CP?
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"2) Negro-white unity
he does not aSre® with Sid’s approach.

3^VSffi. wlto ¥ZF " Wil1 w * and some of the remarks

First we have to generate' enthusiasm. Our problems have tobe posed in the framework of will to rebuild otherwise the

nothing
1011 Wil '3' t*e problems is everything and Party is

•

^ against generalization too, but is of opinion that we
: must generalize experience.
Formula -

concrete — general — concrete

pSa«
n

?
n °PP°£tunism. Welcomes opinions expressed by CarlRoss. Leadership by example is necessary.

"Mike R,

Thin&s Sid’s report was good. It did not presume to answer
?
UeS

S
1
2?

s * Disagrees with Foster and Ben. Basic
whether we will really carry out the decisions ofconvention. Root ourselves in American political life.
working class - Internationalism - working class.

"George M.

In Maryland they face the problem of getting people togetheragain. Because of stool-pigeon testimony, We have to findsome way of tackling the problem.

"Gene D.

S5I**
reporfc

!f
as a contribution to an approach to many thornyquestions we face. It was no administrative report. It was

y

£*epo:pt » That which was one-sided needs to bedeveloped. Does not agree with way question of Hungary was
SoJ; °ES

n
t° misinterpretation. Agrees that we don’twant to tear the Party aparrt. Auxiliary forms oforganization is a, necessary problem to‘ explore. Jim’soutline is example.

-10-
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"Jack

Is disturbed by some of the
basically with Sid * s report
Chastised those who have no

discussion. Agrees generally and
and with remarks of Gene*-
subjective desire for unity.

"Johnny-

Party is faced with new situation and need to find newsolution. Report was an important effort in that directionThought Sid presented a well thought out plan. Disagrees
ri5

h
c,

P?
0p0S

^
ti0n

m
hat we n9ed Sran<*iose plan. We need a modestand sober plan. To re?-win confidence we need to greet

victories and work. People who have dropped out are nothostile to the Party, They want to meet with us. Thinks- thaf-Sid gave us essentially a correct approach.
* that

Vote - 13 for; 2 against ; 1 abstention."
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OFFICE MEMORANDUM UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

FROM

SUBJECT

SAC, NEW YORK (100-26603-0320) (12-10)

SA
I ZZ1 (7) DATE: 7/22/57

CP, USA
KINGSBRIDGE
IS-C

Source
r'ro'cec'C Dy T symbol)

1 (12-10)

1-NY (100-3^iSI#4!l?

1-NY (100-120276
1-NY (100-111936
1-NY (IOO-2582I)
1-NY (100-69941)
1-NY (100-12481)
1-NY (100-70425)
1-NY (l00-26603-<

(12-10 )

,
ri2-io) •

ITTp-io)
T (12-10 )

i—J (ifio)
_|

(

12-10 )

12-10 )
100-70425)

| (12-10)
100-26603-C4U) (CP Bronx Co,) (12-10)
97-169) (DAILY WORKER) (7-2)
100-18065) (JACK STACHEL) (12-8)
100-4931) (CP, USA) (19)

1-NY (100-12481) f [12-10)
1-NY (100-70425) (12-10)
1-NY (100-26603-C4U) (CP Bronx Co,) (12-1C
1-NY (97-I69 ) (DAILY WORKER) (7-2)

‘

1-NY (IOO-I8065 ) (JACK STACHEL) (12-8 )
1-NY (100-4931) (CP, USA) (19)
1-NY (100-21) (MORNING FREIHEIT) (7-2)
1-NY (100-14605) (JOSEPH CLARK) (12-11)
1-NY (IOO-87211 ) (CP Factionalism) (19)
1-NY (100-97167 ) (Political Affairs) (7-2)
1-NY (100-50806 ) (GEORGE CHARNEY) (19)
1-NY (100-23825

) (BEN DAVIS) (19)
1-NY (IOO-I7923 ) (JOHN GATES) (19)
1-NY (100-75829) r I (12-10)

IHERBERT AFTHEKER) (7-2)
.IrNY (100-74464) I I ) (12-10^NY (IOO-80638 ) (CP membership) (19)1

100-97167
IOO-50806

]

100-23825
100-17923
100-75829
100-80532)
100-74464)
IOO-80638 )

JPHrrmv
26(26)

/eo'tnQ3g -/
I SCADl>U[rr> / 1 rzTSEARCHED _
SERIALIZED.

!—INDEXED _(

^U!LED_^2

JUL I-; 3,1957
I Eli— NEW vhei^
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Reliability

Date of Activity

Date Received

Received by

Location

Who has furnished reliable
information in the past

6/19/57

7/3/57

The information contained in this report should
not be disseminated outside of the Bureau unless it is
paraphrased to protect the identity of the informant,

4 _ ^ BY report dated 6/24/57

,

1 1 furnished
information concerning a meeting of the Section Committee
of the Northwest Bronx Section of the CP held 6/19/57

Report

The following is the report of[

Communist Party U.S.A. June 24, 1957
New York

A meeting of the Section Committee of the Northwest
Bronx Section of the Communist Party was held on
June 19th, 1957 &t| 1 at the houses
(private house, 2nd -floor) oil (l
belive their second name isl h

The following were ammmg those* =>* 4-^-? 0

meeting:

-2-
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unidentified woman from the Moshulu area: White; dark
hair, graying; about 35 years old; darkish complexion.

The meeting was chaired by

made two short reports.

One report was on the first meeting of the Bronx
County board of the C.F. He said that to this
County board meeting came 12 members. There were
"some discussions" on how the County board should
function but there was no definite decission
reached on this point. There was a "general agreement
but no decission was made "that the Section
Committees sHould decided on the general activities
of their Sections "under the the directions of the
County board." No agreement was reached on the
questions of a chairman and secretary of the County
board. The majority opinion was that that "there
should be a board Secretariat consisting of a
Secretary of labor, organization, press, education
etc."

I Hsaid that the meeting adjorned
without reaching any definate decissions on any
points. It was decided to call another "full
meeting" of the county board for the "near future
and I hope that at the second meeting of the board we
will reach some definate decissions on the functions
of the board."

A short discussion developed on this report, of

Most of those who participated in the discussion
expressed the opinion that the first meeting (after
the conventions) of the Bronx County board "reflects
the indeeisivness and disorganizations In the party today."

be
b7C

be
b7C

b6
b7C

-3-
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-I underlined that this disorganization isnl a 4 v^i Vi4 #*• * ^ . .

. vuuo UAAJUCJ UX£iUX#gctni2aX/10j
more noticable in the higher Committees of the^ty than amoung the rank-and-file members and
tmt-i v!

e
5
arty wl^L ever start functioning again itwill be because of the initative of the oartv

membership, it seems to me^Ehat the party leadership

to b ~ h
U
t
y,,With SUCh iraportant things as who is

h-»- ^ in,
underlined that every c.P, was"nrc py the Khrushchev revelations but "the other

parties, Italy, Prance, England almost
from the shock. Only our party is stillin the dumps. This is because the other partieshave an able leadership. The leadership of ourparty always was and still remains weak and this

in the dark »
eason why our partY is still croping

The second report made by
Daily Worker.

was about the

He said that he attended a meeting which washeld during the afternoon of June 19th. it wasan “emergency" meeting. Some 35 people were
this meeting. Two reports on theDaiiy worker were made at this meeting, jackStachel reported for the National Committee (c.P,

said: it seems that there were talks ins^n^p-arty circles to publish only a week-end

ISSs?
-
??® *?*”•. ?he National Committee' isagainst it. We most have a daily or no paper at

5,

f

a
?:J
y SorSe^ ra£st have .from now on $10,000until the fund drive of $100,000 is reached. The
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Morning Freiheit almost concluded Its $200,000 fund
drive and must have from now on $5,000 a week. There
must he a concentration campaign on getting all
renewals and new subs for The Worker and the Dailv
Worker.

Jack stated in his report that the National
Committee keeps on getting hundred of complains,
especialy from industrial section from all over
the country, about the policies of the Daily Worker.
»*The Daily Worker,* Jack said, ‘does not reflect
the opinion of the National Committee, * which
demands drastic changes in the policy"of the paper.

I
sa-i3 that Special criticism was made on the

writings of the columnists of the Daily Worker.
The National Comm, report singled out for strong
£P’

t
*
clsm one name onl^ that of Joseph Clark, of

the $100,000 fund drive New York will have to“raIse
^75,000. The industrial section of the party
pledged to raise $25,000. (''The industrial Section usedtp raise 3 times as much in previous fund drives”)
L I said: "Not all of the $100,000 fund drive willgo to the Daily Worker - it was disclosed at this
meeting, only the Bronx quota of $8,000 will go in
full to the Daily Worker."

I I stated that "most of the report of the
Ns/bionsil CoMnittoo on ths D&ily Wopkeir will b6
published in the P.A. for the discussion by the
party membership."

George Qharney 1 s report on the Daily Worker,
| 1

said, was in agreement with the
report of the National Committee that we must
have a daily newspaper. George was also in
agreement on the raising of funds, etc. He disagreed

-b6

b7C

be
b7C

be
b7C
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with the political part of the report of the National
Committee claiming that the Daily Worker is correct
by reflecting the different political opinions which arenew existing in the party. Ben Davis spoke against
Charney’ s report. During the discussions on this
report

|—__| said that the Daily Worker is not the organ
or the National Committee and therefore has no right to
supress opinions of Columnists who sign their names to the
a

.
teles

. | | disagreed on this claiming that the
right wingers took over the paper; that the majority of
the paroys membership is against the Johny Gates-Joseph
Clark political line and that there ls ho~place for

that of
| | (an article in i

W 2*1 1
I
criticized the book on Hungary

writen py Herbert Aptheker) who tried his best to
compromise the Soviet Union. CZIZH said that "We

our paper and we have a right to demand
that the Daily Worker should be the spoksman
of Marxism-Leninism and not of the Journal-American.

"

|
were of the same opinion as I —

I

There were reports from the 3 areas of the Northwest
Bronx Section in connection with the "summer
reorganization .

"

The "unidentified woman" reported that the Moshulu
area will merge all the clubs; that a preliminary
S
?f

vey showes 'that "maybe" 20-25 will be in the
city, on and off, during the summer and that thisarea will try to meet as often as possible; will tryto collect funds for the fund drive and will
organize discussions of the resolutions which
were adopted at the National Convention (c.P.)
Mary gave an identical report about the Van Cortlandt
area, she claimed that her area will also have
about 20 members during the summer in New York.

b6
b7
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J reported that the first meeting of the merged
luuhs of the Kingsbridge area will be held on the
25th and that after this meeting he will have a
better picture of the situation in this area. He
said that one member of his club,

| l gave
$300 to the Daily worker and that he pledged $100
more which raises his quota in the fund drive to $400On Al«s question of how many members the Section has now.it was roughly estimated that the Northwest Section
has now a membership of a little over 100.

It was decided that the 3 areas should hold their
merged club meetings before the next meeting of the
Section Committee and that each area should try to
raise fipds for the fund drive and to make a "more
or less detailed report on the size of the membership
in each area, participation in the meetings, on renewalsfor The Worker and Daily Worker.

The next meeting of the Northwest Section Committee
C.P. will be held on July 2nd, 1957
Ave., Bronx, N.Y. at the apartment 1

J* MORRIS

h6
hlC

-7-
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DATE s
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SA

SUBJECTS, SOCIALIST WORKERS. PARTY
'

V IS-SWP .

•

b6
.b7C

i : :

Oil June 19 '1957. Ti -p • T„ ' L 1 who has furnished
reliable liifOT’mnt.l pn in the past,personally furnished
SA| Ja^typewritten^ report concerning a

31i ^ *re^uxar orancn meeting of the Chicago SWP held at its
headquarters, 777 West Adams Street, Chicago, Illinois,
on Sunday, Jur\e 16, 19f>7* Informants renort is being
maintained as an exhibit .in

1 ‘ 6

- Los . Angele s (RM)
l - 100-17375 /swp

)

l - loo*
;

- Cleveland (RM)
" 1 - 100-1012

,1-100- •

- I ^ ioo.

Ttlff'

100-18038..
i>— 100-23465
1-.100-24707
1- 100-21584
lr -. 100-19kl6
1 ; - l00-3161k
1 - 100-2lj.606
1 - 100-21656
1 - 100-22765
1 - 100-228^0
1 - IOO-30839
i'..-:ra#s3-3-68H

TffiTywec ' \

(32) .
.
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~X l?he"ne .were V~> members of the Chicago SWP' present
at this" meetlhg which were as follows: /

took the minute s

,

was chairman of the meeting and

' After the, reading of: the minutes which were -

approved,
| I read; correspondence which consisted.

'

of two letters.' The first was - from I I in New York
and concerned a report received by him from a comrade ”SW

who reportedly ..was either a Communist Party (CP): member
or sympathizer. Comrade "S" reported that the CP section
convention was attended by only JO members wlaere. formerly
there werei II4.O. He stated that another meeting held which
usually had an attendance of 35> now only had 14 in
attendance. He stated that more than two-thirds have..

^
dropped", out of the CP. He said that the CP was 'disintegra~tiiig
at . an accelerated pace , and was now being run on' a electoral
basis rather than a functional basis*.

' Comrade nSn reportedly was an executive secretary
•of"

t

he CP and had been assigned the job of checking on
comrades who. had dropped out- or in the process of dropping
out. Another CP member named T I was also mentioned
_in the corre spondenceV The, CP planned to have I I

<SnflBP
f
the waterfront section .in New York but changed their •

minds, and were sending him to.' Los Angeles, California,- as
sort of'

a

"hatchet man”'. ;

/
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The second letten was fnom a comrade nT T ,f

^Soeiaid.st Democrat Federation (SDF)l ‘ .'

•Tr^iS ^
t
?^that

»
the

$
DP was 30 years behind in their

'V. also stated "'that there was
^5^

S
v
nS^°n -

1
?
1
, ^

ll
^
s JC3-u1:) .and., that., three prominent member??had been expelled
, two of which were- men named I

Ca ‘

f™-l ^ .
T,T * reported that there was room for

—
identified ?

iU ^ This letter also

SDF member^ -
I

&nd L —J as also belnS

dnr^rcr TTV,lrrr—c— ^ , J Save fche literature report >
K Sg ^

hich she reported that; she had sold 30 "Militants"'to the Washington Park Forum "on Sunday afternoon
1

She

a^th^Y M r
t
A
at«®h®n^?

d SfJ !!
•"Militants" at a meeting

I nfe*
A
v

at ^ th and Indiana Avenue wheuA ^-na
| _J spoke. She stated, that T ,

•°Sh?
S
r- Arm9Ur CpPany union meeting on Thursday

-

could Jh q 4- n. J inquired if any' of the comradescould sei± at the meeting at the Midwest Hotel on Mondayafternoon . Four comrade q volunteered ±cl oar ti e 5nst°this sale which included! rlLd f
and !

1—1
*u

*orum ^whiWl^SCTd^iilntf
8 aim^^^^g?

erning a
'

concerning the atomic fallout.
| ~^Tsai§ that

at
t0

ff
6 tbe members of a - H-bomb prote s t group

o*J^
8*^^8

*
8
!
ty ’ 0f CMcaS° about . a speaker on Monday

P

™?v^..so be .would be able to let the branch knowwell enough in advance to prepare leaflets. I I

I I
is a member of this club. ;- 1 1

T.._ a L3 t— [reported concerning a social plan *

Bl n^6 22, and urged all. the comrades to attend.' He
nJcu^AB

1?883 ^

'

th
i
t ffc had been, decided that for the SWPpicnic each comrade bring a main dish to the affair.

asked f*or- t^^59 g°od and welfare report andor aonations for,.food for the Saturday social affair.

stated tv™ t n t ,
I
gave .the Organizer* s report and

SWP^Bd^eL a
11

:

organizer for the Chicago Branch
d
.
bT natlon»l office. He statedcnat tills-would begin^as soon as possible. ..

. 3 -•



.
An intermission was held for the -payment’ of dues .. .

Whiofo was followed by brief reports by I I ymd •,

I concerning some of the intimate aspects of '

’

the recent SWP national convention. This consisted- merely
of the procedure and the ‘schedule of the convention,

I I served on. the 1 Nominating Commission and explained
how they proceeded in nominating the national committee

' members and alternates. He said that the' three places
open on the national r.r>mm< Aa -h-i* a trop-yi T.roT.o

. fillod by
i

|
of Los

angexes, Tne alternate member electe d from (TM r-.ago

I

was I 1 and

I

l as a. subsidiary.
L 1 stated that was

, considered more of a Chicago
member than a New York member as he was . hfere--* almost i

to the' time of the convention, * ,

,

: .

I I
also stated that there was a rana for nomination

• tn fchfl NC betwe en
| fbut that

I
eventually .won the spot. Other names- ment< rmsd

in connection with this report by I I also Include d
,
the New York Branch Organizer, and

| |

.
.

It was announced at. this meeting that I I

| was on vacation and that the other comrades should
notify the Organizer, whenever; he was certain as to the
tdiJie he would be on vacation.

Informant also reported that around June 12 or
13 , a comrade by the 'name of

| |
came to

Chicago, covering a conference with steel comrades.
This discussion dealt with a national basis. | | was

'

reportedly somewhere from Ohio. f'

J- 4 V





j STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • unite^ states government

SUBJECT:

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

SAC, PORTLAND (100-3952-Sub 111 )

CP, USA, ORGANIZATION
IS-C

8/1/57

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOULD NOT BE DISSEMINATED
OUTSIDE THE BUREAU UNLESS IT IS SUITABLY PARAPHRASED AND THE
INFORMANT'S IDENTITY SHOULD NOT BE DISCLOSED THROUGH ANY
LOCALITY OR ACTIVITY. CARE SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THE
INFORMATION IF ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THE INFORMANT.
THE BUREAU HAS I?TSTRUCTED THAT, IN SUBMITTING EXTENSIVE INFORMA-
TION IN REPORT FORM, MATERIAL FURNISHED BY I I IT MAY BE
DESIRABLE TO USE TWO OR M.O’~E SYMBOL NUMBERS. BUREAU
AUTHORITY, HOWEVER, SHOULD PE REQUESTED BEFORE SUCH IS DONE.

Following synopsis of activities relating to
meeting of CP National Committee (NC) in New York 7/27-28/57
provided bvl 1 7/31/97 to SAl

\

On the night of Friday, 7/26/57s farm committee of
CP met in state office conference room at building housing
CP National Headquarters, 23 W. 26th Avenue, New York City,
chaired by' CARL ROSS. A report was given on a resolution that
some members of farm committee previously had considered
together with representatives of NEC and NAC. Out of conference
7/26/57 came a resolution to be brought before the NC. Resolu-
tion concerned means of tying labor in with agriculture for
furthering work aimed at bettering conditions for all.

--5-Bureau (100-3-69) (AM) (RM) 1
Q^A-New York (AM) (EM) 1

1-100- (FARMERS' MATTERS)
1-100-8057 (EUGENE DENNIS) (#19) 1

1-100-50090 (SID STEIN) (#19)
1-100-9365 (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER) (#19V<1
1-100-17923 (JOHN GATES) (#19) 2
1-100-14606 (JOE CLARK) (#12-1
1-100- (DAILY WORKER)

(U)100- ^^(a^BERSffiflf^^
1-100-92763 CPETTYS^-PERRrM#7

-

6 )

1-100-1696 (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (#7
1-100-80641 (ORGANIZATION) .

-Memphis (MARY )(RM)
-Minneapolis (RM)
(CARL ROSS)

-Newark (RM)
100-19491 (PATRICK TOOHY)
•Knoxville (RM)
Portland
1-100- 39 S2-Sub lk (0RC-.)
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Resolution pointed out that rank and file members of CP
should take up problems of farmers and should work within
farm groups—particularly in Farmers’ Union. All NC members
on farm committee are to actively concern selves with Farmers’
Union conferences to be held this fall although noted some
already have been held. Each member ‘of farm committee was
urged to closely follow and promote this program. The resolu-
tion as adopted at farm committee meeting was approved and
referred to NC. for approval.

a

On Saturday morning, 7/27/57 > the CP NC met
at Yugoslav Hall, between 9th and 10th Avenue on W. i{JLst

Street, Most of day devoted to reports being given by NC
members relating to activities and methods of operation in
parrying forward CP programs which were set down in loth National
CP Convention. Entire proceedings first day of NC meeting
described as harmonious with no indication of opposition to
new CP program, tension, or factionalism.

On Sunday, 7/23/57, NC met at same hall between
3.0:30 and 11:00 a.m. SID STEIN of National CP Office opened
meeting with full report on CP program or plan of work as
drawn up by NEC and NAC. After discussion, the plan of work
jjis outlined by STEIN was unanimously approved and adopted
by the full NC. During discussion, some vjeaknesses were
noted which STFIN acknowledged and are to be corrected.
Discussion described as constructive with no indication of
dissension or opposition.

,
Afternoon session on 7/28/57 opened with granting

of special requests to speak by WILLIAM Z. FOSTER and JOHN
QATES

.

(

, OATES spoke at length on controversy involving
JOE CLARK, foreign editor of Daily Worker (DW) , whose policies
in his writings were much opposed by some CP leaders, particu-
larly by FOSTER. GATES opposed removal of CLARK from position
and sharply denounced FOSTER, accusing FOSTER of being a
’’head chopper”, that is removing those who opposed him. GATES
stated if CLARK were removed he, GATES, would ”quit” , not
indicating whether he meant resigning as editor of DW, re-
signing from CP, or both.

-2-
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POSTER answered GATES’ charges, accusing GATES of de-
viation from Party line in an organized manner, and likewise
bitterly denounced GATES. At this point pandemonium developed
with several persons taking the floor and others attempting
to gain recognition by the chair. Ultimately several alter-
natives as to future of CLARK with DW were voted upon.
Result was that. CLARK was not voted out of DW. However, some
restrictions may be placed upon his future operations in his
position.

According to
j

I during NC meeting on policy
questions, membership losses of Party throughout Country were
discussed. Much stress was placed upon heavy losses sustained
running into hundreds . NC members were urged by Party leaders
£0 stress to their district CP leaders urgent need for pro-
gram aimed at gaining back into Party as many former CP members
as possible.

Some discussion was had concerning continued
shortage of funds for operation of DW, whi nh das crib ad as
continuing' to operate at loss. According to l I

PETTIS PERRY and ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, among others, were
welcomed as added members of NC. ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN spoke
briefly in a light vein and upon introduction was given
standing ovation, she being only recently returned CP member
from prison to receive such acknowledgment during meeting.
In her remarks she and PETTIS PERRy. referred to their status
as NC members.

Among NC members in attendance at NC meeting was
one I I . a tall, slender Negro, around 55 years of age,
whose hair turning gray on sides. He chaired morning session
op 7/28/57 » and he was referred to as being from the South.
A ‘ woman in her l|0’s, white race, reddish-blonde hair, long-
slender face, no glasses, about medium height and build, also
in attendance at NC meeting, who used name ] |, which
admittedly not her true name. She stated she came from
Tennessee, the definite impression being left she was a
delegate from that state. From her accent, she sounded as
though she had spent some time in New York in the past.

The closing session of NC was devoted to reports
by national appeals committee of CP relative to various cases
involving CP members in which disciplinary action taken against

b7D

b7D

b6
b7C
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them by CP. Several cases were reported on in detail. One
case so discussed pertained to eighteen former CP members in
New Jersey. Details were provided at the meeting concerning
case by PAT TOOHY. No action was taken by NC on cases dis-
cussed other than to refer them back to appeals committee for
further consideration and attention.
O

Separate communication outlining detailed informa-
tion concerning various phases of meeting will be submitted
as rapidly as reports can be prepared by informant based
upon voluminous notes.



DI CLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:

FBI AUTOMATIC DECLASSIFICATION GUIDE
DATE 10-14-2011

OFFICE MEMORANDUM*** UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI

SAC. CHICAGO

(100-3-69) /

(100-337jaf

DATE?

SUBJECT? COMMUNIST PARTY =. USA
ORGANIZATION'
INTERNAL SECURITY - C

TJOTSS'
Wi

CG £82li.-S*, on July 30, 1957 , made available to SA JOHN
E 0 SEATING fourteen dictaphone memo belts describing the meeting
of £he National Committee of the Communist Party - USA, held In
New York City on July 27 and 28 , 1957 o- The transcription of these
memo belts Is being maintained in Chicago file A/l34“i|.6-3827<, The
information on the following pages is contained In this transcript
ti©n<,jS£-

In order to reduce the number of copies of this letter,
in some instances only one copy of this letter was designated for
a sub“file of the Communist Party, such as Organization, for a
particular field division*, In some instances, information per-
taining to another sub-file of the Communist Party, such as Mem-
bership, may be involved in a particular field division. In all
instances, copies have been designated for files of Individuals
present at or mentioned at this meeting*. Copies have also been
designated for all pertinent sub-files of the Communist Party in
the New York Division*,

2 - Bureau (Enclosure 1) (REGISTERED)
2 - Baltimore (REGISTERED)

(1 = 100=124614.) (CP = USA, Organization)
(1 = 100= ) (GEORGE A*, MEYERS)

2 = Birmingham (REGISTERED)
(1 = 100= )(CF = USA, Organization)
(1 = 100= ) (HOSEA HUDSON)

2 = Boston (REGISTERED)
(1 = 100=20779) (CP = USA, Organization)
(1 = 100=16160) (MICHAEL A„ RUSSO)

2 = Butte (REGISTERED)
(1 “ 100= ) (CP = USA . Organiz ation 1

- (1 “ 100-5350) (1

1 ° Cincinnati (100= )(CP = USA, Organization) (REGISTERED)

See ii through v pages for copies*
nw »i (im immlainrwQjmwm iri— i mi t

tH3jr/^Sd'
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1
3

Cleveland (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-17257 ) (CP - USA. Organization)
(1 - 100- ) l I

(1 - 65-721) (ANTHONY KRCHMAREK)
(1 - 100-4212) (HYMAN LtTMER)
Denver (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100= „) ('CP = TJSAo Organization)
(1 - 100-2411)1 I

Detroit (REGISTERED)
(1 = 100-2050) (CP - USA,
(1
(1
(1
(1
(1

Organization)
100=6075) (Cominfil'- UAW)
100-8482) (TSOMAS DENNIS)
100-945) (NAT GANLEY)
100-13420) (CARL WINTER)
100-13470) (HELEN WINTER)

Indianapolis (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100=11093) (CP - USA, Organization)
(1 = 100=9529 ) (EMANUEL BLUM)
Los Angeles (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-26044 ) (CP = USA, Organization)

100-52571!
100=4486) (DOROTHY HEALEY CONNELLY)
100-4663 ) (BEN DOBBS

)

100-

(1
(1
(1
(1 - 100=23700
Milwaukee (REGISTERED)
(1 = 100=42=1HOP - USA.
(1 - 100-11125) 1

Minneapolis (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-1878-P) (CP = USA, Organization)
(1 - 100-6379) (CARL ROSS)
(1 - 61-29) d I

Mobile (100- ) (CP - USA
Newark (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-4284 ) (CP = USA

Ijrganization)

•bo

b7C

.b6
j

b7C

Organization) (REGISTERED)

100=2974 )T
‘

*1 b7C

(1 = 100- )(PATRICK TOOHEY)
New Haven (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100= ) (CP - USAo Organization) ,

(1 - IOO-I873 ) I I

New York (Enclosure 1) (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100-80641) (CP = USA, Organization) (#19)
(1 = 100-81752) (CP = USA, Brief) (#7-2)
(1 = 100-89691) (CP = USA, Domestic Administration Issues) (#19)

ii nB5FTOT.
/ \
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mxm

(1 = 100=80633) (CP
(1 - 100=87211) (CP
(1 = 100=8063*1.) (CP
(1 - 100=7*1.560) (CP
(1 = 100=86624) (CP
(1 = 100=80636 ) (CP

100=80638 ) (CP
(1 = 100=511.651 ) (cp
(1 = 100=806*1.0) (CP
(1 = 100=81675) (CP
(1 = 100=89590) (CP
(1 = 100=806*ili.)(CP
(1 = 100=26603) (CP

USA s Education) (#19)
USA, Factionalism) (#19)
USA s Farmers Matters) (#19)
USA, Funds) (#19)
USA 9 International Relations) (#19)
USA, Legislative Activities) (#19)
USA, Membership) (#19)
USA s National Groups Commission) (#19)
USA 9 Negro Question) (#19)
USAj Pamphlets & Publications) (#19)
USA, Strategy in Industry) (#19)
USAp Youth Matters) (#19)
USA, District #2) (#12=1*}.)

97°169) (Publishers New Pre6s) (#7°2)
65°560lt) (WILLIAM ALBERTSON) (#12=11)
100=80532) (HERBERT APTHEKER ) (#20=11)
100=13923 ) L_____K#19)
100=9*4.93) (ALEXANDER BITTLEMAN)
100=9984) (AL BLUMBERG) (#19)
100=14606) (JOSEPH CLARK) (#20=11)
100=23825) (BENJAMIN DAVIS s JR tt ) (#19

)

100=8057) (EUGENE DENNIS) (#19)
100=110840 (EARL DURHAM^ (SlQ)
100=87561) (#19)
100=89816 ) \mm fine) (#19 )

—

100=1696) (ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN) (#19)
100=9365) (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER V(^IQ)
100=75829)
100=49149)
100=17923)1 -JOHN GATES) (#19)
100=1%72) (G1L GREEN)
100 = )[ I

100=13473 H bi.M0.Ei W„ GEHSQN) (#19)
100=81495)1
100= ) CEOSEA HUDSON*
100=52959)
100=9352 )

(

100=79025) (#12=14)
100=13203)1 12=14)

100=92763) (PETTIS PERRY)
100=48033) (TRVTTirfl PfypfiKW)

100=13336)iIZII_ZZZll#12=l5)
100= f |

100=18065) (JACK STACHSL) (#19)

[EOSEA HUDSC

(#19)

(#12=14 )

12=14)

fl2=l5)
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(1 - 100°g0090HSID STEIN) (#19)
(1 - 100=8^788 ) I

"
(1 - 100=27452) (ROBERT THOMPSON)
(1 ~ 100=' )' l I

(1 = 100=95955 (WILLIAM WEINSTONE) (#20-13)
(1 = 100=62509) (DOXEY WILKERSON) (#12=11)
(1 = 100=269)^

| (#7=1)
Norfolk (REGISTERED)
(1 = 100= ) (CP ° USA 9 Organization)
(1-100= ) l

I

(LNU)

)

Philadelphia (REGISTERED)
(1 = 100=31723) (CP = TJSAp Organization)
(1 = 100=2427) (DAVID DAVIS)
(1 = 100= 1 I

(1 = ,65-1686) (TffnwAa wa-RPumSl

(1 = 100=38020) (|

Pittsburgh (REGISTERED)
(1 = 100= ) (CP = USA

j,
Organization)

(1 = 100=1763) (STEVE NELSON) .

Portland (REGISTERED)
(1 - 100- HOP -USA. Organization)
(1 = 100= )| 7
Richmond (REGISTERED) "

(1 = 100= ) ( CP = USA
r
Organization)

(1=100= 1 I fLNU)

)

San Francisco (REGISTERED)
(1 = 100=27747 ) (CP = USA s Organization)
(1 = 65-1242) (MICKEY LIMA)
(1 = 61=415) (AL RICHMOND)
Seattle (REGISTERED)
(1 = 100= ) (CP = USA s Organization)
(1 = 100= ) (Labor Youth League)
(1 = 100= ) (BURT GALE NELSON)
Chicago
(1 = A/134-46-38 27a)
(1 = 100=18953) (CP = USA 3 Organization)
(1 - 100=7441) ( Cominfil = UAW)
(1 = 100=30509) (Cominfil = American Friends Service Committee
(1 = 100=24729) (EMANUEL BLUM)
(1 = 100=3470) (MORRIS CHIT,PS)
(1 - 100=26547 | )

(l = 100=18001nFRED FINE)
(1 = 100=12459) (FLO HALL)
(1 = 100=2748) (SAM fcUSHNER)

tf

tr
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(129)

61=867) (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
100=184^7
100=2749) K
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>e anc .ace od

Party
A meeting of the National Committee of the Communist

USA was held in tlie Yugoslav Hall, I|.lst Street and 9th
Avenue

<, New York City, on Saturday, July 27, 19S>7, and Sunday,
July 28, 19^7 « The sessions were held in what is called the Main
Hall. Except for the organizational proposals and some matters
which were expunged from the record, a tape recording was made of
most of the reports and the speeches. EARL DURHAM was in charge
of the tape recorder. The tapes will probably be .burned over to
the Secretaries so that they can type the reports.

Persons in Attendance
N
)fjL.

The following members of the National Committee were in
attendance at this meetings

Members-At-Large

J who arrived late on Saturday evening;
BEN DAVIS - *

DAVE DAVIS
EUGENE DENNIS
EARL DURHAM

.

FRED PINE
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
WILLIAM Z. FOSTER
JOHN GATES
DOROTHY HEAT.EY

CLAUDE

PETTIS PERRY (added to.; the National Committee at
this meeting)

AL RICHMOND

JACK STACHEL (added to the National Committee at
this meeting)

SIDNEY STEIN
ROBERT THOMPSON (added;, to the National Coifimittee

at this meeting) , ,

DOXEY WILKERSON
CARL WINTER .

1

V
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National Committee .Members-At-Larg
Who Were Not Present

The following members-at-large of the National Committee
were not present for this meetings

GEORGE BLAKE CHARNEY L_/
JAMES JACKSON \j£>^

Other National 'Committee. Members Preseiit

New Jersey

PAT TOOHEY

b6
b7C

Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware

JOSEPH ROBERTS
THOMAS NABRIED

NAT GANLEY
TOM DENNIS

Ohio

HY LUMER
ANTHONY KRCHMA.REK

South

HOSEfl HUDSON, representing Alabama
(LNU), a white woman in her early 4° J s, who

represented Virginia

New England

MICHAEL RUSSO

Western Pennsylvania

STEVE NELSON

CO 2

tf

tr
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•conn

Maryland

' GEORGE A„ MEYERS

Indiana

EMANUEL BLUM-'

Wisconsin

Minnesota

Connecticut

Oregon

Washington

BURT KELSON

Southern California

BEN DOBBS -

Northern California

MICKEY LIMA

Illinois

RALPH TURNER
FLO ttat.T.

SAM KUSHNER
‘

b 6

b7C

i ,

be
b7C
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lew York

WSHtLm

SIMON GERSON
WILLIAM WEINSTONE

(Present Sunday only)

National Committee Members from the
Districts who Were Absent %

Among the known National Committee members, representing
the Districts, who were absent are the followings

'WILLIAM SGHNEIDERMAlN 9 of California
JESUS COLON, of New York

New York
>f New York
, of New York &

New York has not elected all ‘eleven of the National Com-
mittee members to which it is entitled*^!.

Invitees

A number of persons were invited to this National Com-
mittee meeting® These persons are not members of the NationaX__
Committee® A motion by SID STEIN, made on the' insistence of

I?
was passed unanimously® This motion was that a decision

or the National Administrative Committee to Invite these persons -

be endorsed* The Invitees present were as follows! '

•

BILL ALBERTSON
ALEXANDER BXTTLEMAN
AL BLUMBERQ .

‘

*

MORRIS CHILDS

HELEN WINTER
&

These persons’. were permitted to participate in the meet-
ing* Some of them took the floor during the discussion' periods) and
others made reports f , however, not all of them availed themselves of
the opportunity to participate in the •proceedings 0'^> <
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Other Persons Present / '

Three other persons were present in more or less tech-
nical capacities* There were not permitted to participate in the
meeting* These persons were !

L tahn
recorded some of the motions* and

| l is
working on the new Party “Discussion Bulletin” in a technical
capacity and sat with

MORNING SESSION OF SATURDAY* JULY 27* 1957

The meeting opened at' 10s 30 A*M* on Saturday, July 27,
1957 o. The first Chairman was DOROTHY HEALEY, of California*)^

SID STEXN s in behalf of the Rational Executive Committee;
proposed the following agendas

(1) A report on the international situation and the fight
to outlaw H-Bomb tests, to" be given by EUGENE DEMIS*

(2) A report on the organizational status of the C6m- -

munist Party - USA and the rebuilding of the Party,
' this report to be given by SID STEIN* A sub-report
on the “Daily Worker” and “The Worker”, to be given
by JACK STAGHELo This report to be considered a
part of Point #2.

(3) A draft editorial on the recent shake-up in the Com-
munist Party of the Soviet Union* This editorial to
appear in the August issue of “Political Affairs”*
(One photostat copy of this item is enclosed herewith
to the Bureau and New York* The Chicago copy is
located in Chicago file 100-33729~1A6* The document
is entitled* “On The Actions of the Central Committee
of the CPSU” *

)

(4) Miscellaneous items, including a report from the
National Appeals Committee and organizational addi-
tions to the national leadership

The supporters of the Left wanted the “Daily Worker” to
be discussed as a separate point and not to be considered a
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sub-report of Point #2 on organization,, A motion to this effect
was defeated and this report remained a sub-point of the second
point on the agenda

of JIM FORD

The meeting opened with BEN DAVIS delivering a eulogy of
JIM FORD

Motion to Seat Non-Members of
the National Committee r

As mentioned previously , SID STEIN, at the Insistence’ of
HEL^N-'OTINTER, made a motion to seat the non-members of the National
Committee* HELEN WINTER stated to STEIN that she has problems
with regard to the National Committee members from Michigan and
did not want to be considered an. Interloper 1

* This motion was passed
unanimously !

Report of EUGENE DENNIS on the
International Situation and the
Fight to Outlaw H-Bomb Tests i'Sc

EUGENE DENNIS made the ‘first report* He talked about
the need to expand the gigantic, mass effort to stop the H-Bomb“:

,

tests* He stated that the last meeting of the National Committee
was held right after the' adoption of the EISENHOWER Doctrine* -The
EISENHOWER Doctrine in the Mediterranean was that policy calling
for brazen Interference in the internal affairs of Jordan and other
countries in that area, DENNIS recalled General NORSTRAND*

s
’ state-

ment on the use of atomic weapons 'in Europe and the supplying" of;
the atomic weapons to the NATO countries, including West Germany*
He $lso recalled that the United States had refused Japan® s sug-
gestion that it stop H-Bomb tests

DENNIS went oii to talk about the present London Disarma-
ment Conference* He emphasized that the United States has been
-carrying through the policies of DULLES, RADFORD and STRAUSS, >

calling for a turndown of even partial disarmament* He pointed »

out that the United States brazenly re-armed South Korea and broke
the truce* He drew the conclusion that the war danger continues; > ?

but that the main international trend is for peace,
*

A .According to DENNIS, the peace camp is lecl by the
countries of Socialism — that Is, the Soviet Union primarily.

±wy-.'
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then China and others 0 The co-opearation of the Bandung nations
has made the camp of peace much stronger 0 They are compelling the
imperialist nations toaccept, even if reluctantly, the idea of
peaceful co-existence,

Then DEMIS stated that the so-called allies of the United
States nullified the American ban on trade with China,, He said
that Britain and Japan are doing this,, He also stated that the
peaceful countries and the Soviet Union are breaking the monopoly
of the United States in the Mediterranean,,

The events in the USSR occurring at the present time are
influencing the course of peace,, "What took place in the Soviet
Union reinforces the policy of peaceful co-existence , He said that
the United States is trying to increase tensions everywhere,, He
cited as examples of defeats for the United States State Depart-
ment the fact that Indonesia has weathered a number of coups,' and
that in Nigeria, in Algeria, In Syria

" “

of the State Department were defeatsd„
ia in .Egypt© -cne maneuvers

DEMIS then said that the fight taking place in this
country to outlaw the A and H-Bomb tests- Is being reflected in-
foreign policy struggles, As an example. It is reflected In the
fact that some leading Democrats have asked for a new look in
regard to the relation of the United States to the Socialist
countries,. In this regard, he mentioned Senators MIKE MANSFIELD,
WARREN MAGNUSON and others. He said that there Is also a struggle
in the EISENHOWER Administration In regard to foreign policy .and
disarmament. He said that there are differences between the STASSEN
group and the DULLES group concerning the London Disarmament Con-
ference, He stated that STASSEN has said that partial agreement
is possible. Secretary of the Treasury HUMPHREY represents the
interests of the Midwest capital, while DULLES represents chiefly
the oil and financial Interests, as well as the cartels In Western
GermanyoV,

Continuing, DENNIS stated that it is these economic
interests which are clashing with each other. He stated that the
Rockefeller Chase National Bank is pro-DULLES, It controls most
of the oil in the Middle East and other places. This group is
arrogant In pushing Its aggressive policy and the IKE Doctrine , . ,

He said that the STASSEN policy is more flexible and is more respon-
sive to the peace desires and pressures of the people. Regardless
of how this inner administration fight turns out, we know that when
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the DULLES crowd drives to the brink , it is usually stopped by
the pressures of* the other side and the people 0 Then there is a
lessening of tension^A^

DULLES 9 according to DENNIS , goes on tq create new ten-
sions,, This is done because the trusts and the monopolies , which
DULLES represents,, are afraid to lose the armament profits? how-
ever9 even the DULLES crowd vacillates under pressures „ Thus,,
the situation can be altered as the' peace movement grows and ex-
pands* Right now there is such a movement unfolding in the United
States* It is a movement which wants to stop the tests of the H-Bomb
and to stop the use of nuclear weapons in a future war* He stated
that the Gallop polls show that the majority of the people, 63^ as
compared to a smaller/percentage some time ago, wants to ban the
tests of the H-Bomb *£,

DENNIS went on to talk about the dangers of the fallouts,
particularly In the temperate gone* He said that this has aroused
tens of millions of Americans who are afraid of peacetime anni-
hilation* He said that this has also aroused such prominent people
as Dr* SCHWEITZER and many scientists, both in this country and
abroad* DENNIS stated that the DUCLES-RADPORD-STRAUSS crowd® s bogy
about Soviet aggression is falling on deaf ears and the people are
learning through experience that this crowd is only shouting to
defend the interests of the armament trusts,, He said that the
movement to stop H-Bomb tests Is mushrooming and is developing on
a nation-wide scale* It consists of churchmen, pacifists, scien-
tists and now even certain sections of labor* He stated. We
should take particular note of the activity of the scientists,
the Quakers and the churchmen® s crusade against the H-Bomb* . He
stated that this organised activity is uneven from state to state*
In some states, it is highly developed, while in some states there
is very little activity

Next DENNIS described the petitions of the American
Friends Service Committee and the petitions of the scientists*1 =

He pointed out that a half million people have signed these peti-
tions or similar petitions* Hundreds of thousands of letters
have been sent to the President* He said that there are instances
where .resolutions have been introduced In state legislatures ask-
ing for the halt of the tests* He cited as one example the state
of Washington* He stated that- In some instances there is a demand
for local actions? for example, that the City Council or the state'
legislature pass laws demanding the testing of food, milk, cereals, ,

etc*., which are contaminated by the fallout*
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Hext DENNIS stated that he thinks that there ought to
be a demand, and there are such demands, for universal treaties*
He said some organisations are demanding not only the outlawing
of the bomb, but also the stopping of the stockpiling of nuclear
weapons* He stated that the movement in the United States does
not yet compare to the movement against nuclear weapons in Britain,
India and Japan* Nevertheless, there is a real potent movement
in this country* He said that he thinks that this movement is
potent enough to keep the London Disarmament Conference in session*
He stated that even the Democratic • Party command is compelled to
pay attention to the October, 1956, policy of ADLAI STE¥ENS0N in
regard to the tests and the fallouts* YU

Then he said that to develop this movement it is neees<£
sary tog (1) Pay more attention to the unfolding of protests on
a local basis* In this regard, he referred to the proposals in a
letter sent to all Districts in June, 1957 o He stated that this
letter was signed by him* (2) That women and mothers should be in
the forefront of such a movement* Yet, the largest women8 s
organizations have not yet been mobilized* (3) That the main
mass organizations of the Negro people should be involved* (Ij.)

Up to the present time, labor has been disinclined to go along
with this movement* GEORGE MEANT has been trying to elicit labor
on the DTJLLES=RADF0RD®STRAUSS side, but lately there are promises
of new developments since some labor leaders have Come out openly
as advocates of peace* What ought to be done in the labor move®
ment is to combine the fight for the outlawing of the H®Bomb or
the H®Bomb tests with a drive for tax reductions and for higher
wages in order to show how the working class can profit eeonomi®
cally from such a banning of the bomb* (5) That the mass move®
ment demanding the outlawing of nuclear tests be linked with the
fight for a general disarmament* He said that it is necessary
to put pressure on Washington, since Washington has been resist®
ing disarmament and is trying to tie up German reunification with
disarmament in order to make disarmament impossible*^'

Then DENNIS discussed the Hague Convention Covenant of
1925 o He, said. We ought to popularize this covenant which deals
with the outlawing of gas and bacterial warfare* The Soviet Union
ratified this treaty* Even though the United States Senate did
not ratify this covenant, gas was never used in World War II*
It is important to popularize this covenant because this covenant
does not contain any means of control* • It does not require the
establishing of testing stations, the moral climate of the
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world prevented the use of gas and bacteriological methods in
World War II

Continuing,, DENNIS stated that the principles in the
Hague Covenant can be used for the outlawing of the A and H weapons ofa

Next DENNIS stated that what is necessary is an ideolog-
ical offensive to expose the exponents of the so-called ’’clean”
bomb. He quoted from a statement by the French high commissioner
In charge of atomic energy, who said that the statements about a
’’clean” bomb are shocking statements because mass destruction of
life would result in any case. It would not diminish th©> danger
of an atomic war-vjioj* would it diminish the destruction of the people
or civilization*

According to DENNIS, the DULLES-RADFORD idea that these
nuclear weapons are supposed to be deterrents against war is just
not so. He emphasized that the only real deterrent against war ,

is peaceful co-existence. He said that peaceful co-existence is
the cardinal thing. RADFORD*1 s statement that you cannot trust

:

the Russians should be answered with the statement that the Amer-
ican people cannot trust 'the ADENAUERs, the CHIANG-KAE-SHEKs, the
SIGMUND RHEEs and the others with the use of such weapons because
their use of such weapons may lead the world to destruction and .,

will lead to the destruction of the American people

DENNIS went on to say that the American Communists have
made contributions to this movement. He mentioned the cities -of
Philadelphia and Detroit, ’and the states of New Jersey .and Calif-
ornia in this regardo He also talked about the role of the ’’Daily
Worker” and ’’The Worker” in helping to unfold this movem©nt^^>.

DENNIS emphasi'^ejd, however, that the Party activity has
been limited. He said that the problem Is how to expand and .

multiply all these united front activities against the A and H%omb
tests. He said the Party should work for universal pledges to
outlaw the use of A and H bombs. The Party should fight for the
peaceful application of atomic energy. In this fight, it should
be pointed out that monopoly® s hold on atomic energy needs to be
broken. The Party should point to the Socialist possibilities toj
develop research for the peaceful use of atomic energy. This ’ '

'

should be done for the present . and not for a long-range objective.
He stated that the Party should center pressure on the ending of
nuclear tests and the beginning of peaceful uses of atomic energy.

'
t*
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This is the present burning issue © In conclusion, he stated that
to merely advocate the outlawing of nuclear tests may be a limited
issue but it is an urgent objective and it will lead to even bigger
things, politically speaking^3^
Discussion of DENNIS® Report

Remarks ' of

Thebe' wa4 a discussion of DENNIS® report and the speakers
were each limited to ten minutes

The first speaker was from Los Angeles, be
b7CHe went into a spiel concerning the results of mutation on corn,

on flies, etc© He stated that he represented himself as a corres-
pondent for the "People® s World" and interviewed some scientists
at the California Institute of Technology* He pointed out that
while these scientists were ready to give scientific opinions, they
did not want to be drawn into controversies of a political nature «,

Remarks of MOLLIE WESTj ^
]was followed by I

[ of Illinois
She stated that the liberal

?paciflst 9 church and scientific organ-
izations have taken the lead in this movement© She stated that
the obtaining of forty-three names bn a petition of the American
Friends Service Committee got the ball rolling© She said that a
University of Chicago committee has started a petition among
scientists© She stated that approaches are being made to the
trade unions and that some' scientists are addressing trade unions
and talking to them about the danger of the fallouts© These
scientists are taking advantage of summer schools which have been
organized fey the trade unions© As an example, she mentioned

I and said that he had talked to members of the
umued Auto Workers in Chicago about the dangers of the fallou^©^^

b6
b7C

„ , ,
continued by stating that there Is a need

to prepare Immediately for a united front campaign.this fall©
’

She then described how five thousand copies of "The Worker" supple-
ment, dealing with the outlawing of H-Bomb tests, had been dis-
tributed in Illinois© She said that the Illinois District has .

also ordered five thousand copies of the letter of EUGENE DENNIS
to President EISENHOWER concerning the banning of H-Bomb tests©
In conclusion,| stated that she had personally gone to

b6
b7C
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the office of the American Friends Service Committee in Chicago
and had asked them for copies of their petition which demands the
outlawing of H-Bomb tests,, She said that as a result of this
visit, the American Friend^ Service Committee withdrew the peti
tion and substituted another one for' it,

| confession that she went to the American Friends
oramittee and asked for copies of Its petition became a

big point of discussion at this meeting* Almost everyone ques-
tioned the advisability of doing such a thing in the name of the
Communist Party* It was felt that this was not a good approach
and that it would have been better for Individual Party members,
hot identifying themselves as such, to have gone to the American
Friends Service Committee and obtained copies of this petition*
They felt that it was better for the Party to stay In the back-

b6
b7C

ground and that

Remarks of

X

Il

action was a Leftist mistake *1^,

|was followed
He said that the issue of outlawing
fight in the Farmers Union* He said that the paper distributed

fcyjl
* ts

l of Montana;
ie H-Bomb Is causing a major

b6
b7C

by the Farmers Union in Montana is generally very dulls however.
It has reprinted SCHWEITZER® s appeal in regard to the H-33omb tests
and it is devoting a considerable amount of space "to the H-Bomb
tests and their effects* He said that If Senator MANSFIELD, who
is running for re-election In 1958 » is behaving' like he believes
in peace, it is due to the pressures and tremendous sentiment of
the rural areas for peace and for the outlawing of the H-Bomb
tests *^,

j

\

Remarks of BEN DAVIS
IJjfe*

BEN DAVIS was the next speaker* He said that the two
principal Issues before the country today are the H-Bomb tests and
civil rights* He said that it is necessary to learn from the
Prayer' Pilgrimage for Freedom in Washington, D*C„, how we can form
united fronts* He stated that Communists are welcomed as Individuals*
It is necessary, however, to be careful In the approach so that
people in other organizations are not put on the spot* We. cannot
always get recognition as a Party, as an organization* We have to
lay the basis first by means of example

DAVIS went on to say that the Communist Party never had
a clear position on the A-Bomb which was exploded over Hiroshima

12 mm
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At that time, we were in a war against fascism and we closed our
eyes to the damage of atomic bombs* The time has come when we
can say that this was wrong* He went on to say that we need to
keep science and the people 5 s reaction to it in mind* We have
to use science to show the dangers to mankind from the fallout
and from the use of nuclear weapons* Nevertheless, it is a
political question* Even though bombs may kill all classes of
people, this is still a political and a class question* We
should mobilize politically for peace and also for the peaceful
use of nuclear energy* Such things are political and it is on
this basis that we can mobilize*

DECLASSIFICATION AUTHORITY DERIVED FROM:
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Remarks of ix
BEN DAVIS was followed by I I of Philadelphia.

He described the development of the movement against Atofiiifc Bomb
tests in Philadelphia. He said that the Women* s International
League for Peace and Freedom placed an advertisement in a
Philadelphia paper. Then this ad* with the addition of local
sponsors, was placed in six other IPenhsyl^driia newspapers. He
said that the signers constitute a very representative list which
includes some labor leaders. He stated that this is ,no fly-by-
night activity

Next, discussed the, Chicago method of direct
approach to other organizations by the Communist Party. He
stated that he doubted the advisability of such a method. In
Philadelphia they work as individuals.. The correspondent for
the "Daily Worker, "

f \9 visited the leaders of some
organizations in behalf of the readers of his paper and got
some petition signatures. He said that the manner of approach
is important because it lays the basis for our future relation-
ship with other groups. He stated that after GENE DENNIS wrote
the letter to President EISENHOWER the Philadelphia Party members
took copies of this letter to prominent individuals and to
organizations. They did not ask for an endorsement but did ftsk
for opinions. He said that since those who were contacted did
not have to commit themselves, a favorable response re suited

Remarks of WILLIAM Z „ FOSTER

.
I
was followed by WILLIAM Z. FOSTER. He stated ‘

he thouglTC 3 tna v GENE DENNIS® report was a good report 0 He
didj, however,, add one point and that is the role of the United
States imperialism. He said 9 we need to add that the purpose
of the United States imperialism is to dominate the world. The
United States was stopped from dominating the world when the
Geneva Conference took place. He went on to say that world
tensions are lessening but that the war danger is not over. The
attempt by the United States^ imperialists to dominate the, world
is not over yet either. It is necessary to clarify this for theS'.

i
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people# He stated that he favors the formulation of the role of
monopoly in imperialism -which was^nsed in the resolution adopted
at the 16th National Convention^V^

It should be noted that this statement by POSTER con-
cerning the role of the United States imperialism created quite
a furor in the subsequent discussions# His point of view was
not altogether accepted*X

Remarks of CARL WINTER

POSTER was followed by CARL WINTER of Michigan# He
said that he agreed with the report of GENE DENNIS and he thinks
that this report can be a guide for immediate, practical action# ..

He stated that in Detroit the Party members have helped to
circulate the petition' of the Women ?s International League for
Peace and Freedom# He also pointed out that one hundred trade

t

union ‘.leaders were selected for the purpose of mailing to them
the supplement of "The Worker" which dealt with the H-bomb# ;

Furthermore, a number of these trade unionists were given three
,

month subscriptions to "The Worker which were paid for by
other trade unionists

WINTER went on to say that the fact that REUTHER ®s
signature appeared on the petition calling for the banning of
H-bomb tests, is not known to the membership of the UAW# He
said that this is no accident# REUTHER has kept quiet about •

’

signing this petition because there is an economic basis for not
making this fact known# He said that many of the workers are
afraid that disarmament will cause unemployment# Since REUTHER 5

has not given an answer concerning what the workers will do s

instead of producing armaments, the Communist Party should
supply some answers# For example, it could be stated that in-
creased trade could act as a substitute for production of armament s.

CARL WINTER was also critical of what he called the
Chicago method of the direct Party approach# He also stressed
the point that was made by GENE DENNIS that the Party should
talk about a universal agreement on disarmament- and not about

V~> .<
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a; unilateral agreement* He said, let other people talk about
unilateral disarmament , We should remember the Party's mistakes
of the past whereby we would only demand disarmament for our
country but not for the Soviet Union* If we placed the issue
in this unilateral way we will expose ours^ljpes, therefore, we
should put stress on a universal agreemen^av

Remarks of BEN DOBBS

BEN DOBBS of California was the next speaker o He
mentioned the wide circulation of the petition of the American
Friends Service Committee* He said that in a matter of a few
weeks they have already obtained three thousand signatures , He
also mentioned the campaign .against the H-bomb tests being
waged by the Fellowship of Reconciliation, He also mentioned the
Walk-a-Thon into the desert where the tests are held* Then
DOBBS' stated that a scientist club of the Communist Party has
asked why the USSR does hot set an example by unilaterally
stopping the tests* This Party club stated that Russia could
at least stop the test’s- until the United States resumes the
tests. This action by Russia might influence world opinion,
DOBBS stated, however, that he thought the best answer is a
universal agreement to stop the tests*

i

Remarks of BURT NELSON 1

DOBBS was followed by BURT NELSON of Washington* He
stated that a resolution asking for the outlawing of the A and
H-bomb^tests was introduced into the Washington State Legislature*
It was sponsored by the young democrats and it failed to gain a \

majority by only a few votes* He^said that in the State of
Washington there is a wide spread feeling *and there is a campaign

,

in the University among the educators and the students and also
among the trade unionists, jruch as the teamsters, for the out- i

lawlng of the H-bomb tests^^ t

Remarks of JOHN GATESj
j

JOHNNY GATES was the next speaker* He said that he
agrees with the report of GENE DENNIS* He stated that GENE
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DEMIS dealt with the fact that there are contradictions and
differences within the ranks of the, Bourgeoise 0 He said these
differences exist nationally and internationally * WILLIAM Z 0

FOSTER once said , and correctly so, that the Communists live
off of the Bourgeoise 0 While this statement is correct he
does not agree with FOSTER ! s statement that today the United
States imperialists are out to dominate the world,, He said the
situation is long past when the United States imperialists can
dominate the world 0 That is a dream,, The United States imperial-
ists cannot overthrow" socialism, therefore , they cannot dominate
the world o While the United States imperialists want to dominate '

the capitalist world*, they are not even succeeding in this because
there is resistence on the part of the allies of the United
States o While the United States imperialists do oppose the
socialist world they cannot dominate the socialist world. Con-
tinuing, GATES stated that this explains the differences in‘ the
ranks of the Bourgeoises Some of them already recognize that
they cannot overthrow the socialist statesOQ,

Then GATES talked, about the need for all nations to
stop A and H-bomb tests 0 He said that the Party should publicize
a slogan calling for all nations to stop the tests,, Furthermore

,

the Communist Party should state that all nations should with- >

draw their troops „ He also talked, about WALTER LIPMANN’s idea
that there has to be a self-enforcement agreements This idea
of self-enforcement could be added to the report of GENE DENNIS „He also talked about the argument that Russia cannot be trusted *The real, issue, he believes, is not ’this but is the issue of
whether or not DULLES 9 RADFORD and others can be trusted 0 In
conclusion he mentioned that the ‘"Wall Street Journal" had even,
opposed the use of the word, "urgent” in criticism of a speechby DULLES concerning disarmament agreement

s

0

Remarks of TOMMY detokt ta '

.. .
GATES was followed by TOMMY DENNIS,, He 1 talked about

ths need to answer the economic problems which result from dis-armament o Hesaid the workers- do not know what they will do -ifthe production of weapons is stopped* He also stated that there

- i
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is opposition to the establishment of an atomic power plant in
Michigan,, He said -that the people are worried about the dangers
involved in the use of atomic energy,, He said that the Communist
Party should work out proposals which could be introduced in
various organizations and which would deal with such problems o

Motions Resulting ffcom the / \ ,

Report of EUGENE DEMIS _l

A- motion was made that the report of EUGENE DENNIS be
accepted and that it be publishe

d

A motion was made that a delegation*- representing the
Party, go to Washington for the purpose of talking to spokesmen
for the administration and to Democratic Party leaders in the"
Senate on the question of disarmament*&

There was a proposal to work out some safety measures
on the use of atomic energy* There was a proposal to draft' a
number of bills which would prevent the control of atomic
energy and the monopoly of atomic energy, °which is. presently
in the hands of the Duponts*

All of these motions were referred to the National
Executive Committee except the motion to endorse DENNIS* report*
The report of EUGENE DENNIS was accepted unanimously

*

AFTERNOON SESSION OF SATURDAY * JULY 27, 195?J >

'

The afternoon of Saturday, July 27, 195>7, opened with
ANTON KRCHMAREK as the Chairman 0^
Report on Organization by SID STEINj^

The afternoon session of. this National Committee meeting
opened with a report on organization by SID STEIN* He stated
that we are nearing the end *of the first stage of the post
convention period,. We want to re-establish and re-organize the
Party* He went on to say that the- Rational Committee did not
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establish itself until May,
are just being established

Even now many committees pr subcommittees
Some commissions have met and are

starting to work 0 We are at last getting to organizational
problems o We are beginning to pay attention to organization* The
periocj. of re-organization of our leadership has contributed to

our difficulties. This National Committee meeting must solve
problems, •which were left over from the National Convention in
order to permit us to enter into a new period. He suggested that
the problems be discussed in a debate and that the debate should
be,hoW; to find the best methods- of rebuilding the Party. The.

objective is to make the Communist Party an effective instrument
in the class struggle. The class struggle goes on relentlessly

STEIN reminded the National Committee members to remember
the wor&s of WILLIAM Z. POSTER, that factionalism should come to
an end, however, in the process of asking for factionalism to
come, to an end, there were many misunderstandings. There can be
no question for us as to whether or not we need the^Communist
Party. Since we do not question bin?’ basic' scientific 'outlook,
Marxism-Leninism, we cannot- questlLbri the. .need of a Party." Yet
there is something new in the present situation. The convention
is that thing which is something new and we must emphasize what
is newVy

STEIN stated that since the 20th Congress of the Communist
Party of the Soviet Union, every Communist Party has addressed
itself to new things .Other Communist Parties have received a new
impetus as the result of the recent events in the Soviet Union.
Communist Parties are making contributions to the ideas of
Marxism and Leninism. The Chinese Party and other parties have
made new contributions. These are contributions for us too,
even if we do not copy them exactly. It would be strange indeed
if all the other parties carried through on corrections in their
work and policies, yet ’all the American Party did was to re-affirm
its past policy. In reconstructing the Communist movement we have
to use new cement which will link us to the masses. While we
seek the new we also reject any and all propositions that Marxism,
is outdated or that capitalism will spontaneously change of itself,^

>
.
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Then STEIR asked , -what problems need solution 0 Answering
this question , he stated that this Rational Committee must end
the period of uncertainty and demobilization* He said that there
are two extreme tendencies which challenge the line of the
Rational Conventions, One tendency saw the Rational Convention
as a revisionist plot^ especially since the questions of peaceful
transition, and the right to dissent, were raised * We put into
our resolution the phrase, Marxism-Leninism as interpreted by
us* If we did otherwise it would have pulled us back to sectarianism
and dogmatism*)^

Continuing, STEIR stated that those who oppose this
concept, that is, the ultra-Left are now trying to launch a
new, pure Communist Party,, Then there is the opposite tendency*
The opposite tendency magnifies all our mistakes and would reject
our contributions to the working class struggle * The supporters
of this tendency are those who have lost confidence in the Party*
These are the ones who have lost confidence in the future of the
Party 0 These are the people who have been disenchanted by the'
KHRUSHCHEV revelations concerning STALIR* These are; the people
who are trying to divorce the role of the Soviet Union from its
historical context, that is* from the fact that the Soviet Un-i nn
is playing a most progressive role in the world* These are -ttae

people who do not see that the convention has made changes 0
)p'

STEIR went on to say that we may still have differences*
Revertheless, we must find the many things which can unite us*
The task of this Rational Committee is to get a picture of the
status of the Party, to determine why there were such great
losses of members and to give answers on how to reverse this
trend* This Rational Committee must begin to seek answers regarding
the contents of our work and the forms of our organization*

^^
STEIR said that there has been an emergence of new

Marxist groupings, some of which are composed of old Communist
Party members* While we are discussing the content of our
work and the form of organization we must determine what our
relationship will be to these groups* Then this Rational
Committee must also develop' a comprehensive plan to build the

- 20 -
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Communist Party, a plan whereby we can begin to build the
Communist Party this fallTtS<^

Next* STEIN went on to say that the decline in member-
ship continues o This decline includes leading personnel and
rank and file members c While it is a very unpleasant task to
give these facts, it is necessary to give them if we want to chart
a course for the future 0 He stated that the figures that he
was about to give are close to the truth, in his opinion, but
that he would protect himself by saying that they amount to an
educated guess « These figures should now he looked upon as
points of departure o He said that in 1956,the New York organization
had 8j8'00 Members; Not/' the :New”Y6'h^WgWizarti6h;.has between
3,!?00' and 4 ,000 members-3. In 1956 New England had 387 members and
now it has only l50« In 1956 Eastern Pennsylvania had 600 members
and today it has 450* In 1956 Western Pennsylvania had 120 members
and now it has 85 o In 1956 Ohio had 588 members, today it has
450 o In 1956 Michigan had 411 members and today it has between
300 and 350 -members,, In 1956 Illinois had 1,000 members and
today it has between 600 and 700 members s In 1956 Minnesota
had

2J2 members and now it has 200 members* In 1956 the Northwest
had 350 members and today it has 300 members* In 1956 New Jersey
had 730 members and today it has 600 members * In 1956 Connecticut
had 200 members and today it has 100 members * In 1956 Wisconsin
had 164 members and today it has 125 members * In 1956 California
had 2,900 members, today it has 2,200 members 0 The total number
of Party members today is 10,000' compared with 17,000 last year *

!^
It Is noted that SID;.STEIN did not deal with the smaller

districts, howeverv the total figure he mentioned; included the
smaller districts^v

•
;

•

After giving these figures, STEIN went on to talk
about the nature of these losses* He asked, what kind of Comrades
have left the Communist Party* Answering this question he
stated that not only have middle class people left the Party but
many workers in basic industry and many who have been active in
mass organizations have left the Party* He said that the Party
has been badly mauled and is bleeding but the Party is still Alive

- 21
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and it can and will be rebuilt,, He stated that the figure of
10,000 is not a fixed quantity,, There are still many Comrades
who are sitting on the fence or who are passive „ These members
may be included in this f'igure>g£.

Continuing, STEIN stated that the losses have not
been confined to rank and filers,, Active leaders were also lost*
Hundreds of Comrades, including leaders, have been lost and it is
necessary for the Comrades to get it out of their heads if they
think that 10,000 is as low as we can go 0. He went on to say that
the losses were not the same everywhere * He said that where
factionalism was the greatest or where the extreme outlook by
the leadership vas the greatest, the losses were the largest,,
There were also losses when the leadership abdicated and where
they lost confidence in the Party,, There were also losses in
those places where the leadership thought that the National
Convention did nothing 0j&

i

Next, STEIN stated that wherever there was a fight
for the;;Party line and some;. activity^ there . we find some stability
at a minimum level* The Party lost its attractiveness, not
because it is not a militant, Marxist-Leninist Party, but 'because-
it did not make enough changes* We need a new type and a new
outlook on organization* He said that the view that the Party
is not militant, enough and is not Marxist-Leninist and the .view
that the Party did not make radical changes are both wrongo
These two extreme views were refuted this morning when the
Comrades who participated in the discussion cited their experiences
and pointed to the amount of work that is going on«^

There are some people, STEIN went on to say, who say
that all those persons who left the Party are weak sisters 0

This is a very confortable and easy explanation but it ! is not
the answer* Many of the people who left >the Party were not
summer soldiers* Many of these were veterans of the

;
eold war*

They stood by the Party* Many people may differ with- their
judgment about departing but. we should not doubt their sincerity® •

We should help to bring them : back into the Party* Some said that .
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we over-criticized the Party# He said that he does not agree with
this# He said that the criticisms in the resolution adopted at
the National Convention are being accepted* however* there is
another kind of criticixm* for example* the statement that we
wasted the last ten years<> . This'is a different criticism and
is not a collected criticism# This type of criticism and the
criticism which came out of the convention should not be confused#JG

STEIN said that if he listed the names of people who have
left the Party in New England and the names of some of the
people who have left the Party in Chicago* particularly old
time leading steel workers* then this National Committee would
understand that we are not dealing with a simple problem of
rank and filers merely losing faith# Therefore* we have to
look for deeper reasons causing people to leave the Party® We
have to look into ourselves and we have to do something before we
can tell these people that they are wrong•V

Some say that the Party, as such* cannot emerge as a
force to lead the workers# We must find's common denominator
for all the reasons why people left the Party# There has been a
weakening of ideological moorings# In order to rebuild the
Party it is*. necessary to re-lay the ideological foundation#
Some say that in order to do this we need to rebuild faith in

I

the Soviet Union# For thirty-seven years we have been loyal
friends of the Soviet Union# We follow them on faith# We did
it in an idealistic and dogmatic manner# When it was shown
that Soviet society has been developing with difficulties and
that the reality is quite different than the dream and that
there are some shortcomings

9 the effect was that it shook and
cracked our foundations# Therefore* can we rebuild by merely
restoring faith in the Soviet Union through the use of words*
as of old# He said that he would gave a categoric answer to
this question and this answer woulql be* no# He said that the
struggle for a new, foundation means doing more than parroting
resolutions of good faithi It is necessary to fight both views,
that is* the view ofthfet who want J

, faith in the Soviet Union
and itiieb view of those who say that ther&is no socialism in •

the Soviet Union# ’
«

f ‘

turnip
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Then. STEIN said, lep us show that the defeat of MOLOTOV,
KAGANOVICH and MALENKOW will accelerate 3 the advance of the
socialist Soviet Union,, We need a rational analysis of Soviet
society and this will help implement our convention resolution*
We have to have this rational analysis but this is only one
aspect of the problem* The ideological roots are in this country*
United States capitalism cannot give the people the material
advantages it brags about* Inevitably there will be a victory
of socialism, but' creative Marxism will illuminate the path for
the American working class* Hp said that LENIN once said that
Marxism means concrete investigation of concrete facts* This is
the way we have to operate and tie ’pronounced this at the National
Convention. We are making progress and ^VICTOR PERLO * s book,
'The Empire of High Finance1

' should help to lay an ideological
basis for our work*^^

It should be noted that this book by VICTOR PERLO
sells for and was sold to persons present at this meeting
for I3olf0* It was made available at this reduced price because
the book is considered to be very important* It has Just beeh
issued by International Publishers and deals with the structure
and operation of monopoly in thp United States^jJ^
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STEIN further stated that in the writing of the new Party
program* it wiXX be necessary to search for facts and to give
concreteness to our ideoXogy* because ideoXogy is. reXated to
organization. We must convince those who waiver or those who
have Xeft the Party that the Communist Party is an indispensabXe
force. Events have shown the need for a Communist Party, The
H-Bomb movement is being heid back because it is being opposed

,

by the giant monopoXies and trusts. The workers have the greatest
stake and the greatest capabiXities to deveXop this movement to
ban the H-Bomb tests. This' movement to stop these tests is a
mixed cXass coaXition, It wouXd be far more effective if the
workers in our Party were most consciously aware of the signifi-
cance of this movement and were more invoXved in this movement^)^

Next STEIN stated that the movement for civil rights
and for integration is aXso a mixed cXass movement. If we had
the right kind of a Party* we could make a unique contribution.
We cannot proceed as we did in the past* and as an example of this,
he cited the Scottsboro case. He said we initiated the Seotts-
boro case. As opposed to this* the Montgomery movement was ini- ;

tiated by the people in Montgomery through their own leadership,
We can give assistance to such a movement* but It may be a modest
assistance similar to that used in the Prayer Pilgrimage 1

, This'
showed a new approach. It was a modest beginning* but an impor- 1

tant beginning, p/

Next STEIN discussed the labor movement. He said that
the labor movement faces many problems. It has to deal with the
question of technological advanceSf the fight for the thirty-hour
week and the repelling of the attacks on the labor movement. Our
role cannot be merely one of fighting against the’ racketeers , < It
must contain a plan to deal with the problem of the racketeers,-'
He stated that the labor leaders lack a class approach. For example

,

their stand on the Fifth Amendment is actually a surrender of the
rights of the workers. This shows that the Communist Party! is

,

needed. If we carry through our -line* as adopted by the 16th Party
Convention* we can be of great help to the labor movement^g^

Next STEIN ’discussed the recent Supreme Court decisions.
He said that the Supreme Court decisions are reXated to the Party® s
struggXe for the BiXX of Rights, This is true even though the

,

Supreme Court justices may have seen things differently than, the
Party, This struggXe for XegaXity and for the BIXX of Rights is
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a glorious page in the history of the Communist Party, Yet, some
members question our approach in the struggle for the Bill of
Rights o He went on to say that the Party did make mistakes in
the early 1950® s, It underestimated the trends' of the American
people for civil liberties. He stated, however, that the fight
for the legality, of the Party has just begun. We should be aware,
however, ©f the fact that the counter-attack against the Bill of
Rights and against the Supreme Court Is in full swing. The Issues
are before the country and the Party has to show how the rights
of the Communists are intertwined with the rights of labor and with
the rights of the people^O^

STEM went on to tal k about tba need to fight for
amnesty, for HljlNRY WINSTON and | 1 He said that we have
to point out and prove that the objectives of the Communists in
these cases are real and that these objectives pertain to others
besides Communist Party members. We must also show that the 16th
National Convention was not a facade,)^

He said we need to- answer many questions, For example,
some say that perhaps the Party is needed but that it Is isolated
at the present time. He went on to say that this isolation of the
Party is ‘not pre-ordainedf it Is related to subjective and objec-
tive factors. This isolation can be broken. There Is a need
for a long-range view. Socialism will require a broader Party
than the present Communist Party, We do not propose to wait until
such a movement emerges. We propose to build the Communist Party
and then hasten the building of a broad Socialist movement. These
are the. reasons for the Party and the kind of a Party we have.
This National Committee .will develop the line and direction of the
16th National Conventions^

Next STEIN stated that there are many problems to solve.
How do we approach the rebuilding of the Communist Party? Do we
keep only those we have or do we get others? He said. We cannot
underestimate the ten thousand members we have. Yet, we need to
win back many and we need to keep the many who are vacillating and
who have not yet made up their minds whether t© ‘ stay In the Party
or to leave the Party, No ordinary drive in the fall will win
back a great many people, because other questions will be coming
up in the process. Some individuals say that they cannot return
to the club from which they came or to the section where they were
a member because they have been in fights' with various < individuals

26
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and had serious differences with these individuals,, While we
fight for certain standards in the Party Constitution, we should
not stand on formalities in bringing people back into the Party 0

This should apply no matter where these people are or in what
kind of an organization they are at the present time* He said that
even if we have to affiliate them to the National Committee, we
should do sOo We have to bring these people back and look upoh
it as a transitory proposition* " Bringing these people back, in
whatever form, is a problem* It has its dangers, because the big
question is that of improving the club 'life of the Party 0 We
must begin to do this now because as the club life of the Party
is presently constituted, it is not conducive for work^ffC

Then STEIN suggested that there be joint meetings between
Party and non»Party people 0 Concerning forms of organization, he
said that the Party cannot be too concrete or too specific* The
best that can be done is to exchange experiences and let the next
National Committee meeting finalize the question of forms of organ-
isation* Concerning non-Party Marxist groups, including former
Party members who are not hostile to the Party, STEIN said that
he believes that the Party can compete with some of these groups
and try to bring the members into the Party* This should be done
through friendly urging* In the case of individuals, who were

,

former Party members and who are now isolated, we should say, ; .

Form an organization and we will compete with you* He said that
we have to be on guard that we do not remain a g'arrison Party and
believe that all other groups are waiting to be rescued by us*
If we follow this policy, we will be doomed*^ _

STUN then suggested a draft plan of work be drawn uj5
and that this plan of work be placed into effect in September, .

October and November* He said that a sub-committee should be
established to draw up the plan of work* This plan of work might
do the followings Highlight the issues in the mass campaigns*
Put forth concrete efforts to rebuild the Party* This would include
the pulling together of the cadre including those who are active,
those who are passive and those who have, left the Party* This
plan of work should call for going into the field in order to
visit groups and individuals* It should start at the National
Committee level and then proceed to the District Committee level,
etc.flk^

STEIN also suggested the visiting of cities in which, the
Party organization has disappeared* He suggested the publishing

<=> 27 *= IKIW
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of pamphlets and the making of kits containing ideological material,
This material would deal with the campaign for legality and the
campaign for ajmjesty, for l for HENRY WINSTON,, and for
IRVING POTASH,

The plan of work would also call for the rebuilding of
the press and would evaluate the proposals to achieve economy in
the ’’Daily Worker”, It would deal with the question of rebuilding
of finances of the National Office and the Districts, The plan of
work would also consist of two national conferences. One of these
conferences would be on trade union work and the other would be on
Negro affairs. All of these things in this plan of work would
lead to a Party registration. The goal would be to register at
least twelve thousand to fifteen thousand Party members}^^

Then STEIN turned his attention to the atmosphere in the
Party, He said that a conscious effort is needed in order to
change things. We have to learn how to get along. The membership
wants to know what Is going on. Because of this, it has been
decided to issue a national bulletin - for the purpose of giving
the Party members reports , decisions , disagreements, etc,, which
take place in the top leadership. He stated that this National
Committee is impowered to defend the policies of the Party and to
interpret the policies of the Party, All other bodies must carry
through these policies,

It is to be noted that STEIN was making a reference to
WILLIAM Z, FOSTER and BEN DAVIS and other supporters of the Left
wing who have been giving their own interpretation of the policies
of the Party ThT,

Continuing, STEIN stated that whatever the majority of
the National Committee decides, this is the policy of the Party,
He stated, however, that it is necessary to provide organized
channels for the expression of differences and of dissent. He
suggested that ’’Political Affairs” should have a section set aside
for debate so that personal opinion can be expressed. The new
’’Discussion Bulletin” should also provide for a section for debate.
When it becomes necessary, we will fight for the line of the Party,
Yet, we have to overcome the habit of frenzied reaction to people
who differ with each other. If we approach things in this way,
it should lead to the rebuilding of the Communist Party,
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In concluding, his report, STEIN suggested the following
persons to compose the sub-committee which would develop a plan
of works

TOMMY DENNIS, of Michigan
BEN DOBBS „ of California

I I Qf0 Til ^

TOM NABRIED, of Philadelphia ft.
SID STEIN, representing the National Office.

ment for
Hallj^L.

"When STEIN completed his report, there was a brief adjourn*
dinner, which was served in the restaurant of the Yugoslav

EVENING SESSION OF SATURDAY., JULY 27, 19^7
[ ^

The evening session of July 27, 19f>7, was chaired by
HOSEA HUDSONo

Discussion of the Report on Organization
SID STEIN

Remarks of EMANUEL BLUM

L1&

MANNY BLUM, representing Indiana, was the first person to
discuss the report of SID STEIN„ He stated that he welcomed that
part of STEIN 1 s report which deals with the class role of the Com-
munist Party o He criticized STEIN9 s treatment of the so-called
extremes,, He was particularly critical of STEIN 9 s treatment of the
Left wing, WILLIAM Z, POSTER and those who fought the idea of a
political action association,. He said that POSTER fought against
the idyllic conception of imperialism. He stated that STEIN9 s
report is weak in presenting the opinions of the Left and the
Right, jv

BLUM then went into a criticism of JOHN GATES, He said
that to some extent GATES was echoing the ideological arguments of
imperial!sm,\J/

He also made a statement that those who were in favor
of the political action association were anti-Marxist,

DmTTAZ.
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It should b© pointed out here, parenthetically, that
MANNY BLTJM was the subject of considerable discussion at this
meeting of the National Committee 0 He was almost annihilated and
was the object of almost everyone wrath with the exception of
the extreme Left 0

Remarks of STEVE NELSON

MANNY BLTJM was followed by STEVE NELSON 0 He said that
he had hoped that this meeting would mark a turning point in the
method of discussion,, He said that he was sorry that MANNY BLTJM
has put the discussion on such a low level* He attacked the
frenzied opposition when comrades do not agree on a certain point^l^

NELSON also talked about the need for the Party to deal
with some new problems* He said that there are economic and
political conflicts in the making in the steel industry* TJhemploy-
raent is developing* Technological advances mean that there is
more production with less work* If the Party wants to rebuild,
itself , he believes that it should com© forward with a program
calling for the nationalization of the steel Industry and for
higher wages in order t© influence and to win the worker *^^

Remarks of 50SEA HOLSON
j

The next speaker was HOSEA HUDSONo He referred to him-
self as a refugee because he spends more time in New York than he
does in the South* He talked about the policies of concentration
in,the South and said that the Party should be careful to avoid
becoming involved in only inner Party organizations* If the Party
does this, it does not see what the masses are doing* He stated, •

however, that it is necessary to work differently in the South
than in the rest of the country* In the South it is necessary to
follow concentration policies in particular cities* Furthermore,
the Party may not be able to work by itself in the South* Some-
times there may b© a Party organization, in other cases there may
be organizations of, a Left wing character, and in other cases it
may not even be possible to have organizations of a Left wing
character, provided that people are able to get together on some
issue

Remarks of SAM KHSHNER

The next speaker was SAM KHSHNER, of Illinois* He shid
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that he thinks that some matters that STEIN discussed should be
given more emphasise One would be how to activize the members on
the basis of the demands of the working class 0 As an example of
this, he stated that the Communists in Illinois participated in
defeating the right-to-work law 0 As another example, he cited the
participation In the Prayer Pilgrimage, in the peace movement, and
in the fight for the shorter work week* He stated that we have to
help the comrades to find their independent role as Communists

He stated that he thought that one weakness of STEIN®

s

report was that it did not deal with the manner in which the Party
should function in industry,. He asked how security would be sup-
plied, He said that the Supreme Court® s decisions do not answer
everything. There is still the question of security j, How do you
stop the activities of stool pigeons? In conclusion, he stated
that STEIN® s report leaves him baffled on the question of Social-*
ist groupings o With regard to ideology, there was a tendency to
blur the class line in STEIN® s report,^

Remarks of WILLIAM Z, POSTER

KUSHNER was followed by WILLIAM Z, POSTER, He said that
he is pleased that STEIN placed stress on the building of the Party,
He stated, however, that he thought that STEIN® s proposals for
building the Party organization this fall were too general in
nature. He said that he would base the rebuilding of the< Com-
munist Party on the 16th National Convention, He would also put
an end to factional strife and would handle differences o n the
ideological sphere. He would review the Party® s mass work on
all fronts and involve the entire Party in mass work. He would,
have a systematic effort on all levels to bring back old members.
He would have an Ideological rehabilitation of the PartyArv

Continuing, POSTER stated that the Party was damaged
and that its prestige was damaged. He said that we have to '--teach

the membership the indispensibility of the Communist Party as a
vanguard Party based on Marxism-Leninism, He said the Communist
Party is not a stop gap Party which is waiting for some other Party
to take its place. He said that he disagreed with STEIN, who had
stated that we did not over-eritleize the Party, He said. We

.

dragged the Party into the gutter. We should emphasize that we
played a Vanguard role In getting the recent Supreme Court deci-
sions, We should quit deprecating the Party, He also stated that

rasam
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he thought that the resolution dealing with the vanguard role of
the Party is too weak* He mentioned the glorious role the Party
played in Seottsboro^L

Then POSTER said that he disagreed with STEIN concerning
the various extremes * He said that STEIN overemphasises the
Lefto POSTER said that the bulk of the Left is all right and that
the LA3H group is very small 0 He said the Right did exist and
almost liquidated the Party* The real danger came from the Right*
We cannot solve the problem by Just talking about the two extremes.
There is a' difference between these extremes

Remarks of NAT GANLET^
J ^

'

NAT G-ANEEY followed in this discussion of STEIN® s report.
He stated that he was opposed to members-=at«=large* He said that
he remembers collecting dues from people who are now leaders in
the United Auto Workers,, He even remembers .giving these dues to
WILL WEINSTONE when he was the District Organizer in Michigan

„

Yet, where are these former members^at-large now? Then he urged
more care In regard to the use of the labels of Right and Left 0
He said. We need t© be toleranto We need to merge viewpoints' and'
to carry through the suggestions of STEIN® s report * First of all,
we need to basically unite the National Committee 0

Remarks of EARL DURHAM

EARL DURHAM made a few remarks 0 He said that he thought
that there was a positiveness in STEIN® s report,. He said a rounded
experience from all Districts is needed* He emphasized the problem
of Ideology* He also said he was worried about the age level of
the Party and the failure to attract younger people

Remarks off £/
I l of Ohio, was the next speaker, even

though he is not a member of the National Committee* Re said that
ideologically the Party has to break with Stracheylsm* It is
noted that this was a reference to a recent book by 1

STRACHEY, - ,Tn
which he refutes Marxism^^,

'
1

Then
[

and that they to
1

stated that the losses were slight In Ohio b6

over a period offysars* He said the b7
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losses were small because the leadership in Cleveland fought for
the Party o He stated that he has a feeling that the Natl onal Com-
mittee is moving too slowly and that it is not reacting to the
issues of the people 0 The fact is that there is no program, as
yet, on Negro work, on trade union work, etc 03&^

Remarks of HZ LTJMER (\*

HZ LTJMER, the Educational Director of the Communist
,

Party - USA, was the next speaker,. He said that there is merit
in STEIN® s report because it tries to rebuild the Party,, Even if
we do not agree on a particular emphasis, we should keep our eye
on the main goal, and that is the rebuilding of the Party

Regarding educational work, LTJMER stated that most of
it is still in the planning stage 0 He said that they are prepar-
ing a series of pamphlets dealing with topical questions* These
pamphlets are of a mass character and deal with such questions as
the H-Bomb, inflation, corruption in labor unions, the right to
-vote, the farm question, the shorter work week, housing, youth,
and the Supreme Court and civil liberties'^#

He stated that they are also preparing a series of edu-
cational pamphlets „ One of these will be on the Party, another
will be on labor, another will be on economic and political ques-
tions, another will deal with people ®s capitalism, one will deal
with the Negro question, one with the shorter work week, and this
will be more basic than the first one which dealt with automation* -

They will also have an educational pamphlet dealing with monopolies,
another dealing with pension and health plans, and another dealing
with various phases of foreign affairs

Then LTJMER talked of the need for basic educational,
theoretical textbooks 0 He cited the need for a book dealing with
the question, What is Socialism, and for another book dealing
with the elements of political economy,. Then he stated that they
have long-range ideas for the production of suitable material to
be used for discussions in classes* He said they are working on
outlines on the Party, on political economy, on the American
political system, on the Negro question, on dialectical materialism,
and on the background of American labor* All of these outline’s
will have as their point of departure present day economic problems,
such as inflation* He said

t
that committees are being set up to

33 •=
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work on these outlines and pamphlets and that some of this material
may be ready soon after Labor Day, He stated that he does not
really know whether an outline is the best method for discussions
in clubs, but those clubs which desire these outlines will be able
to get them. He also stated that they are working on an outline
of MAO~TSE»TUNGB s speech on contradictions and an outline on the
38th anniversary of the Communist Party, This outline will be
ready for October and November, and another outline dealing with
the Chinese Republic and its role in the world will also be ready
in November

LUMER went on to say that in the fall it is planned to
have two regional educational conferences. The plan is to hold
one of these in the East and to hold the other one in the Midwest,
They are also organizing in the field of theoretical work and
groups are being formed for the purpose of working out a Party
program. They will work first of all on political economy and
then will deal with the Negro question,

Remarks of DOROTHY ueat.ot
j

HT LTJMER was followed by DOROTHY HEALEY, of California,
She stated that, unlike the past, an editorial is not sufficient to
give direction to the membership of the Party, Since the 20th
Congress of the Communist Party of the Soviet Union; the members
will not accept any explanation. They demand a real scientific
explanation. They no longer base themselves on faith or on belief
such as a belief in mythology. There is no holy writ that we are
that particular Party which will take the lead. We also have to
begin to see .that things do not begin spontaneously Jyp

Then DOROTHY HEALEY stated that perhaps tne Party should
ask why *fe©ns of thousands of members passed through the Party z»anks
in the 1930 B s, She said that at that time we did not doubt the
Soviet Union, We used to shout hurrah about everything that the
Soviet Union did and we took everything

,
on faith. Yet, people

left the Party in those years too. Obviously, there was no good
reason for them to continue to belong to the Party, '

She then went on to explain the work in the Party clubs
in California, She said that even to this day, it requires a lot
of courage to belong to a club. She stated that the clubs are
small and that there is no challenge to express ideas. She said

® 3b - iCOJO1

-
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that in Los Angeles they are experimenting with many new forms *

For example, they have organized a forum and they invite people
from outside the Party to attend Party meetings. She said that
ideologically speaking, the Party at the present time sees things
in ope dimension. Some of the things we say do not correspond
to reality. For example, we described the Negro people 0 s movement
as a united, organized movement. Yet, when you talk to the Negro
people they point out that there are groups within the Negro move-
ment, that there is not always an agreement and that, in fact,
there are disagreements. Therefore, it is necessary that our j

plans and our analyses correspond to reality, if we want to win
back the membership and if the Party is to be an influence.

Remarks of LOUIS WEINSTOCK
j^

DOROTHY HEALEY was followed by LOTJIS WEINSTOCK. He
stated that he was not kept informed while he was in jail. Since
he has come out of jail, he has had occasion to talk to about one
hundred rank and file comrades. He said that most of those he
talked to still believe in the Communist Party and in Marxism-
Leninism. He said he is very much disturbed by the membership
figures given in STEIN* s report. He stated that obviously many
members dropped away during 195>1|. and 195>5» . These people were
neglected and ignored when the Party went underground and chiefly
protected its leadership and paid no or little attention to the
others. He also stated that he is worried about the absence *of‘ a
youth movement.

-

He said that he was worried about the dissolution
of the Labor Youth League and he thinks that the Party ought to
rebuild a youth movement based on Marxism-Leninism, so that the
Party will have some kind of a reserve ./P ,

Remarks of BURT NELSON

BURT KELSON, from Washington, was the next speaker. He .

said he thought that SID STEIN gave a good report. He 'said that
while the rank and file would like to hear this report, he thinks
that STEIN was not specific enough on forms of organization. He
also wanted to know why there was nothing about the youth in
STEIN* s report. He said that they salvaged the Labor Youth League
in Washington. He said that from a national standpoint, the

-

Labor Youth League in Washington was destroyed. The Party in Wash-
ington saved the pieces and it is still functioning. He said that
since the National Convention took place, they have had no member-
ship losses in Washington. The three hundred members remaining

%
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are solid', They are organized in thirty-six clubs. One-half of
these clubs are in Seattle and the other half are scattered
throughout the state

Remarks of

I I said that the losses of membership in Hew
Jersey are continuing and that the figure given by SID STEIN for
New Jersey is an underestimation' of the losses. She said that
even at their convention they did not have agreement on the esti-
mate of the membership in New Jersey, Then she stated that since
the National Convention, the National Committee has not agreed on
an estimate of what was done at the National Convention, She said
that one of the first tasks is to reach a united estimate of the
results of the National Convention,'^/

Remarks of DAVE DAVIS

DAVE DAVIS, of Philadelphia, spoke nexto He mentioned
that he had attended a meeting of the Trade Union Committee on Fri-
day evening, July 26, 195^7 <> He stated that since they were discuss-
ing generalities at this meeting, it was a waste of time. He
stated, however, that he believes that the report of EUGENE DENNIS
and the report of SID STEIN will now give them a basis for doing
something. He said that for the past eighteen months, the Com-
munist Party has been a debating society. He said that' while Com-
munists are working all right In the mass organizations, they work
as Individuals, The collective strength of the Communist Party •

is not being brought to bear 0 He stated that as far as he knows,
the losses of members In Philadelphia occurred chiefly before the
convention, While there are still some losses, there have not
been so many lately^

Remarks of [

, X of New York, made a rah-rah speech
which was actually an attack on STEIN® s report but contained noth'

b6
b7C

ing else of importance

Adjournment of the Sessions of July 27, 19^7

At this time the Chairman called on ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
to address the meeting. She stated that she thought that it was too

- 36
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late and that since she was not feeling too well, she would like
to postpone her remarks until the following day. The meeting
adjourned at this time, which was about 11 s 10

MORNING SESSION OF SUNDAY. JULY 28 . 1

The morning session of Sunday, July 28 , 19J?7, opened up
at 10s 30 A.M. HOSEA HUDSON continued as the Chairman.^
Sub~Report onthe Press,
by JACK STACHEL

The morning session began with a report by JACK STACHEL.
This was a sub»report of the report on organization and dealt with
the press. STACHEL said that he was enthused by the previous day ® s
meeting of the National Committee. He said that he was enthused
by the report of EUGENE DENNIS and that he thought that the report
of SID STEIN and HY LTJMER® s report on education were 'all good
reports. He said that DENNIS® report was a deep analytical report.
He said it reminded him of the old days when they used to dig into
issues. He said that he thought that SID STEIN® s report was one
of the best he has heard in regard to what ails the Party and what
should be done^^

Then STACHEL mentioned the meeting in Carnegie Hall which
had been held on the previous Wednesday evening. He said that it
was attended by eighteen hundred people, although the nDaily Worker”
gave a figure of sixteen hundred. He said he thought that this
was a big event, considering that very little had been done to
organize it and that we should be happy that the people responded
in this "number. He also stated that the speeches were very good
at this meeting jQL >

I would like to say, parenthetically, that the collec=
tion at this meeting amounted to $1,800. Since they charged 90^
admission, this was considered a pretty good per capita collection!
however, the response was not too good because the meeting was
well advertised for weeks and some of the speakers had not been
heard for years, since they had been in jail. The response was
in keeping with the current status of the Party. ALEXANDER
BITTLEMAN refused to go to the meeting because his name was rarely
mentioned in the advertisements of the meeting. The names of
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ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, PETTIS PERRY and BOB THOMPSON were used,
so he refused to associate himself with this type of "equality".^.

To get hack to STACHEL* s report, he criticized WILLIAM
Z e FOSTER for his attitude concerning the role of American Imper-
ialism in dominating the world. He repeated the idea that Amer-
ican imperialism may strive to dominate the world, but an Idea
and an accomplishment are two different things. He said that
American imperialism will never achieve this goal, because of the
strong Socialist world. He then polomized against JOHNNY GATES*
attitude toward the report of EUGENE DENNIS. He said that he
thought that GATES* concept of imperialism was also subjective.
He reminded GATES that LENIN said that imperialism is a phase of
Capitalism and that it is not another policy

Then STACHEL attacked MANNY BLUM. He said that the
BLUM discussion set a very bad example and that BLUM should not
consider everyone who favors a political action association as
an enemy of the Party

STACHEL then went into additional criticism of FOSTER.
He stated that he likes FOSTER, but that FOSTER has a habit of
raising questions in such a manner that sets him apart from others.
He said the big problem is how to work together. We should be
interested in welding together the unity of the National Committee
In order to give leadership to the Party and to the working class.&

Then STACHEL stated that the report he made at the pre-

.

vious National Committee was a mandate. He asked. Was it carried
through? What about the paper? What about its economic status?
Are we going to guarantee the life of the paper? What about the
line of the paper? NA. .

Then he went on to talk about the resolution on the

:

Daily Worker" which had been received from Illinois. He said he
was happy to read this resolution. He said that hot all the
criticism in this resolution is correct but that it was not destruc-
tive criticism. The resolution indicates a plan to build the paper

Then STACHEL reported that only one -half of the subscrip-
tions for "The Worker" have been received thus far. A total of
$36,000 has been received thus far in the fund drive. The "Daily
Worker" subscription goal has been virtually fulfilled. The goal
was 1,300 and at the time he prepared his report a total of 1,232

38
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had been received,, He went on to praise Illinois because Illinois
nas already sent in 62|% of its fund drive goal. He also stated
that Illinois has fulfilled Q$f0 of Its "Daily Worker” goal. It
has already sent in 170 subscriptions p while the goal was 200 e He
said that if Illinois can do it, other Districts ©an do It 0~^>

_ ,
Parenthetically speaking, it should be pointed out that

if it had not been for a windfall, the Illinois District would not
have been so successful in the fund drive. It is noted that an
unidentified man came into the Party office and presented f

| with a paper bag containing $1,200. {8/

STACHEL went on to say that he has studied thirty-five
issues of the paper. He said that he studied the paper to see if
the line of the Party was being carried out. They also had some
hot meetings with the staff of the "Daily Worker”. These meetings
reflected the situation on the paper. He said that the paper has
improved in carrying out the line of the Party. He would aav tha-h
even JOHN GATES has done better, but that SI GERSON and I

have done much better in carrying out the line of the Party

T„_
Then STACHEL stated that it should be kept in mind that

JOE CLARK* s line is not embodied in the editorials. He mentioned
some- good writing and editorials on the United Nations and Hun-
gary, ^on the recent events in the USSR and on the Supreme Court
decisions. He stated that he was criticized for not seeing sec-tarianism in the line of the "Daily Worker” . He admitted that per-haps he had made some .omissions.V

Next STACHEL gave some statistics on the number of
stories and editorials concerning the H-Bomb, housing, civil rights,
slid other issues in the thirty^five editions that he anulyssedo
He went on to point out that from now on they have agreed that
columns should be treated as editorials. This is t® contain col-umnists such as JQE CLARK.

, „„ STACHEL cited some improvements in the paper in articlesdealing with economic questions such as the cost of living, taxesend housing© Then he went into the question of book reviews© He
said that book reviews could be used for political purposes. He
?,
ai ij't'kak the book reviews in ”Tba Wri-mirar.** are not too good. In
he Daily Worker” . | 1 is the chief reviewer and since

ne has an ax to grind, he is always saying something against the

39 °
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Party. STACHEL was particularly incensed about a review

\of a recent book by ARTHUR KOESTLER (ph) . He said that the pro
blem of book reviews still has to be so!bmd_nn_Jihe "Daily Worker”.
He went on to attack the book review by]

| of APTHEKER* s
book, ”The Truth About Hungary” .

Then STACHEL cited the proposals of the national Execu-
tive Committee. These proposals are that the paper continue to
fight for the line of the Party , that a series of articles be
written to deepen the understanding of the 16th National Conven-
tions that these articles be related to current events and prove
the validity of the theory and the indispensable role of the Party.
The proposals also call for the strengthening of certain depart-
ments so that the CLARK group will not hold sway 0 Other proposals
of the National Executive Committee are to invite guest columnists
and to formalize the Editorial Board in order to give it greater
authority for the purpose of getting more productivity.^^"

STACHEL said that the paper was trying to' carry through
these decisions of the National Executive Committee, but that the
paper has not yet given any fundamental answers and no perspectives,
even though it does deal with current problems. He said that he
was disappointed in the articles on Socialism. They did not work
out as was expected,

Next STACHEL talked about the continual fight for ideology
He said that the National Executive Committee must continue to
intensify the struggle for the line of the paper. The political
and organizational measures of the National Executive Committee
should be speedily executed. The proposals regarding the columns
and the setting up of the discussion page should be executed so
that people can express themselves. If they want to dissent, they
will have the discussion page for this purpose and can not usethe
columns in order to dissent

Then STACHEL stated that the leading comrades on the
National Executive Committee and on the paper should be organized
to write for the paper. They should organize for full coverage,
not only of foreign policy but on other things which would imple-
ment the line of the convention.

In conclusion, STACHEL stated that he would suggest that
the National Committee leave It to the National Executive Committee

— IpO —

A
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and to the editors to implement the decisions. He stated that
CLARK is anxious to leave the paper. He said that he does- not
know what damage CLARK would do if he was removed; however, the
National Committee should not divide itself on JOE CLARK. Rather,
it should unite ideologically.^^

Discussion Following STACHEL J s »

Report on the Press /

Remarks of TOM HABRIED /

TOM HABRIED, of Pennsylvania, stated that patience is
necessary in order to solve the problems of the paper. At. the same
time, the Party should not stand for the blackmail of J0HTO3Y GATES,
who threatens to resign as Editor of the "Daily Worker".^

Remarks of I

I I from Illinois, spoke next. She talked about
the status of the Party organization in Illinois. She said that in
Illinois^ the losses of members were only in the steel area and in
South Chicago. She said that except for this, the organization
has remained intact. She pointed out that there are some function-
ing commissions in Chicago which include some non-Party people.
There is a school commission, a housing commission and a health
commission. These commissions contain non-Party people.' The Party
has agreed to meet with these non-Party and ex-Party members, since
these people have always worked on these issues.?^

She went on to state that there is a Eugene Y. Debs
Forum in Chicago, and that there is also a small group of ex-Com-
munist members who meet but who are not spreading their influence.
She stated that the Party also uses other forums or other forms of
organization. These forums are organized on a community basis.

It is believed that
| was referring to the

Hyde Park area of Chicago. She stated that the meetings are held :

b6
_

in homes and non-Party people are invited. These meetings are used
b7c

as umbrellas in order to bring in people who ordinarily would not
want to come into a meeting which is directly under the auspices
of the Communist Party

.

7^
Remarks of TOM DENNIS
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TOMMY DENNIS, of Michigan, spoke® He said that tap to
now the State Committee in Michigan was not a political policy-
making body, but that they ape trying to change this condition®^2^.

Remarks of WILLIAM WEINSTONE I k ^

WILLIAM WEINSTONE, of Hew York, spoke® He said that he
thought that the reports given at this meeting were a positive step
forward® He objected to the lack of time and said that one should
receive more than ten minutes to speak® He said that there were
too many points on the agenda and that everyone is rushed® He
stated that he would like to see future meetings of the national
Committee limited to one or two points so that there can be adequate
discussion

®
jV'

He said he likes SID STEIN s g report because it emphasizes
a Party of Marxism-Leninism® He stated, however, that he did not
think that STEIN gave enough time to the organizational forms® He
said that Leninism has a philosophy of organization and we should
stick to that philosophy of organization® WEINSTONE said that the
repression by the government, as well as the discussion which has
been going on in the Party for some time, has disbursed the Party
organization® There is now a need to get the forces together® XU-''"

Continuing, WEINSTONE said that he objects to non-Party,
uncontrolled forms of organization® He said he does not think that
.the Party should meet with non-Party people or organized groups
which the Party cannot completely control® He asked why the people
lost their ideological moorings® He then quoted from MAO-TSE-TUNG®
He said. We underestimate how the bourgeois© ideological drive has
effected our Party® Pages in the press are given daily to that
Ideological campaign® He explained that HOWARD PAST, JOE STAROBIH,
JOHW STEUBEN and others had an effect on the weakening of the
ideology of the Party®

WEINSTONE then went into a description of the composition
of the Party in Hew York® H© said that to a large extent, the
Party in Hew York is Jewish® The Jewish question has affected the
Party o First of all, there was the extermination of six million
Jews by HITLER® Then there was disillusionment over the handling
of the Jewish question in the Soviet Union 0 Then the Jewish popu-
lation in Hew York shifted from Industry into petty bourgeois©
trades and professions® The Jewish bourgeois© is well organized

42
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and is influencing the Jewish worker’s 0 This influence penetrates
our Party

^

Hext WEINSTONE statecL that the proletariat of the Party-
in Mew York is not sufficiently proletarian in character* This
causes a lot of vacillation* He said that thfe Mew York leadership
at one time wanted to scuttle* the Party* Here he quoted from the
No* 6 issue of ’’Party Voice*’ of 19^6 in order to explain this state®
ment* He said. You don»t forget that at one time the vote in the
Mew York State Committee was 36 to li*. to scuttle the Party and build
a political association* He .stated that some of those holding this
view have now left the Party .YV

Then WEINSTONE stated that one section, Clearview on Long
Island, was dissolved* The leadership deserted the section* For
one year this section had no meetings* Only in recent days has a
group of twelve members been famed in this section*

Bourgeoise ideology seeps into our ranks and the ideology
is the main pillar of the Party* If that is weakened, the Party
is weakened* Then WEINSTONE continued by stating that he welcomes
the proposals of JACK STACHEL regarding the ’’Daily Worker” 0 He
said that the paper has caused demoralization on -many occasions*
Ir we cannot use the paper as Marxist®Lenini sis, what have we got?
The way the paper is being run now, it has been opened to the ideas
of the bourgeoises^

.
w« W. WEINSTONE went on to say that the Party has been

re-organized from top to bottom* The only institution that has
escaped re®organization is the ’’Daily Worker” and ’’The Worker”.
He-a^ed tAy there has been no change there. He said. What about
JOHNNY GATES® threat to resign and the release of CLARK? What
about this threat? Are we going to stand for it? Are we confronted
Si£,Amore serlous situation? If JOE CLARK leaves, does JOHNNY
GATES' intend to leave

_ „„ JY these questions, WEINSTONE made an issue of JOE CLARK*
1 these questions, WEINSTONE openly criticized WILLIAM Z*

FOSTER for the first time, since he is affiliated with FOSTER on most
points of view* a/

WEINSTONE said that FOSTER could help the Party if he
would engage in some self-criticism. He said that FOSTER' has a
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habit of presenting things on an individual basis and in a sharp

-

manner. This -sets 'him -apart from others. If POSTER can do this,
maybe JOHNNY can do it too. He stated that he admires FOSTER and-
that no one else has done more for the Party than FOSTER? however,
FOSTER has to keep In mind that the unity of the Party is important.
FOSTER has to make some approaches where he presents his problems
not only from the individual point of view, but from the point of
view of what is good for everyone, what is good for the collective.

Remarks of HY LTJMER
i

WEINSTONE was followed by HY LTJMER. He said that he does
not consider JOE CLARK a Marxist. He stated that JOE CLARK Is
moving away from Marxism. We cannot live with this situation,. We
have to place the question of the right to dissent versus democratic
central!sm.iO/

The use of this phraseology by LTJMER became a point of debate.
Later on, FRED FINE stated that It is not a question of dissent
versus democratic centralism. It is a question of democratic cen-
tralism and dissent^7

Remarks of U

some remarks by£
I spoke next. He said that he disagreed with

lin regard to the “Daily Worker”. He
said that he thinks that JOE CLARK is stimulating. Just because -

we disagree with him, we should not want to remove him. He asked.
What do we call stimulating, only that with which we agree? He
stated that JOE CLARK should have been invited to this National
Committee meeting in order to participate in this debate. Then he
asked about the Party 8 ‘S attitude toward social democracy. He said
that no answers have been given yet and he would like to get some
answers regarding the Party® s attitude toward social democracy.

Remarks of ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN^p^
ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN, who .declined to speak the pre-

vious night, was the next speaker. She was welcomed to the platform
by FRED FINE, who pinned' a corsage on her In behalf of the members
from Illinois. She made a rahs=rah speech in which she talked about
life In prison and the neglect of prison reform. She commented on
how intolerant people have become. She said that they will not

— )j
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engage in comradely discussions sqafd t4ey expect her to Join some
group « She said that she will not belong to any group. She spoke

sectarianism
» but on the question of Hungary she stated that

she did not see why the Party did not take sides, since reaction
was in the forefront

. she a general speech in which she said that she was
JP?,

6 out of Prison. She promised that she will take a rest™ watch her health# She said that she will participate in
activity and she praised the Party. She said that she is planning
the second volume of her autobiography, and in this volume she will
show what it means to be a Communis

t

_____ should be noted that in this meeting ELIZABETH GURLEY
fLXNH was not as positive as she had been in a private discussion
t

®.

P

pevlous evening. At that time she said she is against the
Left and WILLIAM Z ^FOSTER , who Is doing considerable damage and
harm to the Party>gJ>

Remarks of JOHN GATES

JOHN GATES followed ELIZABETH GORLEY FLYNN in this dis-
cussion. ^He said that this is a decisive meeting.. The form of
organization might decide the fate of the Party. The question of
the Daily Worker" and the removal of JOE CLARK Is tied up with
where we are going.- Do we carry through the decisions of the 16th

or do we reverse them? If we are concerned
with CLARK* s effort to reverse the line of the Party, let us also
be concerned with others who want to reverse the line of the Party.
pa
^i^?

nlarl^r FOSTER. What about WILLIAM Z. FOSTER*

s

articles which have been contrary to the line of the Party? Why
kasn*t somebody raised that? GATES- then referred to WILLIAM Z.
FOSTER* s speech of the previous day In which he 'mentioned the two
extremes. He said that according to FOSTER, there is no extreme
2?

^kere is only the Right danger. He reminded FOSTER
tnat the 16th National Convention resolution says that Left sec-
tarianism Is the main danger, although there are Right tendenciesm the Party and it is necessary to struggle on two fronts^

GATES said that he thought that the National Committee is
not fighting adequately for the line of the 16th Rational Conven-
tion. He; stated that In his opinion, APTHEKER® s book is not the
line of the Party. It is the point of view of APTHEKER. Why is

« 45 «o
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the3?e no excitement? Mh2_h© criticism of APTHEKER«'s book? Whv no
criticism of

| \ It is because | I lust deals
with the labor movement , But if one deals with the USSR, that
is taboof that is to be ©ritiei&edw?

^

Then he asked WILL WEINSTONE if he had said he might resign
as Editor ©f the S!Daily Worker58

0 .He said that he is not afraid of
WILL WEINSTONE or of any threats.A,

Next GATES said that atmosphere is very important <> We
need a good atmosphere so we ©an discuss every question in a eom»
radely way. Then he launched into an attack on MANNY” BLUM, This
was the kind of an attack that has not been seen in the Communist
Party for a long, long time $ .

GATES said that he is not going to dignify MANNY” BLUM by
calling him a comrade, He said that he would call Mm Mp 0 BLUM
and that Mr, BLUM is an enemy ©f the Party , if he states that
people who favor the political association echo the policy of
imperial!sm 0 If you keep on talking about other people as you
have talked about me in, this light, Mr c BLUM, you will drive more
people out of the Party, That kind of talk won«t win five members
back to the Party, This only divides the Party, So you are going
to try to divide the Party into those who are supposed to be for
imperialism and those who are against it. People won«t feel at
home if you continue this type of discussion and create this kind
of atmosphere. You cannot keep on calling people pro=imperiali st
and pro<=faseis€^S>-

Continuing, GATES said that BLUM stated that the Party
was saved twice by WILLIAM Z, POSTER, If the Party was saved twice,
how come we only have ten thousand members at the present time?
Then he stated that he believes that this figure of ten thousand
is inflated. It seems the more we save the Party, the more it
disappears. There must b© something wrong with the way we save
the Party, Some people, like Mr, BLUM, would like to believe that
people are not leaving fast enough, therefore, they want to drive
them out. They want to tighten the screws, they want to purge them.
What we should really do is try to keep people from leaving the
Party, We should not be in a hurry to read them out of the Party
like we are trying to read JOE CLARK out of the Party 0

Then GATES said that it is necessary to be careful how
you criticise people. He said, I have heard a very prominent
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member of the National Committees, who is sitting in this meeting,
say, before GORLET FLYNN went to jail, that she never was a Com-
munist and she never will be a Communist,

It is believed that GATES s©.id this in order to embarrass
some of those persons present at this meeting,, He may have been
referring to a remark made by WILLIAM Z. FOSTER at one time B

Then GATES went on to defend JOE CLARK e He said JOE
CLARK made contributions 0 CLARK mad© particular contributions in
1953s when he showed the correct state of world affairs and showed
that we exaggerated the war danger. Let us not forget that,
GATES said that he has disagreements with JOE CLARK, but he also
has agreements with him. The policy ought to be to persuade. That
is more difficult than chopping heads. The world Communist move-
ment has done better on chopping heads than on persuading people
ideologically,

According to GATES, CLARK has been wanting to quit the
paper, GATES has asked him to stay and fight out his differences
inside the Party. He said that he thinks that if JOE CLARK quits
or is removed, it would be harmful to the cause. He said. Keep
In mind that JOE CLARK has been in the Party since 192?. He is
the one who symbolizes the new approach by the Party' in the minds
of many thousands. If he left under cloudy circumstances, the head
of the FBI, EDGAR HOOVER, would again talk about hysteria and say
that our convention was a phony. Many thousands of people would
believe this, especially since we would carry on this purge after
the Supreme Court decisions

Then GATES said that the Party has not provided channels
for dissent and it has to provide these channels. We will win no
one if our approach Is merely organizational. We have to convince
the people who follow CLARK that he is wrong

In conclusion, GATES said, MIf the National Committee
expresses a lack of confidence in my leadership of the ® Daily
Worker®, I will resign,” If the National Committee takes action
to remove JOE CLARK, I will consider It a lack of confidence.
This is not blackmail nor intimidation. This would mean that the
forces who want to reverse the 16th Party Convention have won. He
went on to say that we either have a Party where we can live and
work together in a comradely way, or we do not. Let us behave
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like an American Party. Let us fight it out on an ideological

Remarks of MICHAEL RUSSOj v»

/t-T-TT-T-l —i——-. m —„ _ '

MIKE RUSSO, of Hew England, followed JOHN GATES. He
said that he is for unity but he is also for debate. He said some
people arrogate) to themselves the mantle of defenders of the Party.
These people debate like theologians. They insist that their
dogma be accepted. Then he said that he thinks that the Party
ought to be fitted into the national, American process

'Xy
Remarks of SID TAYLOR

) e/
RUSSO was followed, by SID TAILOR, who stated that he Is
to feel that Wbe it is better to sit it out. He said

that the convention saved the Party. Ho individual or even a
group of individuals saved the Party. He talked about the imme-
d±ate demands of the Party* He stated that in Hew Haven* the Party

shots^/
n a f±sht ln the City Council for the giving of free polio

Remarks of

she associates herself with WILL
of CalifCalifornia, said that

... , - „ — WEIHSTOHE. She said that GATES*
Dail7 Worker” did not really answer JOE CLARK and

that it was a poor article,
~

be
b7C

Remarks of BEH DAVIS
j

. . was next speaker* He said that he associatesmmself with the positive aspects of SID»s report; however, he has
^e

3

®rvations and he also associates himself with the remarks
of WILL WEIHSTOHE. He said that Hew York has not yet discussed the

of Part3r organization; however. Hew York Trill do this at
the District Committee meeting scheduled to be held the next weekend

Then DAVIS said that he would associate himself with
some of the remarks made by MAHHY BLUM, In which BLUM pointed out
that POSTER helped to save the Party; however, he also wants 'to
associate himself with some of the remarks of WILL -WEIHSTOHE, who
uttered some constructive criticism of WILLIAM Z. FOSTER. He said

V
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he thinks that FOSTER does have a tendency to go out on his own
from time to time. He also stated that GATES should not have
assaulted MOTT BLUM so sharply

Incidentally, that is all he said in defense of MANNY
BLTJM, although BLUM is associated with BEN DAVISTlfc'

Next DAVIS talked about the speech BOB THOMPSON made at
the Carnegie Hall meeting. He said he thought that BOB THOMPSON* s
speech gave the Party a lift.

Parenthetically, it should be stated that each side is
trying to win over THOMPSON. This so-called praise of BOB THOMPSON
by BEN DAVIS is an example of the effort to line him up^g^

BEN DAVIS stated that STEIN should explain why there is
an ultra-Left. He said that in New York he and others have been
battling this ultra-Left. This explains the battles in New York.
DAVIS attacked GATES for trying to compare the writings of FOSTER
with the writings of JOE CLARK, who writes daily. He said that
there is no comparison. He also said that he disagrees with the
remark of GATES that American imperialism does not want' to dominate
the world, it only wants to dominate the Capitalist world. He
said United States supremecy does dominate the Capitalist world
now. In conclusion, he stated that it Is wrong 'for GATES to
threaten to resign and that GATES cannot do this,

Remarks of''

l
of SID STEIN and JOHN
adjournment for lunch,

Itook the floor and attankad- both the report

be
b7C

After
t remarks, there was an

s
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AFTERNOON SESSION OF JULY 28 , 195? \

NAT GAMLET was the Chairman of the afternoon session
of July 28, 1957

Remarks of BILL ALBERTSON UK*
The first speaker during the afternoon session of

July 28, 1957 > was BILL ALBERTSON. He had been invited to the
meeting and is not a member of the National Committee. He said
that he agrees with the essence of SID STEIN* s report and that
of JACK STACHEL, Since both are serious attempts to cope with
problems. He said JOHNNY

-

GATES* approach tends to paralyze the
"DailyWorker” and the Party. We need majority rule and unity of
action^,,

.. Then ALBERTSON said that the losses in New York were
chiefly in the areas where the leadership downgraded the concept
of a Party. He stated that there were big losses in the distributor
trade. He said that some of these persons want to have a class on
STRACHEY*s book 0 He also stated that in the fur industry some
persons he talked to wanted a Party organization made up of Party
people, non-Party people and some progressives. They said that
this organization would not be anti-Communist and asked him what
he wanted when he said he opposed ito He said that he could
not understand thi s type of an organization, where the only
concession would be that it would not be anti -Communist*

Remarks of FRED FINE
(

FRED FINE followed ALBERTSON. He said that he
associates himself with SID STEIN* s report in its total approach.
He said that he wanted to disagree with a suggestion that the
Daily Worker" be reduced to four pages. Then he quoted from
that portion of the resolution of the 16th National Convention
on the building of the Party. He said that we all agreed.on
that* We agreed that we are going to build a Party. The
question is how and what kind of a Party. ^
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Remarks of CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT

FRED FIRE was followed by CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT of Illinois.
LIGHTFOOT said, we should not repeat the fight that we have been
carrying on a year and a half. The question is how to rebuild
the Party on the basis of implementing the 16th Rational
Convention decisions. He said that those who quit the Party
did so for varied reasons. Hot all of them had the same
reason. We will not build a mass Party or even get back
thousands all at once. We must be, patient. We need some
self-criticism and humility in regard to past mistakes. We
have to struggle on two fronts on the basis of our daily mass
work and by concrete example. It would be bad if we divided
ourselves further on the issues here or the issues of the pastoj£

Remarks of BEH DOBBS

BER DOBBS from California spoke again. He said that
in Los Angeles they are addressing themselves to the problems
which were .raised in SID STEIN’ s report. They are beginning
with the club since they have to solve the problems of the lowest
organization in order to solve the problems of the Party.

Remarks off

| |
of Montana spoke next. He said that he

has faith in socialism. He stated that whether or not JOE
CLARK is removed or not removed will not affect us too mucho
The amount of important work, however, will affect us. If we
some mass work then we~may abhieve some unity 0yj/.

do

Remarks of AL RICHMOWD

AL RICHMORD from California was the next speaker. He
said that in discussing STEIR’s report it is necessary to discuss
why people left the Party, especially • why- 7 s000 left in the
last year. RICHMORD asked, didn’t we shout fundamental ideas
for decades,? Didn’t we shout Marxism-Leninism and loyalty
to the Soviet Union? Yet people left the Party. Obviously,

b6
b7C
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they wanted more than pledges of unity with the Soviet Union
or the acceptance of Marxism-Leninism.)^

Then RICHMOND pointed out that the "Daily People’s
World" went under and that the "Peopled World" is still in
danger because of the situation in the Party. He said that
organizational rigidity could be an obstacle to those members
who left the Party. We should not let organizational rigidity
stand in the way* Let’s do away with certain organizational
forms that are rigid in order to get people back.

Concerning JOE CLARK, he asked if the firing of
JOE CLARK would or would not help to bring 'people back to the
Party. The answer to this question should give the answer to
whether or not CLARK should be fired. He said he thinks that
it would be injurious to remove CLARK now.j!^

Remarks off

~| stated that he thinks that SID StelN’s
report is late. He said, we better start to rebuild right now
and he thinks that the Party has to move in on an ideological
basis and on an organizational basis. He said that the leader-
ship ba s not given a concrete trade union policy to the member-
ship as yet. He stated that the trade unionists are not
receiving leadership froifi the National Committee.. He said
that every time JOE CLARK writes an article in the "Daily Worker"
there is hell to pay. He also stated that he thought that
JOHN GATES’ article, ostensibly answering JOE CLARKE was no
goo<^S^

Remarks of MIGKEI LIMA

MICKE3T LIMA of California followed. He s&id that
the Party will be rebuilt but on a club basis. He said he thinks
that the leadership ought to go into clubs, pay their dues there
and do some work there. He also stated that he thinks that JOE
CLARK is a diversionist issue and that it should not be discussed
so much.

he
hlC
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Remarks of CARL ROSS

CARL ROSS of Minnesota followed LIMA. He said that
the efforts to sidestep the convention decisions are injurious
to the Party, He said* we should estimate our resources before
working out proposals for the ’’Daily Worker.” We should
determine whether we can keep it or cannot keep it and then
act accordingly. We should not make plans that we cannot carry
through. Then ROSS described how his district had enlarged its
clubs by merging smaller clubs into larger - clubs. He said that
the county leadership had been elected democratically and this
is why they have held the line in Minnesota where the losses
have been reduced to a minimumjJ^

Remarks of CARL WIRTERj

CARL WINTER was the next speaker. He said that SID
STEIR J s report will be welcomed by the Party because it will
help to rebuild the Party and it invites discussion on the
methods to rebuild the Party. He said that he thinks that
one of the weaknesses of the present Rational Comaittee is
that there has been no self-critical examination of the leadership.
He said that new principles of ^organization were adopted at the
last convention of the Party. Two-thirds of the members of
the Rational Committee come from the districts. The Rational
Committee is supposed to lead but it very often refers policy
back to the National Executive Committee or to the Rational
Administrative Committee as in the old days.

In concluding his remarks WIRTER talked abput JOE
CLARK. He said that JOE CLARK has a demoralizing effect on the
Party. Even a trade union would not have anyone in charge of
formulating policy when he is against the main policy. 1^,

Remarks of PETTIS PERRY
|

WINTER was followed by PETTIS PERRY. This was the first
speech by PETTIS PERRY in a few years since he has been in prison.

~ 53 -
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He talked in generalities and that he belongs to
no group. He suggested that the name of every member who once
belonged to the Party and who has quit the Party be gone over.
The leading people should be assigned to visit every individual
and try to bring them back into the ranks

Then PERRY talked about the need to show the relation-
ship between the liberation movement of the Negro people in this
country and the liberation movement that is developing in the
various colonial and semi-colonial countries. He ended his
remarks by saying that despite his imprisonment and illness he
is not discouraged about the Party.%

Remarks of
[

I Imade a few very brief remarks in which he
endorsed SID STEIN 1 s report in general

Remarks of EUGENE DEMIS

DENNIS followed ROBERTS and said that he wanted to make
some miscellaneous remarks. He said that he associates himself
with those Comrades who accept the main direction of SID STEIN*

s

report. He stated that he thought that it was a constructive
report and gave some answers and projected some answers on the
rebuilding of the Party. He said that it is >np't enough to say
that the report is sound because It talked of building the Party.
One must see the totality of the report, not only that part
about the building of the Party but also the method to be used
and what forms will be adopted.^.

Then DENNIS stated that he was disturbed by some of
the overtones „ injected into the discussion. He said some were
waiting for WILLIAM Z . FOSTER or WILLIAM WEINSTONE or others
so that they could trip them up and continue the pre-convention
discussion. This is not helpful of a free exchange of opinion,

In regard to the remarks of FOSTER that there is a
dangerous Right tendency, DENNIS said that there is a dangerous
Right tendency. However, he wants to emphasize, as does the
resolution of the 16th National Convention, that Left sectarianism

bo
b7C
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is tiie chief problem* He quoted TOGLIATTI of the Italian Communist
Party who said that revisionism is endangering, but a Left
sectarian line cannot wage an effective fight against the Right
danger

In' regard to JOHNNY GATES * remarks, DENNIS said that
the issue is not whether JOE CLARK has a right to dissent but
rather it is the application of the line of the 16th National
Convention, which JOE CLARK is not applying. He Said that the
last National Committee meeting criticized the foreign editors*
line and it is incumbent upon the foreign editor to accept the
National Committee’s decision. He said that the raising of
resignations by JOHNNY is bad and harmful. He does not want the
National Committee torn apart or split into camps bptthe JOE
CLARK question can be and should be resolved. He skid that he
would treat the question of unity as MAO o»f China did. In
order to have unity you have to talk in a sloganized way, for
example, unity, criticism, unity. In order to do so, however,
one must start with the premise that it is necessary to achieve
Party unity

Remarks of WILLIAM Z. POSTERJA
WILLIAM Z. POSTER asked for the floor on a point of

personal privilege* He said that in the past he has pointed
out that the main danger in the American Party has traditionally
been the Left danger, but in the immediate period the Right
danger is the main danger

In regard to GATES’ remark that the articles of POSTER,
which were printed, were anti -Party articles, he said that they
were not anti -Party articles. It may be that they were anti-
Daily Worker” line, but they were not anti -Party line. He
said that JOHNNY GATES is making a serious mistake when he
threatens to resign if JOE CLARK is removed. He thinks that
this National Committee should not yield to JOHNNY GATES* threat.
This is the sixth time GATES has made this threat

“ 55 “
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Remarks of EMANUEL BLUMS-l^.

Then MANNY BLUM asked for the floor on a point of
personal privilege and he was given three minutes. He said that
the attack upon him by JOHNNY GATES and others was the sharpest
attack ever made upon anyone in the Party, He stated he did
not call JOHNNY an agent of imperialism. He said that he just
talked about the influence of imperialist ideology and GATES’
failure to, see the role of imperialist ideology. He said that
JOHNNY bertainly did not set an example of comradely discussion
by his vicious attack against him.^

BLUM also apologized if he conveyed the idea that he
called the Comrades who favored the political association as
being anti-Party and liquidationists. He said that he did not
mean to imply this ft

Remarks of SID STEIN 1

Since it was getting late SID STEIN got the floor and
made the following remarks

;

With regard to the political line of his report he said
that he is going to ask for the endorsement of the report in its
totality. Concerning the two extremes , he said that he did not
talk about individuals. He did talk about ideas and tendencies.
As to the criticism of the report in regard to specifics on
form and approaches, he said that if there is anything positive
he is willing to accept it and to modify his report. He said he
wants help on this. However, he also wants an endorsement of
the flexible forms of organization in order to bring back the
members who have been lost*

With regard to industry, what the Party does in
industry, who the Party organizes in industry, he will meet with
the

#

trade union people and get their ideas. He said, we need
additional means to get together in order to talk over some of
these concrete things.^/
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Motion to Adopt STEIN’ s \ ^
Report on Organization ^

Amotion was made to adopt SID STEIN* s report on
organization. This report was adopted unanimously with two
reservations, one by BEN DAVIS and the other by WILLIAM WEINSTONE

,

DAVIS asked for the right to record why he voted yes with
reservation. Whil^

|
may have voted yes with reservations,

he did not get the rioor to state this fact.

Additional Remarks bv SID STEIN

STEIN stated that a plan of work has been prepared
but he did not want to read it at this particular time since it
was getting late and there were other points on the order of
business. He said that the plan of work consists of an explanation
of the tasks by the National Committee. That is, the National
Committee tells the Party what the National Committee wants to do
and what it wants the lower organizations to do on their own. The
National Committee is not going to tell the lower organizations
what to do

With regard to the rebuilding of the Party he said that
he will ask everybody to join. The National Committee will offer
its help to anybody in order to bring the membership back. The
plan of work would also connect mass work with the building of the
paper and the use of the paper for mass work. He repeated that
they are. going to call a nuniber of conferences. One will be on
trade union work and one will be on Negro work. At the trade
union conference they will try to work out an economic program
of struggle^/

Then STEIN stated that the plan of work would also
set forth ideas .on revamping the financial campaigns. This
would include a plan to carry qn the kind of campaign which
would rebuild the finances of the districts •yhich are presentlv
at their lowest point
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. ^
STEIN also stated that the National Executive Committee

is working out a new dues plan for approval,, He also stated
that the plan of work would be linked up with the fight for amnesty
for those still in prison and with the fight for the legality of
the Party .£>

Motions on the Report of JACK STACHEL \ 8/

The following motions were made in regard to the report
of JACK STACHEL

s

1 0 That the line of STACHEL *s report be approved

j

that both progress and unresolved weaknesses be
no ted.

2. That the ideological struggle be continued on
the basis of the 16th National Convention.

3. That the decision of the National Executive
Committee that columns be treated as editorials
should be carried through. Control should be
exercised over the columns.

4.
.

That members of the National Committee be asked
to write for the '‘Daily Worker" and "The Worker."

5« That the "Daily Worker" should guarantee full
foreign coverage to carry through the line in the >

resolution of the 16th National Convention in
regard to proletarian internationalism. That
the anti-Soviet line be stopped.

6. That the National Executive Committee be empowered
by. the National Committee to take all measures to
implement the above .fa

The report and the motions were adopted with two
abstentions and three opposed
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A motion was introduced by [ This
motion was an attack on the “Daily Worker 1' and asked for the
removal of JOE CLARK. The motion was tabled.^*

All documents and other proposals in regard to the
publications were referred back to the Publications Committee
of the national Committee

SI GERSON asked for permission to reply to what he
called some scurrilous attacks against the “Daily Worker."
He said that the attacks involved him and JOHN GATES and they
appeared in “Newsweek." GERSON was told that he did not need /
permission and he could use the normal channels for his replyy^.

Motion Concerning the I v/
“Daily Worker" bv BEN DAVIS. JR'. J

BEN DAVIS made a proposal calling for the immediate
re-organisation of the staff of the “Daily Worker” and for the
shifting of JOE CLARK to other work.J^/

DENNIS made a substitute proposal that DAVIS 8 proposal
be referred to the National Executive Committee. Then DENNIS
withdrew this substitute proposal

A vote was taken on DAVIS 8 motion. There were twenty-
seven votes against 9 twelve in favor and six abstentions. Thus.
DAVIS 8 motion was defeated.^^

Motion by CARL WINTER Concerning
the Carrying Through of the
Line of the Party

CARL WINTER made a motion which states that Communists
in mass organizations must carry through the line of the Party.
They have a right to dissent inside the Party s but even this ,

dissent cannot be a fighting opposition to the majority lineT'Q>

b6
b7C
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This motion was endorsed in essence hut will he edited,
It contains the idea that there should he no conflict with
democratic centralism»^

Report by the National Appeals Committee

J

^
MORRIS CHILDS made a report for the National Appeals

Committee s He gave a report on the|
Jersey case,/?/

case and the Hew

bo
b7C

The report on the Hew Jersey case was somewhat revised
because of the fact that there is some danger that the expelled
group in Hew Jersey may he joining an ultra-Left group

The decisions of the Hational Appeals Committee were
adopted unanimously 0 (Copy of the report on the Hew Jersey case
will be submitted to the Bureau, Hew York and Hew Jersey Offices
by separate lettero)^
Report on Leadership by CLAUDE LIGHTF00T _| ^

CLAUDE LIGHTFO0T made a report on leadership and
recommended that BOB THOMPSON, PETTIS PERRY and JACK STACHEL
be added to the National Committee

There was a fight on the part of the Left, led by
CHARLIE LOMANo They did not want to add JACK STACHEL to the
Hational Committee c They argued that he ran for this office at
the Hational Convention and lost The reply was that he could .not
run at the time of the convention 0 His name was placed in nomination
despite his objection., At the time he still had to report on the
basis of some legal action and it was thought inadvisable for him
to run for the Hational Committee

Although there were some sharp words on this, JACK
STACHEL, BOB THOMPSON and' PETTIS PERRY were overwhelmingly elected
to the National Committee „ In addition, STACHEL and BOB THOMPSON
were added to the Hational Executive Committee,

60
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Two secretaries were officially added to the National
Administrative Committee by the National Committee . They are
CARL ROSS j in charge of farmers matters and EARL DURHAM, in
charge of youth matters* They can function with the National
Administrative Committee if they wish to and will be called
into New York from time to time for this purpose. Since
neither will be living in New York, they will not function
regularly with the National Administrative Committee

The National Administrative Committee was functioning .

without the endorsement of the National Committee 0 The National
Administrative Committee was legalized by a vote. The nine -

secretaries are to be considered the National Administrative
Committee .and the National Administrative Committee is to be
considered a part of the structure of the Party

In addition, the National Committee approved HERBERT
APTHEKER as editor of "Political Affairs" and also approved
AL BLTJMBERG as the legislative secretary. The verification of
commissions and appointments tp commissions was left to the
National Executive Committee# jX

The next meeting of the National Executive Committee,
which is scheduled to t ake place on September llj. and l£, 195?7

,

will give assignments to all persons who have been released from
prison, nv

.
point on the agenda dealing with the recent events

in the Soviet Union and the draft editorial in this regard were
not discussed* It never reached the floor and was referred back
to the national Administrative Committee 0 Members of the national
Committee were asked to send in amendments to improve this editorial

v

\L
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Comments of CG $82k-S* /
'

It would be wrong to believe that what transpired at
this July 27-28, 1957, meeting of the National Committee was a
victory for the Right Wing. On the basis of what happened in
the Soviet Union, the Middle or anti -Sectarian group was encouraged,
shifted somewhat to the Left, modified its international approaches
to some extent and made alliances with that group in the Party
which believes in international solidarity and loyalty to the
Soviet Union..- While recent events in the leadership of the
Communist Party, Soviet Uniftiwill prevent the uncritical endorsement
of everything Russia does, the editorial on these events which is
scheduled for the August, 1957 issue of "Political Affairs" will
be the platform for this new leadership.)^

JOHNNY GATES sustained some serious defeats# The
acceptance of STACHEL’s report on the "Daily Worker" was a defeat
for GATESo Although JOE CLARK will not be fired immediately,
he will be transferred when the re-organization takes place#
The National Committee also rejected GATES* threat to resign#

When this meeting of the National Committee was being
prepared, the Middle group threatened that it was going to' give an
ultimatum to the Left. It would insist that the Communist Party,
USA, act independently# It would say that those who put foreign
issues to the forefront are doing the Party a disservice. Further,
that should the Left group obtain a majority and insist on its
point of view, that is, that the American Party uncritically
follow the Soviet Party and endorse all actions of the so-called
people's democracies, then there would have to be a new leadership
in the Communist Party, USA. This was the essence of the first
draft of STEIN* s report on organization.?^,

STEIN *s final report was not as belligerent nor as
emphatic as his first draft and his oral statements. This tactic
of compromise helped to shatter and break up the Left and made
possible a victory for the group which is against both extremes.
More than this, the Left was handicapped because STEIN »s report
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. The Left made a feeble effort, but found that it was
organizationally and politically disabled and in retreat* It
could not oppose the convention decisions because that would be
anti-Party. In addition, there were rumors floating around that
the ultra-Left, led by AL LANNON. who is now in California,

I 1 and others of the Harlem group,
were planning a secret Eastern seaboard conference to organize
a new and pure Communist Party* These rumors were not verified.
It was suggested that the National Appeals Committee try to find
out if such an anti-Party group is in the making.

It was also said that this ultra-Left group has
characterized POSTER and DAVIS as traitors. Therefore, POSTER
and DAVIS could not very easily defend the Left. There is no
doubt that the events in the Soviet TJnion,with the characterization
of MOLOTOV, MALENKOV and KAGANOVICH as anti-Party and factionalists

,

influenced the thinking in the American Party, particularly on
the part of the Left. The Left tried to fight but did not get
anywhere. We can, therefore, say that WILLIAM Z. POSTER has lost
his grip on the majority. The split in the Left, the expulsions
in the Communist Party Soviet Union and the fight against dogmatism
have considerably weakened this group. Yet, .if SID STEIN and
those of the Middle group had gone through with their original
threat, they could not have consolidated their hold on the
Communist Party, USA^^

This victory of the Middle group, which also includes
those who favor more cooperation with the Soviet Union and the
endorsement of the Soviet Union’ s action in Hungary., .would never haveoccurred on the basis of an anti-international platform. Compromisewon for the Middle group*Ok

The addition of JACK STACHEL, BOB THOMPSON and the
participation of ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN in the National Executive

- 63
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Committee will mean that the Middle group will more or less
control the National Executive Committee Hie decisions on
organizations also indicate that the Middle group has a fairly
strong hold on the National Committee •S*
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• UNITED STATES, GOVERNMENT

FROM :

SUBJECT:

. SAC, NEW YORK (100-80638.)
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CP-USA MEMBERSHIP- ,

'

is-g •

, //. -

‘

DATE:

-
- 1

••
•, On 7/19/57> I I. who has .finished reliable ••

informatioh’ in the .past) furnished' photographs: of documents *
'

then in possession of QP ftinetionari.es *at, CP .headquarters, .
_/•

.23 West 26th -Street^
.
N<sfwf.'

:

*Yprlc; Qiby., Negatives Of/photographs /
furnished, by informaht ard being retained in-New Yobk

.

file
100r8064l-;lB34:6.

,

“Should., any •’’of' this, information be disseminated

v

-outside the -Bureau/:bare should be' exercised•to protect, / A/-/-
the ' identity ; Of ' the informant /. -V.

;'•••' *V.-v /. ;

'
.. :

Included in the 'photographs 'jEtdph3tshed':.'by- ihfbjanant/
'

and attachedvhe^etOj - Was /a, 2; page memorandum/captioned. /'A •

‘
’

/. ...

"Roll Call-Get" the Party .Rolling, which concerned itself

:

'

with a- driye; Pot ‘CP membership.';
t

r
t ,///- ‘.V / ;
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I. 3011 C1H—THT?

SfiBdlt of period of HeCartqyism, Par^y orga^uatian—direct contact with

meribership—scriously weakened* ^ambers forced to sever direct contacts becnese

of Job semrily, etc; methods of meeting McCarthyite threat resulting in

dis&ttashment of many comrades; lack of operating transfer system caused people

to be lost whan moving ££KB to new area.

«Tnst as pressure of attacks lessened* developing ideological conflicts

within party added to organisational weakening* Some left over disagreements;

mmrnr others Jnst drifted becanse parly attention to organisation suffered from

major foots on ideological questions*

Eerttalisation of party depends on beginning to translate resolution into

action ty membership. Only 3I2>CT, PIES3SAI COOTACT with members can stop

the outward drift, draw together tenuous organisational strands, gauge the

real status of membership numerically and assess tin ideological status*

ii. son cm>~m

m

X Major canpsi^—through direct personal visits—to reestablish contact

with menfcers not in contact otherwise* To determine status of members—active

or Inactive, assigned or anassigned* self-considered member or not, self—

considered sympathiser er not. To determine ideological approach of

these categories: attitude toward SeBolution and party program, obtain

members opinions o£ same. To provide members with copies of Hssolution and

Constitution as base for thinking and further discussion.

Soil Cell not a registration of members, but a survey and means of

providing cm organisational structure that can lead to eventual registration.

III. BOH CJ22f~TC20I

Xrery person known to Section leadership end active as haring been in

Pcrty past period* regardless of present status. Soli Call will serve



to csdgo those cnrrcatly unattached » determine ichat interin ferns «e ->

'

aeccccezy for thoso rst yet reaf&. to accept dub asdgEJteots.

17. son. cjii—
feedal eomittee

' 3Eey is personal ddts. /Sectjca/&grflixxds—dncicdiag SO sad Section

JScaberdip director—-rccpcadblo to organise essigaasat of actives to Vidts#

gacrsatee Xolloiwsps# Tldtcr to take copies of Besolutioa sii Cgastlbitio&»

tjaosileadrr©# "Boat possible set-up* invite neater to club or section nesting

Ccr report cd discussion on XSth Convention tad^or local costcations*

a) shea, neaber expresses villingneES to accept asdgsseat: guarantee that

acatect is vith dub or dth others engaged in forging club.

t) Bhca ncuber erprosecs dedre to ransia in psrtf» but nit-bout aedgansat:

guarantee contact vith clt^h for purpose of fcllcs-sp* additional visits dth

literature, further discusden, dsteruiastion of activities In d&ch neaibear dll

participate. Ihploro pocdbili^r of establishing non-club grouping, xrach as

diseasdtn or atu^ grorp, sodd grotp.

c) Vhea seder declares daddoa to sever party contact: detendue epedfic

ticagroeuentSf ssphadso pocdbi 1jty of vorking out disagreements dthin

pexty ranks, dstsmiao ureas of cooperation dth party organisation, establish

sothods farther coata&t sad discussion. Hcploro posdbUities of iaterps^diate

foras ac above.

Cbtda dditioad contacts fron members vidted. Drear vidted neater

into vidtimg progres.

Bstercine dues statu* targe payment of as ?szc& bach dues as possible,

fds is not to be a deterrent in cay" vay to reasd^neat ad fsads so obtained,

defr^r costs of dilstribatieg Heooluti'ca sod Const!tatica to members.

Soctica leadership dll —** correlate end assess resalts of

ddto» report to State ccaslttee* ddeh dll correlate reports for nail office.

jm sens CttWg

g

So begin fco 1st—or socner—snd ceadria Jdy 31st—uo l&tsr.

" T?T5 SSSBBUOTal!
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CP, USA ! DISTRICT ORGANIZATION
'

.

• ^ •»'

' * On f/10/57. Mr. I

‘

IJlfth Avenue ,

NYC (protect Identity), furnfahhd to' SAS
| |

and UOHN F. IANGTRY a' brief he haddbund. on .7/9/57
in a. telephone booth' in the |hd$p^ndent - .Subway station
at 23rd .Street and Sixth/• Avengei/IKO. ’

,
v ~

. A review of the contents of the: brief case -

reflected that it belonged to: SID STEIN (Organisational - -

Secretary,. CP USA* per CG 5824-S, on 5/1/57) «
c

.

‘

Having been notified b^r the NYO of ‘ the location .

of his brief case, SID STEIN and -his, attorney appeared' at
the NYO of the FBI on 7/16/57 tQ' claim the brief case... .

"
-

STEIN was. requested to . sign a receipt for the contents
of the brief ; case

r
and ’upon the completion of this receipt ,

'
.

the brief case and its contents were returned to. STEIN., -

. .

' The above-mentIon|d receipt is' maintained in
‘

*

NY file IOO-5009O-IB. The original film is maintained In.
- NY file. 100“50090-rlB222 . ; -

.. .

V
,

Included in the. contents of SID STEIN* s brief, case
were handwritten notes captioned, "Meeting- With N..I. County
.Organiser on. Party Organization .

*

.Copies of these notes are
•attached. V •

-‘
:-

• 4- Newark ( 100- .. ) (CP, USA DISTRICT .

• •• :
,

’NUMBF.E 1 il nT?UAMT7a^TnW> Yrm\ >t?W’ \ .

V (1 - 100- )
^(encs.)

*
, p V. >'

,

: b6

(l ,-100- v ) ,
’*

,
b7(

. (1 - 100-
. ) ( CP factionalism)^* '

: .

;ll i.New York (IOO-80638) (CP, USA MEMBERSHIP) (19-1) > \
ir- New York (lOQ-7<*r> ) (CP, .USA DISTRICT #l4) r ... *

;
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FBI
Date : 8/6/57

Transmit the following message via
.
AIRTEL

Registered Mail
(Priority or Method of Mailing)

To: Director, FBI (100-3-68)

From: SAC, Philadelphia (100-32208)
Cl N AL

CPUSA - MEMBERSHIP
T - C

On 8/5/57, |

~1 who has furnished reliable

information in the past, and on 8/6/57 , 1 IH who has fur-

nished reliable information in the past, advised SAs
|—

|

respectively, of the following:

3 - Bureau (100-3 ~68) (RM)
g?~ New York (INFO,) (RM)

1 - Boston (INFO,) (RM)
1 - Pittsburgh (INFO.) (RM)

1 - Cleveland (INFO.) (RM)

1 - Cincinnati (INFO.) (RM)

1 - Detroit (INFO.) (RM)

1 - Chicago (INFO.) (RM)

1 - Springfield (INFO*) (RM)

1 - Minneapolis (INFO*) (RM)

1 - Milwaukee (INFO.) (RM)

1 - Newark (INFO,) (RM)

1 - New Haven (INFO,) (RM)

1 - San Francisco (INFO,) (RM)

1 - Los Angeles (INFO.) (RM)

1 - Seattle (INFO.) (RM)

8 - Philadelphia:
1 - 100-32208
1 - 100-2427 (DAVID DAVIS)
1 - 65-1686 (THOMAS NABRIEP)
1 - 100-38020 /0O -

_SA0
DIV, l

div. a
DIV, 3

_DIV. 4
_SEC. 1

—SEC. Z
—SEC. 3

—SEC. 4
SEC. 5

—SEC. 6

„$EC. 7

- . SEC. 8

. SEC. 9

-,-SEC, 10

—SEC. 11

-SEC. 12

„ SEC. 13

,...CEC. 14

-SEC. 15

-SEC. 16

- .SEC. 17

AgBB. 18

« SEC. 19—/
-SEC. 2(h6

DO &

hlC J

1 - 100-42205 Sub A (CINAL, LIBRARY

)

ARtJMB
(26)

sm'.iuv

V JJni 1957 1

Approved

:

Sent

Special Agent in Charge



PH 100-32208

A meeting of the District Committee, Cfcnx-.unist Party

of Eastern Pennsylvania and Delaware (CPEPD), was held 8/2/37
an I

\
Philadelphia, Pa., residence of I I

1 Fifteen members of the CPEPD District Committee were

present. The agenda included a continuation of a discussion

on organization which was related to a previous discussion held

in New York City at the CPUSA National Office which was attended

by DAVID DAVIS, I 1 and THOMAS NABRIED, CPEPD District

officials. DAVID DAVIS, District Organizer, CPEPD, gave the

main report* He furnished information received at the National

Committee meeting relative to the current membership status of

the CP throughout the country. He provided the following figures

for the below-listed districts which reflect their membership

prior to the 20th Congress, CPSU, and their current memberships

r >

District
Membership Prior
20th Congress

Current
Membership

New York 8800 3500-4000

New England 387 150

Eastern Pennsylvania 600 450

Western Pennsylvania 120 85

Ohio 588 450

Michigan 411 300-350

Illinois 1000 600-700

Minnesota 272 200

Wisconsin 164 125

New Jersey' 730 600

Washington State 350 300

Connecticut 200 100

California 2900 2200



DAVIS remarked that since the last registration the

party has lost approximately 10,000 members. DAVIS further
remarked that the reports from the southern states were not

in but they would undoubtedly reflect a similar decline in

membership.

It was announced during District Committee meeting

that CP now felt it had rid itself of "excess baggage," its

remaining members being a hard core which should provide a good

basis upon which to rebuild Party# It was announced that pam-

phlets will be sent into the Philadelphia area on the topics

of peace and civil rights and the Negro problem, which issues

will be stressed in Party rebuilding plans*

| | Organizational Secretary for District,

claimed he had been meeting with Quakers on H-bomb question

and had received pamphlets from them for distribution. He urged

that CP members participate in a ceremony commemorating dropping

of A-bomb on Hiroshima, which was being sponsored by the Quakers

for the evening of 8/6/57 in Philadelphia.

HENNRICH
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STANDARD FORM NO. 64

Office Memorandum • united states government

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69) DATE: 8/7/57

SAC, PORTLAND (100-3952-Sub 14)

CP, USA, ORGANIZATION
IS-C

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION SHOULD NOT BE DISSEMINATED
OUTSIDE THE BUREAU UNLESS IT IS SUITABLY PARAPHRASED AND THE
INFORMANT’S IDENTITY SHOULD NOT BE DISCLOSED THROUGH ANY
LOCALITY OR ACTIVITY. CARE SHOULD BE USED IN REPORTING THE
INFORMATION IN ORDER TO PROTECT THE IDENTITY OF THE INFORMANT.
THE BUREAU HAS INSTRUCTED THAT, IN SUBMITTING EXTENSIVE INFORMA-
TION IN REPORT FORM, MATERIAL FURNISHED BY I I

IT MAY BE
DESIRABLE TO USE WO ’OF MORE SYMBOL NUMBERS. BUREAU
AUTHORITY, HOWEVER, SHOULD BE REQUESTED BEFORE SUCH IS DONE.

Source Received

8/1/57 SA

Location

3-

Bureau (100-3-69) (AM) (RM)
l-Baltimore (RM)

1-100- (GEORGE MEYERS)
1-Birmingham (RM)

1-100-743 (KOSEA HERMAN HUDSON)
1-Boston (RM)

1-100- (MICHAEL RUSSO)
1-Butte (RM)

,

1.-100-
\

4-

Chicago (RM
1

)

1-100- (MAURICE (MORRIS) CHILDS,
1-100-

| |

1-100- (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
1-100- (SAM KUSENER)

5-Los Angeles (RM)
1-100-4663 (BEN DOBBS)
1-100-4486 (DOROTHY HEAIE#
1-100-92971 I I

1-100- (CLAUDE LIGHTFOOT)
1-100- (SAM KUSENER) 1-100

1-Cleveland (RM) 1-100
1-100- (HY LUMER) 1-100

1-Denver (RM) , . 1-100
1-100- 1-100

4-Detroit (RM) 1-100
1-100- (CARL WINTER) 1-100
1-100- (HELEN WINTER)
1-100- (TOM DENNIS) 1-100
1- 100-

| |
1-100

1-Indianapolis (RM) 1-100
1-100- (EMANUEL BLUM) 1-100

(Copies Con’t Page, 2)

(PAT TOOHE/)

(CP,usa.,mbrshif_)3
TTQrA

—

.-Minneapolis (RM)
1-100- (CARL ROSS) b6

!-Newark (RM)
1-100- I , \

1-100- (PAT TOOHE/)
)-New York
C^.100- rT (CP,USA, ,MBRSHIPp
i-loo-8oaT1^B^^0®^)'^i“

•-9365 (WILLIAM Z. FOSTER) (#19)

1-8057 (EUGENE DENNIS) (#19)
u23825(BEN DAVIS) (#19)
- 89816 ( FRED FINE) (#19)
- 9DOQO (BID STOTNH#1Q)
-13923 1

|
(#19)

•-1696 (ELIZABETH GURLEY
FLYNN) (#7-6)

-92763 ( PETTIS PERRY) (#7-6)
•-16785 (JAMES JACKSON) (#19)
1-1792«rj.qHI®-^TE^r^11)
-9594;/]®^ (#19)

\::m ?r
JAB: idt
(^5)



PD 100-3952-Sub Ik

COPIES CON*T:

21-New York (Con»t)
: 1-100-18069 ( JACK STACHEL) f#19)
- 1-100-79025 (#12-16)
1-100-18673

I

1- 65-5601}. (BILL ALBERTSON)
l-100-8i|.275 (BILL PATTERSON) (#12-11)
1- IOO-IIO84O (EARL DURHAM) (#19^

: 1-100-52959
1-100-80309

1-Philadelphia [RM)
1-100- (DAVID DAVIS)

1-Pittsburgh (RM)
1-100- (STEVE NELSON)

1-

San Francisco
1-100- (AL RICHMOND)

2-

Seattle (RM)
1- 100-

1- 100-
5- Portland

2-100-3952-:
1-100-9513
1-100-8928

(BURT NELSON)
( I

’,USA,ORG.)

DSON)

By report dated 8/l/57 \ l listed the names of
the persons hereinafter set out as individuals who were in
attendance to the informants knowledge at the National
Committee (NC) meeting, CP, USA, held in New York 7/27-28/571

WILLIAM Z. FOSTER
EUGENE DENNIS
BEN DAVIS
FRED FINE
SID STEIN

ELIZABETH GURLEY FLYNN
PETTIS PERRY
JIM JACKSON
JOHN GATES
TTY LUMEF

Carl winter
MAURICE CHILDS
(or MORRIS CHILDS)

WILLIAM WEINSTONE
JACK STACHEL

GEORGE MEYERS /
(or JOHN MEYERS)

PAT TOOY (TOOHEY)
BEN DOBBS
DOROTHY HEALY (HEALEY)

|
a white woman

from Tennessee

South

- 2-



PD 100- 39 52-Sub 14

MANY BLOOM (EMANUEL BLUM)
STEVE NELSON
BURT NELSON

HELEN WINTER
TOM DENNIS, young
Negro man

BILL ALBERTSON .

MIKE RUSSO

BILL PATTERSON (Negro)
EARL DURHAM

On 8/l/57 photographs of various individuals
contained in the Communist Album were exhibited to I

by SA
I I for possible further identification.

1

Rv rennrt dat ed 8/l/57> received by SA l I

8/1/57
| I, informant identified the following

persons, some of whom are in addition to those referred to in
the list above as being in attendance at the NO meeting:

THOMAS DE WITT DENNIS
(who informant stated engaged in discussion cn youth
matters during NC meeting)

HELEN WINTER
(who attended the NC meeting with her husband, CARL WINTER)

'

J3AM KUSHNER

(who jjafnnm- uat stated is known in New York as
|

(in conversation with BURT NELSON, Washington state CP
chairman, in presence of informant commented that his,
KWATT’s, son is working in the woods in Washington State;
he stated his son had contacted one I L the
Washington CP organization secretary; or his wife when
the son first, want to Washington State)

DAVID DAVIS
(who, arcording to informant, entered into discussion on
the floor during one session of NC meeting)



OFFICE MEMORANDUM * UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

TO

FROM

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-68)

SAC, NEW YORK (100-80638)

DATE : S/S/ifl

'SUBJECT: CP, USA
MEMBERSHIP
IS-C

On 7/19/57j who has furnished
'hi P^t ,

1

furnished photographs
°? then in the possession of CP functionariesat CP Headquarters, 23 West 26th Street, NYC.

b7D

. . .
Negatives of these photographs are beingretained in NY file 100-80641-1B346 .

^

^ any of thl
1

is ln£°i™ation be disseminatedoutside the Bureau, care should be exercised to para

-

informant
6 in

^^
rma^ion so as n°t to compromise the

1nfnwnatlt
Included in the photographs furnished by theinformant was 'the rough draft "Report on Party

t™?e
2
el
i3

eI1ll

,?y
SID STEIH< Organizational

pp° J° the ful1
,
National Committee of theCP, scheduled to meet in NYC 7/27-28/57.

<1

membershlp
I
fi^res?

P°rt ' STEIN EetS °Ut the follot,inS OP

New York . 3 500
Northern California 600
Southern California 1 ,600

2 - Bureau
( 100-3-68 ) (rm)

1 - All Offices (RM)

'CjQ New York (IOO-80638 )

/-

RJL:kid
(55) I



NY 100-80638

Illinois 1,600
Ohio 500
Michigan 350
Massachusetts 150
Connecticut 100
Eastern

Pennsylvania 450
Western

Pennsylvania 50
New Jersey 600
Washington 300
Oregon 60
Maryland 100
South 100
Minnesota 200
Indiana 75
Wisconsin 125
Colorado - Rocky

Mountains 100
Missouri-Iowa 75

STEIN in his report further states that:

"The Party has continued to lose members
since the convention. The losses are serious
in each district. These figures do not tell
the whole story. Amongst the 10,000 members
we now have there are hundreds who sit on
the fence and hundreds more who are in but
inactive. This passivity and inactivity is
especially true amongst large sections of
the middle leadership. The losses have been
heaviest where the extreme left and the
extreme right have been engaged in the
severest factional fight. In too many

- 2 -



NY 100-80638

places there Is no way of getting accurate
figures# Nevertheless , I believe that the
figures available give a pretty accurate
picture of our situation."

10,635.
members

.

It is noted that the above tabulation totals
The report stated that there were about 10., 000

« . , ,
-£ke above CP membership figures are beincfurnished for the information of all offices.



tD FORM NO, 64

Office Memorandum • UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT

SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-80638) (19-1) dates 8/8/57

;T: CP, USA MEMBERSHIP
IS-C

During the course of an interview on 7/19/57
I ~l Avenue , NYC , furnished the
following information to SAS I

I former I I of NY
County CP and I I of Harlem Region CP, should
be protected by a T symbol and should be characterized as
being in a position to furnish reliable information.

. The original information is maintained in

I I stated that after the discontinuance of
the issue of CP membership cards about 1949 , the Section
Organizers and Membership Directors were the only persons
who would have any accurate figures as to membership. He
admitted that from 1949 the total figures for membership
could never be considered 100$ correct. He added that any
membership figures which were given out by the CP all were
exaggerated and. for his own purpose while a CP official,
he always reduced by at least 10$ any figure that was
given to him. He explained that there were only two
proper bases for membership figures, namely dues payments
and annual registration. He added that the first of these
was the basis laid down in the constitution of the CP, USA.

|
expressed the opinion that the membership

figures/came out after the recent National Convention of the
CP should be scaled down even lower at the present time .

He said that the current figures he had in mind were not
solely a matter of conjecture on his part, but were based
.also on information he had received from contacts of his who
weECj' still active in the CP.

Boston (100-
New Haven (100-

) (CP, USA DISTRICT #1 MEMBERSHIP) (RM)
) (CP, USA DISTRICT #15 MEMBERSHIP) 1

Philadelphia (100-
)

(CP, USA DISTRICT #3 MEMBERSHIP (m)
Pittsburgh (100- ) (CP, USA DISTRICT #5 MEMBERSHIP) (RM)
New York (100-128814) (CP, USA DISTRICT #2 MEMBERSHIP) (19-2)

ABNtdlo



NY 100-80638

i stated that the estimated figures based
on this source were not more than 5000 active CP members
in the United States. Of this figure, according to

|

3000 members were active in NY State. He said that in the
face of the information he had received, he did not believe
that there were more than 100 active members in the CP
in Massachusetts and his figure for CP members in
Connecticut would be half of that in Massachusetts.

As far as Philadelphia and the Eastern Pennsylvania
District of the CP were concerned,!

|
stated that he

did not believe that they had suffered as severe a drop
in membership and he believed that the figure for that
area would be between 200 and 300 members. As for Western
Pennsylvania, I I stated he believed there were not
more than 25 active members.

stated that he believed that the CP
ftse carrying on a concentrated campaign to win back members
who have drifted away within the past year. He said that
while this campaign might be/cPnation wide basis, he could
only be sure that it was being carried on intensively in
NY State.



8/8/57
SfxV

DJV 5

i)'V ;

TO

PROM

SUBJECT

DIRECTOR, FBI (100-3-69)

SAC, PITTSBURGH (100-8973)

CP-USA C I N A L
DISTRICT 5
PITTSBURGH DIVISION
ORGANIZATION
IS - C

5 •. I

S£«. t

SEC. t

SEC. f

_S£G. 5
—SEC. §

SEC. S
— —SEC. 7

. —SEC. fe

SEC. ?

—

SEC. fc?

.. —SEC. ll
rrn

—

SEC. I
s

*

SEC. 14

SEC. 15

I 1 who has furnished reliable information in
the past. and whose identity should be concealed, on
8/5/57* advised SE |

~| that on that date a
meeting of District 5* CP members was held at 55^2
Jackson Street, Pittsburgh, Pa., which was attended
STEVE NELSON, Chairman,!

L X

.SEC. 16

SEC. 1?

JEC. IS

£. 19

—

b 6

.SEC. iC b7c
•fo7D

STEVE NELSON, at this meeting, gave a resume of activities
which transpired at a recent me&ing of the CP, USA National
Committee which he attended at New York City. The main
points on the agenda at the National Committee meeting
concerned the proposed ban on H bomb testing, the status of
the "Daily Worker, 11 and party organization.

NELSON related that EUGENE DENNIS at the National Committee
meeting gave a report concerning the struggle for control
of H weapons wherein it was indicated that the entire
country is becoming more aware of the effects of strontium
90 from atomic fall out. DENNIS related that the "Radford-
Dulles crowd" is determined to continue H bomb tests and
rule the world. He stated that more and more the United
States position is broken down into a struggle for power.
NELSON stated that he would not attempt to go into detail
on this matter since the main points will appear in the
next issue of "Political Affairs."

NELSON stated that JACK STkCHEL made a report to the
National Committee regarding the "Daily Worker" wherein
he pointed out that the paper was moving • in the direction
of selling the plant and relocating where operating costs
would be lower. He indicated also that unless money comes
in from somewhere it may be necessary to reduce /tb^plper„II

|
’Hw

.

*to four pages.

(SEE COPIES NEXT PAGE)
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COPIES:
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7

Bureau (RM)
New York (RM)

100-
10
100- !

100-
100-

CP,USA, Memberships^

JACK STACBEL)

n^—"'

b6
b7C

100- (ROBERT THOMPSON')
100- (SID STEIN)

Philadelphia (100-CP,USA, Membership) (RM)
Cleveland (100-CP,USA, Membership) (RM)
Cincinnati (100-CP,USA, Membership) (RM)
Detroit (100-CP,USA, Membership) (RM.
Chicago ( 100-CP,USA, Membership) (RM
Springfield (100-CP,USA, Membership
Minneapolis (i00-CP,USA, Membership

[

Seattle (100-CP,USA, Membership) (RM,
Newark (100-CP,USA, Membership

) (RM)
New Haven (100~CP,USA, Membership )RM)
Los Angeles (100-CP,USA, Membership) (R]^)
San Francisco (100-CP,USA, Membership](RM)
Pittsburgh
'2

[CP,USA, Membership)
STEVE NELSON

}

i
'l

’l

’l

100-8973)
100-8664 f

100-1763
100-2443
100-7763
100-3443

ERC :rl

(29)

tf

tr



PG 100-8973

o>

NELSON related that the next topic on the agenda of the
National Committee meeting was a very lengthy 'talk by SID
STEIN concerning party organization. STEIN pointed out that
since the CP convention the membership of the party has been
reduced to approximately 10,000 from 17,000; that it was the
lowest in 30 years; and that the retreat had not yet stopped
as many of the comrades are standing on the sides waiting to
see what happens.

NELSON stated also that STEIN had furnished the following
membership figures to the National Committee denoting a
reduction in all districts:

New York from 8000 to 3500 or 4000
Eastern Pennsylvania from 600 to 450
Western Pennsylvania from 120 to 85
Ohio from 588 to 450
Michigan from 411 to 300
Illinois from 1000 to 600 or 700
Minnesota from - to 200
Washington (State) from 355 to 300

730 to 600New Jersey from
Connecticut from 200 to 100
California from 2900 to 2200

NELSON related that they had let stagnation set in and that
it would be a battle to overcome it

.

NELSON further stated that BOB THOMPSON spoke at the National
Committee meeting and that his talk concerned broad issues
regarding the fight for civil liberties, etc.

NELSON added that another speaker at the National meeting was
I ~l who gave a talk concerning the fight regarding
jails, wherein American prisoners are exploited and prison
isiadd'*- goods' p4s‘odJi^e;

®' T'tci-^o56plete with those produced by free
labd^v

b6
b7C

2
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SAC,. -BALTIMORE '

. , ,
. /

SAC, NEW YORK (IOO-80638 )
.•

9 195Y

CP, USA MEMBERSHIP
IS-G

‘
'

[ 1 who has furnished reliable information
In the past, on July, 19, 1957, made available photographs
of documents maintained at CP Headquarters, 23 West 26th
Street, NY, NY. Included in the documents were 8 pages
of photographs of hand written notes, containing, breakdown
of membership In the Baltimore area. -These photographs
are enclosed lor the: infoimjatldn of: the Baltimore. Office.

If this material is disseminated it should be
paraphrased to protect the Identity of the Informant. <

;

' The original negatives of this material are .

maintainedin NY 100-8064I-1B346. — -
. >

:
'

. , /

X - Baltimore (Enel, l)
New York (1OQ-80638 ) ;

;

EADshr,-
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